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1.0 Executive Summary 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted an inspection of the 
Department ofEnergy (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) March 24-25, 1999, as part of 
its continuing oversight program. The purpose of this inspection was to verify that DOE is 
monitoring the ten parameters listed in the WIPP Compliance Certification Application (CCA), 
Volume I, Section 7.0, Table 7-7 (See Table 1). 

The inspection examined implementation of monitoring for geomechanical, hydrological, 
waste activity, drilling related, and subsidence parameters. The inspectors toured locations where 
measurements are taken, reviewed parameter databases, and reviewed documents and procedures 
directing these monitoring activities. 

The EPA inspectors found that DOE through its contractor, Westinghouse, has effectively 
implemented the monitoring program at WIPP. As determined in the certification decision, May 
I3, I998, the program has adequate documentation/ procedures governing the program. The 
inspection team also confirmed that DOE's program requires reporting the resultsofthese various 
monitoring programs on an annual basis, as committed to in the CCA. 

2.0 Background 

The Compliance Criteria at Section I94.42 require DOE to "conduct an analysis of the 
effects of disposal system parameters on the containment of waste in the disposal system" ( 40 
CFR 194.42 (a)). The results of this analysis is to be include in the CCA and is to be used to 
develop pre-closure and post-closure monitoring requirements. 

Volume I, Section 7.0 of the CCA documents DOE analysis, Table 7-7 ofthe CCA 
(Document COB DOE I94#I, Attachment D.6) lists the ten parameters that DOE discovered may 
impact the disposal system. These parameters are grouped into major categories and listed in 
Table I. 
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EPA approved these ten monitoring parameters in the certification rulemaking. Section 
194.42(c) requires DOE to have an implemented program before emplacement ofwaste can begin 
during the management and storage phase of operation. This inspection was done to verify 
implementation of the monitoring program at WIPP. 

3.0 Scope 

Inspection activities included an examination of monitoring and sampling equipment both 
on and off site, and in the underground. A review of sampling procedures and measurement 
techniques was conducted. 

4.0 Inspection Team, Observers, and Participants 

The inspection team consisted of two representatives of the EPA Administrator. 
Observers from the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG), Jim Kenney and Bill Bartlett, were 
also present. 

Chuck Byrum Inspection Team Leader EPA 

Nick Stone Inspector EPA 
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Numerous DOE staff members and contractors participated in the inspection. 

George Basabilvazo 

Harold Johnson 

Cynthia Zvonar 

Bob Billett 

Benny Hooda 

Ron Richardson 

Ken Mikus 

Stewart Jones 

Rey Carrasco 

W.R. White 

T. Kerr 

Linda Jo Dalton 

WID = Westinghouse, 

ES&H 

ES&H 

ES&H 

Waste Ops 

ES&H 

Geo. Engr. 

ES&H 

ES&H 

CAO = Carlsbad Area Office, 

DOE/CAO 

DOE/CAO 

DOE/CAO 

WID 

WID 

WID 

WID 

WID 

WID 

WID 

Garwin 

WID 

ES&H = Environmental 
Safety and Health 

The inspection began on Wednesday, March 24, 1999, with a presentation by DOE CAO 
and WID about the present status of the WIPP monitoring program. Site personnel discussed the 
monitoring of waste activity, geotechnical parameters, subsidence monitoring, environmental 
monitoring such as water levels, and drilling related parameters. 

The inspection team toured and reviewed various activities to verify effective 
implementation of the plans and procedures presented during the oral presentations. The team 
reviewed the WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS) used to capture the activity of waste 
shipped from the various generator sites. The team reviewed the Delaware Basin Drilling 
Surveillance program, and the Ground Control Monitoring program. 

The inspection team reviewed the ground water monitoring program during the 40 CFR 
191.03, Subpart Ainspection held on March 22-23, 1999. 

5.0 PerformaJ)ceof the Inspection 
. . 

... ·· •--The EPA inspectors reviewed three fundamental areast~ verify implementation of the 
DOE m_qnii9ring prog_ran1 during the management and storage phase, I) written plans and 
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procedures, 2) quality assurance procedures and records, and 3) results of the monitoring 
program in the form of raw data, intermediate reports, and final annual reports, if appropriate. 

On February 9-11, 1999, the EPA QA Team performed an annual inspection of the 
DOE/WID quality assurance programs. The DOE/WID programs were found to be adequately 
maintained. 

The inspection checklist in Attachment A.2 provides details on inspection activities. 

5.1 Monitoring of Geomechanical Parameters 

DOE committed to measure four geomechanical parameters in the CCA; creep closure, 
extent of deformation, initiation of brittle deformation, and displacement of deformation features. 
WIPP has four programs that supply information for these four parameters; the geomechanical 
monitoring program, the geosciences program, the ground control program, and the rock 
mechanics program. These prqgrams are documented in the "Geotechnical Engineering Program 
Plan" (WP 7-1, Attachment D. I, COB 194.X). 

The results of the Geotechnical Engineering Program are documented in the Geotechnical 
Analysis Report for July 1996- June 1997 (Attachment D.l,COB 194.P). 

Rey Carrasco, contractor for DOE, in the opening meeting discussed how the four 
· geomechanical parameters are measured and discussed the instrumentation used to measure the 

response of shafts and underground openings (Attachment D.l, COB 194C). The inspection team 
toured and reviewed underground instrumentation, the computer data base, and field data sheets 
used to record raw measurement data (Attachment D.l, COB 194L.1 to L.6). Mr. Carrasco 
showed the inspection team the input ofdata into the computer database and examined the output 
checkprint (Attachment D. l, COB 194M) to verify implementation of the measurement plan. 

5.2 Monitoring of Hydrological Parameters 

DOE committed to measure two hydrological parameters in the CCA; Culebra 
groundwater composition and changes in theCulebra groundwater flow direction. These 
parameters and related parameters are measured and documented in the WIPP environmental 
monitoring program .. These programs are documented in the Groundwater Surveillance Program 
Plan{WP02-:l, AttachmentD.2, COB l94.W). 
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The inspection team reviewed water level measurements for the month of March 
(Attachment 0.2, COB 194Q.l to Q3). The team reviewed the raw data sheets recorded in the 
field and the quality assurance cross-check, CHECKPRINT, procedures (Attachment 0.2, COB 
194R). 

The inspection team also toured the WQSP-2 groundwater sampling well and the mobile 
chemistry laboratory. Mr. Jones and other contractor staff presented a detailed explanation of 
groundwater composition measurement procedures, such as dissolved minerals, and quality 
assurance requirements. 

5.3 Monitoring of Waste Activity Parameters 

DOE committed to measure waste activity in the CCA. This parameter is part of the 
extensive database collected for each container shipped to WIPP and is stored in the WIPP Waste 
Information System (WWIS). The WWIS is a software system that screens waste container data 

. and provides reports on the TRU waste sent to WIPP. The requirements for the WWIS are 
discussed in "WIPP Waste Information System Program" (WP 05-WA.02, Attachment D.3, COB 
194V). 

The facility demonstrated that the WWIS can receive data and that the WWIS can 
generate reports. The CAO has committed to annual waste activity reports. 

Ken Mikus, contractor for DOE, discussed how the WWIS is used to record waste 
activity information provided by the generator sites and how the computer database that is created 
is used to produce the necessary reports. The inspection team toured the WWIS computer 
system where Mr. Mikus demonstrated the transmission of data from the Los Alamos Laboratory 
generator site and how this information is used to develop different waste activity reports 
(AttachmentD.3; COB 194G. 

5.4 Monitoring of Drilling Related Parameters 

DOE committed to measure two drilling related parameters in the CCA; the drilling rate 
and the .probability of encountering a Castile brine reservoir. These parameters are measured as 

· part.ofthe "Delaware -Basin Drilling Surveillance Program" (WP 02-PC.02, Attachment D.4, 
C0Bl94.1). This surveillance-program measures or records many parameters related to drilling 
activities around the WIPP site .. 

The results of the surveiUance program is documented annually in the Delaware Basin 
Drilling Surveillance Program - Anriual R.eportfor October 1997 through September 1998 
(Attachm~ntDA, COB194.K). . 

.. :-,·· .... 
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data collected and placed in the well information database and the quality assurance requirements 
(Attachment D.4, COB 194F). Mr. Hughes provided the inspection team a hands-on 
demonstration of the computer database system and showed examples of maps produced and 
reports generated from the system (Attachment D.4, COB 194J). 

5.5 Monitoring of Subsidence Parameters 

DOE committed to measure the subsidence at the WIPP site in the CCA. This parameter 
is documented as part of the ofthe "WIPP Underground and Surface Surveying Program" 
(WP09-ES.01, Attachment D.5, COB 194.U). The DOE will perform the subsidence survey at 
the site annually during pre-closure operations. 

The results of this program are to be reported annually in the WIPP Subsidence 
Monument Leveling Survey- 1998 (Attachment D.5, COB 194.0). 

During the opening meeting Rey Carrasco, contractor for DOE, discussed the subsidence 
parameter measurements program (Attachment D.5, COB 194D). Mr. Carrasco explained how 
horizontal and vertical surveys would be performed and the quality assurance requirements for 
these surveys. Mr Carrasco and his staff demonstrated to the inspection team the survey 
equipment used, the methods used to record and check field data, how these data are input into 
the computer database and are used to produce the needed reports. 

6.0 Summary of finding, observation, concerns, and recommendations. 

EPA performed this inspection to verify that DOE/WID has implemented a program at the 
WIPP site to monitor the ten parameters it found to be important in the CCA. During this 
inspection the inspectors found that DOE has adequately implemented programs to monitoring 
these ten parameters during pre-closure operations. DOE/WID also plans to report the results of 
these monitoring activities as committed to in the CCA documentation. · 



Attachment A. I 

40 CFR 194.42 Inspection Plan 

Purpose: Verify that the Department ofEnergy (DOE) can demonstrate that the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant (WIPP) is monitoring the parameter commitments made in the documentation to 
support the EPA's certification decision, in particular CCA, Volume I, Section 7. 0 and Appendix 
MON. This inspection is conducted under the authority of 40 CFR § 194.21. 

This inspection is part ofEPA's continued oversight to ensure that WIPP can, in fact, monitor the 
performance of significant parameters of the disposal system. 

Scope: Inspection activities will include an examination of monitoring and sampling equipment 
both on and off site, and in the underground. A review of sampling procedures and measurement 
techniques may be conducted. Quality assurance procedures and documentation for each of these 
activities may also be reviewed. 

Startup Issues: The specific purpose of this inspection is to verify and confirm that WIPP has 
complied with the requirements of40 CFR 194.42. As stated in 40 CFR 194.42(c)-

·· .. .in no case shall waste be emplaced in the disposal system prior to the implementation of pre-closure 
monitor;ing." 

Therefore, the EPA believes it is appropriate to verify the adequate implementation of pre-closure 
monitoring before the first receipt of waste at WIPP. 

Location: This inspection will be held at the WIPP facility location twenty-six miles south east of 
Carlsbad, New Mexico and the surrounding vicinity as needed. 

Duration: The EPA expects to complete its inspection, with DOE's cooperation, in one day. The 
day will begin with an opening meeting at 8:00a.m. and end at 5:00p.m. with a closeout session. 

Date: Expected to be held during the week ofMarch 22, 1999. 



Attachment A.2 

40 CFR 194.42 

Inspection 

Check List 



2 

3 

40 CFR 194.42- DO~ WJJ>P Monitoring Commitments Checklist 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented plans/programs/procedures to 
measure-

a) Culebra Groundwater Composition; 

b) Change in Culebra Groundwater Flow 
Direction 

during the pre-closure phase of operations as 
specified in the CCA part of WIPP's 
groundwater monitoring plan? 

(CCA, Volume 1, Table 7-7; App MON, Table 
MON-1) 40 CFR 194.42 (c) and (e) 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented an effective quality assurance 
program for item 1 above? (CCA, App MON, 
Page MON-22) 40 CFR 194,22 

Does DOE demonstrate that the. results of the 
groundwater monitoring program are reported 
annually? (CCA, App. MON, Page MON~22) 

Item #27, below, documents the program planned Sat. 
to measure, document, report, and QA these two 
activities. Item #27 documents the Groundwater 
Surveillance Program Plan and records the 
activities associated with this program, the 
methods planned to be used, and the reporting 
plans. Section 4.0, item #27 documents the 
quality assurance requirements of these activities. 

Item #22 is an example of actual water level 
measurements. Item #21 is an computer print out 
of these measurements and item #23 is a 
check print of these same measurements with a 
signature verifYing QA review. Item #23 is an 
example of results of these monitoring activities. 

The inspection team toured and reviewed the 
WQSP-2 borehole location to evaluate water 
measurement techniques. The team also 
evaluated the chemical analysis perfonned in the 
mobile laboratory. 

EPA performed a quality assurance Sat. 
inspection February 9-Il, 1999, and found 
the program at DOE/WID adequate. 

Item #27, page 28 documents that results of Sat. 
monitoring will be reported annually and will 
be published in the Annual Site 
Environmental Report (ASER). 

Documents Reviewed: 
#9. - Environmental Monitoring 40 CFR 194 - Presentation by Stewart Jones 
#27 • (}roundwater Surveillance Program Plan- WP 02-1, Revision 3 
#21 • Computer printouts of water level measurements measured during the month of March 1999 
#22- ACtual field copies of raw data of water levels measured in March 1999 
#23- Samples of signed quality assurance check prints of water level measurements during the month of March 

1999 . . . 

#24 ~Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Site Environmental Report- Calendar Year 1997 



40 CFR 194.42 - DOE WIPP Monitoring Commitments Checklist 

2 

3 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented plans/programs/procedures to 
measure-

a) Waste Activity? 

(CCA, Volume I, Table 7-7; App MON, Table 
MON-1) 40 CFR 194.42 (c) and (e) 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented an effective quality assurance 
program for item I? (CCA, App W AP, page 
C-30) 40 CFR 194.22 

Does DOE demonstrate that the results of the 
waste activity parameters are reported 
annually?(CCA Volume, Section 7.2.4 
Reporting) 

Documents Reviewed: 

WWIS will be used to measure and store 
waste activity among other things. Item #26, 
below, documents the program planned to 
measure, document, report, and QA this 
activity. Item #26 documents the WWIS 
Program and records the activities associated 
with this program, the methods planned to be 
used, and the reporting plans. 

Item #II is an example of the Waste 
Container Report for LANL waste shipped on 
March 25, 1999 and item #12 is an example 
of the Nuclide Report for test waste data. 

The inspection team toured and reviewed the 
WWIS computer system and the database 
computer program. The team reviewed the 
query capabilities of the system to produce 
waste activity reports. 

EPA performed a quality assurance 
inspection February 9-11, 1999, and found 
the program at DOE/WID adequate. 

Item #26, page 19 documents that results of 
monitoring will be reported annually. 

#6 - WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS) - Presentation by Ken Mikus 
#26 - WIPP Waste Information System Program- WP 05-W A.02, Revision 0 
#II -Sample 'Waste ContainerData Repon' from the WWIS 
# 12 - Sample 'Nuclide Report' from the WWIS 

Sat. 

Sat. 

Sat. 



40 CFR 194.42- DOE WIPP Monitoring Commitments Checklist 

2 

3 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented plans/programs/procedures to 
measure-

a) Drilling Rate; and 

b) Probability of Encountering a Castile Brine 
Reservoir? 

(CCA, Volume I, Table 7-7; App MON, Table 
MON-1) 40 CFR 194.42 (c) and (e) 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have 
implemented an effective quality assurance 
program for item 1 above? (CCA, App DMP, 
page DMP-9) 40 CFR 194.22 

Does DOE demonstrate that the results of the 
drilling related parameters are reported 
annually?(CCA Volume, Section 7.2.4 
Reporting; App DMP~ page DMP-:9) 

Documents Reviewed: 

Item #13, below, documents the program planned 
to measure, document, report, and QA these two 
activities. Item # 13 documents the Delaware 
Basin Drilling Surveillance Plan and records the 
activities associated with this program, the 
methods planned to be used, and the reporting 
plans. Section 6.0, item #13 documents the 
quality assurance requirements of these activities. 

Item# 14 is an example of the information 
recorded and stored in the drilled hole database. 
Item #15 is a copy of the annual report; page 15 
shows the 1998 calculation of the drilling rate and 
page shows a discussion of Castile brine pockets. 

The inspection team toured and reviewed the 
computer and database system used to record and 
store drill hole data. The team reviewed the 
report and mapping capabilities of the computer 
system .. 

EPA perfonned a quality assurance 
inspection February 9-11, 1999, and found 
the program at DOE/WID adequate. 

Item #13, page 5 documents that results of 
monitoring will be reported annually. 

#10- Delaware·Basin Surveillance Plan- Presented by David Hughes 
#n -Delaware Basin Drilling Surveillance Plan- WP 02-PC.02, Revision 0 
#14- Sample print out from the drilling surveillance computer database 
# 15 - Delaware Basin Drilling Surveillance Program - Annual Report for October 1997 through 

September 1998. 

Sat. 

Sat. 

Sat. 



40 CFR 194.42- DOE WIPP Monitoring Commitments Checklist 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have Item #25, below, documents the program 
implemented plans/programs/procedures to planned to measure, document, report, and 
measure- QA these two activities. Item #25 documents 

the WIPP Underground & Surface Surveying 
a) Subsidence measurements? Program and records the activities associated 

with this program, the methods planned to be 
(CCA, Volume I, Table 7-7; App MON, Table used, and the reporting plans. Section 4.0, 
MON-1) 40 CFR 194.42 (c) and (e) item #25 documents the quality assurance 

requirements of these activities. 

Item #20 is a copy of the annual report for 
1998. 

The inspection team toured and reviewed the 
computer and database system used to record 
and store subsidence survey data. The team 
reviewed the report and mapping capabilities 
of the computer system .. 

2 Does DOE demonstrate that they have EPA performed a quality assurance 
implemented an effective quality assurance inspection February 9-11, 1999, and found 
program for item 1? 40 CFR 194.22 the program at DOE/WID adequate. 

3 . Does DOE demonstrate that the results of the Item #25, page 11 documents that results of 
subsidence measurements are reported monitoring will be reported annually. 
annually? (CCA Volume, Section 7.2.4 
Reporting) 

Documents Reviewed: 
#8 - WIPP Subsidence Monitoring - Presented by Rey Carrasco 
#25- WIPP Underground and Surface Surveying Program- WP 09-ES.01, Revision 1 
#20.- WIPP Subsidence Monument Leveling survey- 1998 

Sat. 

Sat. 

Sat. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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March 24, 1999 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
CFR 194.42 CLOSE-OUT MEETING ATIENDANCE 

March 25, 1999 
PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE ORGANIZATION PHONE NUMBER 
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40 CFR 194.42- DOE WIPP Monitoring Commitments Checklist 

Does DOE demonstrate that they have Item #28, below, documents the program 
implemented plans/programs/procedures to planned to measure, document, report, and 
measure- QA these four activities. Section 3.0, item 

#28 documents the Geomechanical 
a) Creep Closure; Monitoring Program and records the 

activities associated with this program, the 
methods planned to be used, and the 

b) Extent of Deformation; reporting plans. Section 4.0, item #28 
documents the quality assurance 
requirements of these activities. 

c) Initiation of Brittle Deformation and 
Items #16 and #17 are examples of raw data 
collection and verification. Items #18 and 

d) Displacement of Deformation Features # 19 are examples of results of these 
monitoring activities. 

during the pre-closure phase of operations as 
specified in the CCA part of the The inspection team toured and reviewed the 
geomechanical monitoring system? computer system and database systems used 

to collect and process these data. 
(CCA, Volume l, Table 7-7; App MON, Table 
MON-1) 40 CFR 194.42 (c) and (e) 

2 Does DOE demonstrate that they have EPA performed a quality assurance 
implemented an effective quality assurance inspection February 9-11, 1999, and found 
program for item 1 above? 40 CFR 194.22 the program at DOE/WID adequate . 

• 

3 Does DOE demonstrate that the results of the Item #28, page 8 requires that analysis will 
geotechnical investigations are reported be performed annually and the results will be 
annually? (CCA, App. MON, Page MON-10) published in the geotechnical analysis report. 

Documents Reviewed:. 
#7 - WIPP .Gt::?technjcal Engineering Monitoring - PresentationbyRey Carrasco 
#28 - WIJ>P Geotechnical Engineering· Program Plan - WP 07-01, Revision 2 . 
# 16 - Sall)ple - rawdata- GIS· Field. Data Sheets, Room Closure Measurements 
#1 7 - Sample - raw data ... CVPT Field Data Checkprint . 
# 18.., Lon?:Tertn Ground Control Plan f0r the Vvaste Isolation Pilot Plant 
#19- GeotechnicalAnalysisRepolt for July 19.96"- Jun~·l997 

Sat. 

Sat. 

Sat. 
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~ers committed by DOE to be measured. ' 

COB DOE1941#1 

Both documents discuss the pre- and post-closure 
parameter selected to be monitored at the WIPP 
site. . 
COB DOE 194#2 

One page description of the present status of the 
monitoring program. Documents referenced are: 
WP 09-ESJOl~ WP OS-WA.02, Rev. 0; WP 02-
PC.02, Rev. 0; V'(P 02-1, Rev. J •. ,~d WP 07..01, 
Re\1', 2. 

DOE 194#3 

Presentation by Ken Mikus on the WWIS system 
·.recording of \,WSte activity. 

··194-B . 

~nted by Rey Carrasco on the monit.Pring of 
creep closur~ etc. . . 
COB 194-C 1'flli<i 

!•I~ 

DOE, CCA documentation. 
•Not included in this report 

No• 

DOE e-rila.il W,.te_d 030899. , i~:l Yes 
Attachment D.6 ·· ;~· 

DOE, aqthe WIPP site. 
Attaclllnent B 

'. j ~ 

DOFJWID, opening meeting 
of JP.spection. 
Attkhment D.3 · 

DOFJWID, opening meeting 
of inspection~t 
Attachment D.l 

:)l 

Yes 

·+ 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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·,· 

Presented by Rey Carrasco on subsidence 
monitoring. . 
COB 194-.0 

Presented by Stewart Jones on hydrological 
monitoring. 
COB 194,;,E 

Presented by David Hughes on the monitored 
drilling related parameters. 

194-F 

·· Pro~ded by Ken Mikus during the demonstration 
of .thii WWIS computer syStem. LANL data. · . 
COB 194-G 

Provided by Ken Mikus during the demonstration 
of the W:WIS computer system. Test Data. 
COB 194-H ~ 

Prpvided by David Hughes during the. 
demonstration of the drilling ~eillance compul9'~, 
system and database. . ;':~ 

ces 194-I 
':·1 

Provided by David Hughes during the· 
demonstration of the drilling slil'Veillance computer 

;stem aild "-tab~, · 
94-J. ' :· . 
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f 
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opening meeting 
of inspection. 
Attachment D.S 

DOE/WID, opening meeting 
of inspec~on. 
Attachment D.2 

DOE/WID, opening meeting 
ofin~tion. 
Attachment D.4 

DOEIWIP fJ , 
Attachment 0.3 ':
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"~ 
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David Hughes during the 
. demonstration of the drilling surveillance computer 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document defines the field programs and investigations to be carried out by the · 
Waste lsolationDivision (WID) Geotechnical Engineering Section. The geotechnical 
engineering programs are designed to provide scientific information necessary to 
establish a high level of understanding of site characteristics and to assess the stability 
and performance of the underground facility. Programs currently consist of the 
following activities: 

• Geosciences 
• Geomechanical Monitoring 
• Rock Mechanics 
• Ground Control 

These programs will be implemented and controlled by this program plan. 

1.1 Background 

The programs listed in Section 2 will demonstrate the safe disposal of transuranic · 
waste, both in the short-term (during the operational life of the facility) and in the long
term (following decommissioning), that will satisfy the appropriate federal regulations 
governing isolation of the waste. The data will increase confidence .in the effectiveness 
and safety of the underground operations, validate the design, support site 
characterization and performance assessment activities, and support activities required 
for research and technological development. . 
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1.2Geosciences Program 

The Geosciences Program will continue confirmation of site suitability based on field 
activities such as geologic mapping of the facility horizon excavations and logging of 
cores. These activities will be used to characterize, demonstrate the continuity of, and 
document the geology exposed in the underground excavations. The program also will 
maintain a storage facility for site-generated geologic samples and a local seismic 
monitoring system. 

1.3Geomechanical Monitoring Program 

The Geomechanical Monitoring Program will provide data on the Waste !"solation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP) geotechnical'performance design for design validation and the short-term 
and long-term behavior of underground openings, and routine evaluations of the safety 
and stability of excavations. Data on the stability and closure of underground 
excavations will be used to identify areas of potential instability and allow remedial 
actions to be taken. 

Monitoringof geotechnical parameters will be performed using geomechanical 
instruments, including tape extensometer stations, convergence meters, borehole 
extensomefers, piezometers, strain gauges, load cells, crack meters, and other 
instruments installed in the shafts and drifts of the WIPP facility. 

1.4 Rock Mechanics Program 

The Rock MechanicsProgram will assess of the performance of the underground 
facilif~.. qata frqmgeomech~nical monitoring and geoscience~ observation~ will be 
··u~gc1 to 13Y~ lu ate·. the current· and. 'futLJr€3 performance of the excavations. Numerical 
mqqeling· C3ndj3p:!pirieal rpe!hods 'Nill betlsed to evaluate the effects of proposed 
de~igq c;hCi!Q.9~s aqd .trE) long~teri'TI t>.E!h?~Jor ofthe underQround facility. · 

····.-Gfue.::<3'~o~o·~··q.rif\tr91······RriS~9f~m··~i.lt;·~.r1~ur~ tha.t .... the·.·under9ro.und··•·;s ··•sate 'irtim any . 
• u~.e~P~.ctE?.~-fQ.PfO(fib •... fc:~lt§~·i lt'f'{;iiLp~oviq~tl:l~ ...... ~)(P~rience necessary to ·desJgn ground 

.······.•··• ·•.•·····•·····•·.·•••·.·c:.entgql{sy;sf~~-~,fq~.the···•.t"lal)t ~pq~. tqmpqitgr·.grqun<:f· .. gpntrqh ~y~t~rllperformance _ . 
.•..•.......• tt)r:qqgh:g~~@ ~n(j •·obsery(3tfons; arid·:to a lloY.,,projectiqnsto be .• ma(:ie r~gar.ding future 

· oc~::~,~~~~%~qu;w~~nts: :~·~ ;::r· ·" .• ,;,i;~·/;: 
······.· ·...... ' ..... ·}•;(.• ;:; )(> ,;· ·.··· -~··: !. /'·:: >;,_..... ''( 

·. , ., ... :/'· '.;:;·.; ~>,·::t;>;'0t~;-~ .,;.·,:? ;, · .. ·'< :'{e~D ... 
: c''':t:•\:, ' c;. ' ··:·_]9_;.· ':.£: . '-'?l / - .• < • ·;;:/ :~-::> '_:· :;~ ·: ~-F ~ '}lDL- ": ·· .. ·. 
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. - ·-;_, c-~,;.;~> \:;~<:~:;- ,:~:;%~J;,{~i-~~~~j'(:.:r~-/~7C-'·- ~--,:{::,~:-~:~~' "·'-=-~-" .;_;.- -
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2.0ADMINISTRA 1"10N 

2.1 Organization 

The WID organizational structure is described in the WID Quality Assurance Program 
Description (WP 13-1 ). Geotechnical Engineering reports to the Engineering 
Department senior manager. 

2.2 Responsibilities 

The Geotechnical Engineering manager and staff are responsible for achieving and 
maintaining quality in the geotechnical engineering programs. 

2.3 Training and Qualifications 

Personnel who perform specific tasks associated with geological and geotechnical data 
collection, engineering assessments, and quality assurance/quality control measures 
will be trained and qualified in the application of the specific requirements to complete 
their tasks, The minimum training requirements for engineering personnel are 
identified in the Engineering Technical Train.ing Requirements Policy. 

3.0TECHNICAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
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design of the facility. Extensive geologic characterization of drifts and shafts was 
performed under the Site and Preliminary Design Validation Program for confirmation of 
site suitability. The program provided the basis for the decision to proceed with 
construction of the WIPP facility. 

The Geotechnical Engineering Geosciences Program was developed to continue 
confirmation of site suitability based on field activities such as geologic mapping of the 
facility and near surface stratigraphic horizons, core logging, and geophysical surveys. 
These activities characterize, demonstrate the continuity of, and document the geology 
at the site. The program maintains a library of site-generated geologic samples and 
quarterly reporting of the results of local seismic monitoring. The program is also 
responsible for the collection of geologic and structural data and other section activities 
as required. 

3.1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the Geosciences Program is to confirm the suitability of the site based 
on continuing field activities. 

3.1.3 Scope 

Site investigations will be performed as required, or as determined useful, for 
enhancE3mentof the site geologic characterization knowledge base .. Activities will. 
include reconnaissance geologic mapping of new excavations, detailed geologic 
m~pping, inVestigations of regional exposures, and geologic support to projects . 
cond9ctedby oth~r-eiteparticipants. The activities associated with the Geosciences 
f'rogram;~re desigped to: 

• Provide ~dditibl'lal sit.e geologicalcharacterizaticm based on geologic, mapping of 
excava(ion~aQdcore logging ·· · 

.:-·;;- '.-_-- -.... '':~:\.: _. .. ;_;~: ·_' - ·: .. -- .. -- ' -,-. ·. · ... : _:--. . . 

• Maintain ~.~Ufr~nld.at~ b(3~E3 on .mineralogy, chemistry; ~nd textural feature 
cqar~ctE3f"i§tic§qfJhe lgc;afgeplogy · · ·· 

•· )}~M~i~~~iba)@utr~nt·····1~ver~ofkn()wl~dge··oh ·the'·.geohydrOiogy·ofithe .. ··.Salado and 
. ' 8l.JSi,}er .. prqrmaJigJ"Ispa§i3d()q,Qeql ogic~ pydrologic, .. ·.and··QE30Chemi¢a,Jdata . 
: .- :-_~y~_'.\:.,-.>~i:- ~~v · :'~-- ,-. -- -.' 
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development or those not expected to be performed routinely will be performed in 
accordance with indu'stry standards or individual program plans that supplement this 
program plan. 

Routine Activities 

• Seismic Monitoring - Seismic monitoring and evaluation will be carried out by the 
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, a subcontractor to WID. 

• Geologic Mapping- Geologic mapping will be performed in newly excavated areas 
and when the cognizant engineer or Geotechnical Engineering manager deems it 
necessary. The mapping results will be documented in the annual geotechnical 
analysis reports and appropriate topical reports. 

All drifts and rooms in which geologic mapping was not conducted will be visually 
inspected by the cognizant engineer, or designee, within three months of excavation 
to verify that the exposed rock units are laterally continuous and similar to those 
exposed in the mapped areas of the facility. Any unusual features will be reported 
in the annual geotechnical analysis reports. 

• Fracture Mapping- Fracture mapping will be performed and carried out by the 
cognizant engineer, designee, or Geotechnical Engineering manager at locations 
selected in accordance with accepted industry practice. Observations from 
boreholes and excavated surfaces will be used in performance assessments of the 
underground facility. 

• Core Library Operations- Geotechnical Engineering will maintain a repository for 
geologic samples that have been determined necessary for lo'ng-term storage. 
Approved WIPP procedures define the proper methods for maintaining the sample 
reposit(jry, U;1e submittal-of core tothe Core Library, maintenance of the Core 
Storage F~cility (inventory, handling, and distribution), authorization forayc;ess to 
view the,core on-site, and authorization to remove sample~ from the library. 
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installed in the shafts and drifts of the WIPP facility. Geotechnical instrumentation 
installed in the shafts and underground includes tape extensometer points, 
convergence meters, borehole extensometers, piezometers, strain gages, load cells, 
and crack meters. The instrumentation is sensitive enough to detect small changes in 
rock displacements and rock stresses. 

Information generated by this program will be documented in annual geotechnical 
analysis reports. The data will be documented more frequently as recommended by 
the cognizant engineer or manager. An assessment of convergence measurements 
and geotechnical observations will be made after each round of measurements. The 
results of this assessment will be distributed to affected underground.operations, 
engineering, and safety managers. 

This plan describes the general scope of the investigation, methods, and program 
requirements, and will be updated periodically to reflect additions and changes. 

3.2.1 Background 

The instrumentation system has provided data on the performance of the WIPP design 
for design validation and for projecting the long-term behavior of the underground 
openings, and routine evaluation of safety and excavation stability. From an opera
tional standpoint, the geomechanical data allow the identification of areas of potential 
instability and for remedial action to be taken. To determine the long-term behavior of 
the repository, assessments will rely heavily on the extrapolation of in-situ data, taken 
over a period of years, to predict thousands of years of repository performance. 
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• Maintain and augment the geotechnical instrumentation system in the WIPP 
underground and upgrade the automatic data acquisition system as necessary 

• Monitor geotechnical instrumentation on a regular basis, and maintain a current data 
base of instrument readings 

• Evaluate the geotechnical instrumentation data and prepare regular reports that 
document the data and analyses describing the stability and performance of 
underground openings 

• Recommend corrective or preventive measures to ensure excavation stability and 
safe operation of the facility 

3.2.4 Methods 

The process by which geomechanical monitoring of an area is initiated may vary as 
part of operational excavation monitoring or research testing. Proper documentation 
and analysis is common to all. Installation and monitoring of the instruments will be 
governed by approved WIPP procedures. The instrumentation will be monitored 
remotely using data loggers or read manually. Routine tasks will be carried out. 
according to approved WIPP procedures. Activities which are in development, or which 
are not expected to be performed routinely, will be performed in accordance with 
industry standards or individual program plans that supplement this program plan. 

Data Acquisition 

The remotely polled instruments are connected to a surface computer through a system 
of cables, terminationboxes, and data loggers. The manually read. instruments will be 
monitored using electronic read-out boxes and mechanicalnieasuring devices. The 
data.W;iJibe c6nected on aquart~rly pasis at a minimum, but more frequent readings 
may be c6Hected as determined by tb~ cognizant engineer or manager. 
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The instrumentation used at WIPP is widely accepted in the geotechnical and mining 
industry. Geomechanical instrumentation installed in the shafts and underground 
includes tape extensometer points, convergence meters, borehole extensometers, 
rockbolt load cells, pressure cells, crack meters, strain gauges, and piezometers. The 
instrumentation is sensitive to small changes in rock displacement and stress. The 
geomechanical instruments will be installed and monitored in accordance with 
approved procedures or written instructions. Instrument types, monitoring usage, and 
typical installation locations are listed in the following table. 
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frequently with consent from the Department of Energy. 

Assessments of the convergence measurem·ents and other geotechnical observations 
will be performed after each round of complete measurements. Results will be 
distributed to affected underground operations, engineering, and safety groups. Data 
analyses may be performed on a more frequent basis, as recommended by the 
cognizant engineer or manager. 

Calibration 

Measurement and data collection equipment used to read the geotechnical instruments 
will be calibrated in accorda.nce with approved WIPP procedures. Frequency of 
calibration will be based on manufacturer recommendations upon receipt of the 
measuring device at the WIPP site, or as determined by the cognizant engineer. 
Calibration records will be kept on file in Geotechnical Engineering. 

Rb,Jtine Activities 

Maintenance will be performed as needed. When an instrument is damaged or 
erronebl,Jsreadings are suspected, the instrument will be physically inspected and 
evaluated· fo,r repairs or replacement. If repair efforts are unsuccessful, that instrument 

. will be docurnentE3d.as malfunctidnihg and monitoring discontinued (Jntil the instrument 
.nasbeenrE!pl~ced or abandoned:' · · ·· · · 
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Other Activities of the Geomechanical Monitoring Program 

Test plans will be developed for geomechanical monitoring activities that are either in a 
developmental stage or not routinely performed. These plans will include or reference 
the appropriate procedures to ensure that all necessary steps to complete the activity 
are carried out and will detail specific plans that describe instrument characteristics, 
locations, procedures, etc. These activities may include the installation and monitoring 
of new instrument types to evaluate their adequacy for use in salt. Changes to the 
remote monitoring equipment and software routines will be documented in accordance 
with approved WIPP procedures. 

3.3 Rock Mechanics Program 

This program assesses the current and future performance of the underground facility. 
Its statistical and empirical data methods and numerical modeling codes, modified for 
use in salt rock, provide the process for analyzing data collected from geotechnical 
instruments and visual observations. The results follow approved WIPP procedures 
and will be published in annual geotechnical analysis reports, or more frequently as 
recommended by the cognizant engineer or manager. 

This program plan describes the general scope, methods, and program requirements of 
investigations andwill be updated periodically to reflect additions and changes. 

3.3.1 B.acl<ground 

The Rock M~chanicsProgramassesses oftheperformance of the WIPP design for 
design validatior,:and for projecting the l()ng7"term behavior of the underground 
openings and routine evaluation of safety and excavation stability. From an operational 
standpoint;thes(3 assessments will aiiQVIthe identification ofareas of potential 
instability aridthe application()fremedialactions, ifnecessary. ·To validate the 
adeqljacyof thefadlityde~ign, field data from geomechanical instrumentation will be 

•• LI~ed tqdeterrT1ine 9c;tyal n1echanical performance of the shafts and excavations at the 
facility hor.izon. · · ·· 

A~~~~i~t,~~ft)o~~!,~~fb;,Z~'hi~~(iJ~' ~bde)ipQ; ~II b~ us~ 16 dE!Ietniinethe potential 
E3ff(3qt§.pf nining . nevY ;xc~V~ti()QS,,~~cav~ti.on S~C)LJ.enc~, and •.. lqng;.t~rrn Qehavior.·of the 

./rep()sitc:>f:>'·.'.~·he~g!diri(3~tiil.QBeff?rrri~l"lce.oftp~Vj1Pe;~o~troc~Js.lrnportantto assess 
th~ .. •c!E3~iQpoflb·~.:oH.Tr~·tiq!dfc:19HHy~.f1CI]t~>l9qQ-tE3rrn.Pe.r(prmary9e:iof.significance are 
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The Rock Mechanics Program provides the capability to assess the geomechanical 
response of the surface and underground facility due to mining of the underground. 

3.3.3 Scope 

The activities associated with the Rock Mechanics Program are designed to: 

• Assess the geotechnical performance of the underground excavations 

• Assess the effectiveness of support systems installed to control areas of potentially 
unstable ground 

• Assess the appropriateness of the current mine design and periodically evaluate the 
criteria 

• Provide geotechnical recommendations for the development of mine design criteria 
based on analytical assessment of the performance of the existing excavations and 
from modeling of proposed design changes 

• Project excavation performance based on new mining, ground control activities, and 
facility aging 

• Predict the performance of underground excavations based on instrumentation data 
and supplemented by analytical studies 

• Maintain a library of numerical modeling codes that include the state-of-the-art 
· understanding of salt rock mechanics · · 

·. . .. . . :>.. . . ~ ... : :.·:. . . . ._ . .· . . 

• Provide recommendations or corrective/preventive measures to underground 
operations personnel based on the performance and expected usage of the 
underground facility · · · · · · · 
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• Geomechanical Data Assessment - Assessments of the instrument data and 
geologic observations will be performed periodically and reported in the annual 
geotechnical analysis reports and other more frequeht topical reports. Complete 
data analyses will be performed at least once a year. The frequency of data 
analyses will be based on the geotechnical performance of the excavations and 
their operational use. The geotechnical data will be evaluated to determine whether 
conditions exist which warrant closer or, possibly, immediate attention from a 
ground control standpoint. Geotechnical assessments measure the stability of the 
openings with respect to operational safety and long-term performance. 

• Support System Performance Evaluation - New support system technologies will be 
evaluated as they become available and will be used as they are proven. Several 
test sections of support systems have been installed and are being monitored. 
These systems are instrumented to monitor the performance of the system 
components. This instrumentation, in conjunction with nearby geomechanical 
instrumentation, allows assessments of the effectiveness of the support system to 
be performed. 

• Numerical Modeling - Material modeling codes estimate of the performance of the 
salt rock material based on the material properties and loading conditions provided 
to the model. These models can be used to determine the potential effects of 
mining riew excavations on the facility or the long-term effect of an excavation on 
nearby openings. The accuracy ofthe models can be improved by modifying the 
codeto more accurately representtheactual physical conditions. These 

· modifications may inclu9e mesh refinement and the use of input data that more 
accurately describe th~ physical prop~rtie.s ofthe host rock. 

:o-- ---_;·-~r 

Testpl~n~:Xv'ill< bedev71o.ped fotrock nitsa,ctivitiesthatare .in a developmental 
stagegrarE:K~ptcrol:lti~ely · · ·cr ..... ·.··.·· aQ.~Will incl~de.orreferEmce.the appro-
priate:P:rpce.dvrE3sto ensu .. a · · stepsto complete the activity are carried 
out and'V{lll q~i~il.§pecific plans the ·agtivity,location,procedure, etc. 
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The Ground Control Program provides comprehensive evaluation of the ground 
conditions and effectiveness of installed support systems throughout the facility. The 
evaluations will be based on visual observations, analyses of geomechanical instru
mentation data, fracture data acquired from observation boreholes, and rockbolt failure 
data. The design of new support systems will be based on the results of these 
evaluations. · 

Ground control issues have been addressed since excavation began at WIPP. (nitially 
only minor spalls were observed. However, as the excavations aged and issues 
associated with the roof beam began to develop, most of the facility was pattern-bolted 
with mechanical anchor rockbolts. Because these bolts provide a basically rigid 
support system, they have a finite life and supplemental systems are required in areas 
scheduled for decades of use. -rhe support systems must maintain many areas of the 
underground accessible for the projected life of the facility. 

The information generated by this program will be documented in annual assessment 
reports. Assessment of the performance of the installed ground support systems are 
performed as recommended by the cognizant engineer or manager. The results of 
these assessments will be distributed to affected underground operations, engineering, 
and safety manager sections. 

This program plan describes the general scope of the ground control activities, 
methodstand program requirements, and will be updated periodically to reflect 
additions a·nd changes to the program. · 

3.4.1 Background 
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The excavations vary in geometry, geology, age, and operational use. These 
differences affect the selection of ground control measures, but the ability of the salt to 
creep or flow with time has the greatest impact on selection of support systems. Salt 
creep exerts strong forces, both vertical and horizontal, on any control mechanism. 
During the time that the underground has been active, a variety of ground control 
issues have been encountered ranging from minor spalling to roof falls. 

3.4.2 Purpose 

The Ground Control Program provides the strategies for development and selection of 
the most applicable and efficient means of maintaining and monitoring the ground 
conditions of the WIPP underground to ensure safe and operational conditions. The 
selection of ground control fixtures is in accordance with 30 CFR 0 57, Subpart B, . 
"Ground Control." 

3.4.3 Scope 

The program is continually evolving. Current associated activities include: 

• Addressing ground control concerns and design and implementation of ground 
support systems on a case-by-case basis 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Installing and monitoring of small-scale and full-scale in-situ support systems for 
evaluation 

Identifying and/or developing new ground controUechnologies that have application 
to WJPP conditions 

Documenting and evaluating ground support system component failure 
. ·- ' .. 

Evaluat-ipg the .eff~s:ts ofruiw1Jliping and-mine_• designchaQges on the effectiveness 
ofin~talled gr,ound support systems, proposed installations, and the stability of the 
e~c;~yatjpn···· -

3 .•• 4.4••••••••••·-M~t~-~J$ 
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J~C98~~0.-8t,!itp.7.f~gilit}'.··~il,l.~.e.·p~ilPfp17ct·~n~.U..C111Y. §c:>~e .C1t~as m~y-~e~valuated. more 
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the ground, (2) remove the ground, or (3) discontinue access. The first two options are 
engineering alternatives while the third option is an administrative decision. The 
ground control design criteria are based on long-term objectives, experience, 
performance of existing systems, laboratory and in-situ tests of selected ground control 
components and/or systems, numerical analysis, and site-specific geotechnical data. 
These criteria may be modified to accommodate technological advances, geologic 
conditions, or operational requirements. 

Routine Activities 

Ground support systems will be installed in accordance with approved written 
instructions. Monitoring of the geotechnical instruments that monitor the performance 
of the support systems will be performed routinely and carried out according to 
approved WIPP procedur~s. 

Other Activities of the Ground Control Program 

Activities which are in development, or which are not expected to be performed 
routinely, will be performed in accordance with industry standards or individual program 
plans that supplement this program plan. 

4.0QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The WIPP Geotechnical Engineering programs are governed by the WID Quality 
Assurance Program Description. Steps to ensure quality will be incorporated, as 

· needed, in the technical procedures used for geotechnical engineering activities. The 
Geptechnical Engineering manger, or assigned designee, is responsible for developing 
al1d maintaining this program plan and associated procedures. 

·lteins anq ·Rro8e~sE7~ will q·Elidesi~qed usihg ·soGnd E7ngi~.Elerin~/scientific_ principles and 
apprpp[iCjte St§pdafodS; [l.E;!.Si,gn work, __ i~cluding changes, Will ipcorporat~ appropriate 
reguir~ITient~·suc:has •geD~raldesigp critE;!ria·a~d design basis. De.sig~ interfaces will 
pe i~~pti_fi~g a~d coptr~lled. Jhe-•.·(3dequi39Y9f.products--will be •verifi~cfby individuals-or 
g_ropP§._gtperJPC!Pc~HP~E7 who· PE;!10rr1JE!d·- the 'NOrk ..•.. VerificationworKwilt.be C()rnPieted .· 
beforE! appfp¥(31 ~D~ .implemE!ntatipn ofti"'E! design. · · · · ·· · · 
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4.31nstructions. Procedures and Drawings 

Quality-affecting activities performed by, or on behalf of, the geotechnical engineering 
programs will be performed in accordance with written plans or approved procedures. 
WIPP general procedures will be used for procurement, document control, and quality 
assurance. 

Technical procedures will be developed for routine quality-affecting functions. The 
procedures will include in-process and final quality controls and documentation require
ments. The procedures will be as detailed as required and include, when applicable, 
quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria to determine that activities have been 
satisfactorily accomplished. Procedures will be developed in accordance with existing 
WIPP procedures. 

4.4 Document Control 

Documents that prescribe processes, specify requirements, or establish design will be 
prepared, approved, issued, and controlled. Controls will ensure that the latest 
approved versions of procedures are used in performing geotechnical functions, and 
that obsolete materials are removed from work areas. The Geotechnical Engineering 
manager will identify the individuals responsible for the preparation, review, and 
approval of geotechnical engineering controlled documents. 

4.5Control of Purchased Material. Equipment. and Services 

Measur~~.~.iU be takel"lt in accordance with CIJrrent WIPP procurement policies and 
procedlJ~~s. to en sur~ thatprocured items and seryJc:es conform to speCified 
requirf?m~nts .. These measures will generally include one or more of the following: 

' '•, ·-- -·.. - _., __ ,._ ,, ' -
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4.61dentification and Control of Items 

Measures will be used to ensure that only correct and accepted items are used at 
WIPP. All items that potentially affect the quality of the geotechnical engineering 
programs will be identified and controlled to ensure traceability and prevent the use of 
incorrect or defective items. 

4.7Test Control 

Testing or experimental/monitoring activities will be in accordance with written plans or 
procedures that contain the following provisions, as applicable: 

• Purpose, scope and/or definition 

• Prerequisites such as calibrated instrumentation and supporting data; adequate test 
equipment and instrumentation, including accuracy requirements; completeness of 
item to be tested; suitable and controlled environmental conditions; and provisions 
for data collection and storage 

• Instructions for performing the test 

• Any mandatory inspection and/or hold points to be witnessed by WID or other 
designated representatives · 

• . Acceptance and rejection criter~a 

• Methods of documenting or recordihg test data 

• 
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Test requirements and acceptance criteria will be specified, documented, and reviewed 
and will be based upon applicable software requirement, design, or other pertinent 
technical documents. Required tests, including verification, hardware integration, and 
in-use tests, will be controlled. 

Testing of software will, at a minimum, verify the capability of the computer program to 
produce valid results for test problems encompassing the range of permitted usage 
defined by the program documentation. Testing will also be designed to identify and 
eliminate any serious defect that could, for example, cause a crash. 

Depending on the complexity of the computer program being tested, requirements may 
range from a single test of the completed computer program to a series of tests 
performed at various stages of computer program development to verify corred 
translation between stages and proper working of individual modules. This wHI be 
followed by an overall computer program test. 

Any software to be developed on site {by WID personnel or others) {i.e., 
noncommercial software) will follow the requirements of NQA-2.7, and shall include, at 
a minimum, a requirements document, a design document, a validation and verification 

. plan, a software quality assurance plan, a testing plan and procedures, a configuration 
management plan, and appropriate user manuals. These will be reviewed and 
approved by appropriate WID personnel. 

Regardless oft he nump~rofstages of testing performed, verification testing and 
validation will be·ofsufficientscope and depth to establish that software functional .test 
req~irerneQts are satisfied,and that the software produces avalid resultfor its intended 
function.·, · 

-·:· ... -.) ,.:' ' ./~:;\·:~- ·:_.-><·: -.- '·-<::~:: .. ·:_,.·_ --- '• _-· _-_·:'_:'~.>: .. ~::_::> -_ - . 
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4.10 Handling. Storage. and Shipping 

Handling, storage, and shipping of items will be coordinated in accordance with 
established procedures or other specific documents. Geotechnical Engineering is 
responsible for storing, handling, and shipping rock core and other geologic samples. 

4.11 Control of Nonconforming Conditions/Items 

Conditions adverse to quality will be documented and classified in regard to their 
significance. Corrective action will be taken accordingly. 

Equipment that does not conform to specified requirements will be controlled to prevent 
its use. Faulty items will be tagged and segregated. Repaired equipment will be 
subject to the original acceptance inspections and tests prior to use. 

4.12 Corrective Actions 

Conditions adverse to acceptable quality will be documented and reported in 
accordance with corrective action procedures and corrected as soon as practical. 
Immediate action will be taken to control work, and its results, performed under 
conditions adverse to acceptable quality in order to prevent degradation in quality. 

The Geotechnical Engineering manager, or designee, will investigate any deficiencies 
· in activities in accordance with approved procedures. 

4.13 Records Management 
. ' ·.· ·.· 

Identification, preparation, collection, storage, maintenanc::;e, dispo,sition, and .·· 
permanent storage of records wiH be in accordance with. approved WIPP procedures. 

·· Gen~r?tion'otrecords will accurately reflect completed workancffacility conditions and 
will con1ptywith.statutory or contractual requirements. The Geotechnical Engineering 
~~cQrd.~.anqJrwentory andpisposition .Schedulede~~rib~_sJh$cl~s~ific?tion arid'·. 
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quality and process effectiveness, and to promote improvement. The organization 
performing independent assessments will have sufficient authority and freedom to carry 
out its responsibilities. Persons conducting assessments will be technically qualified · 
and knowledgeable of the items and processes to be assessed. 

4.15 Data Reduction and Verification 

Computer programs, commercial data processing applications, and manual calculations 
that collect or manipulate/reduce data will be verified. Verification must be performed 
before the presentation of final results or their use in subsequent activities. If it 
becomes necessary to present or use unchecked results, transmittals and subsequent 
calculations will be marked "preliminary" until such time that the results are verified and 
determined to be correct. 

5.0 REFERENCES 
. 

Title 30 CFR 0 57, Subpart 8, "Ground Control" 
Title 40 CFR D 1941 Section 42, "Monitoring .. 
WP 13-1 I Quality Assurance Program Description 
WP 16-1 I WIPP Computer Protection Plan 
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3122199· 08:57 16346~ 3() 6 1.163 

. J!2219f1 08!57 ... 16760' ·10t 4"- 1.117 

08:57""' 16725• 11" 4 1.562 

09:01 16739- 10"- 6. 1.959 

10 1.528 . 

6' 



----------------------~~--~~ ~-~~ 

CVPT FIELD DATA CHECKPRINT 

DATE TIME GISIO FEET INCHES DIAL 

3122199 09:10 --~167321;> -n ;· 8 0.076 

3122/99 09:10 16735 30 4 0.368 

3I22..J9g" 09:1 0 ··16134 11 4 1.662 

3/22199· 09:·14 16648- 11 2 t.159 

3/22199--{)9;14 -16647· 30 10 0:225 

3122199". 09:17 16744 11• 2 0.721 

3/XJJ99-· 09:17 16746 10 10 0.777 

3122/9~ 09:19 16372 11 4 0.638 

3122199 09:20 16886 11 2 0.188 

3122199 09:20 16957 31 2 0.016 

09:21 16885 10 10 1.734 

09:23 16884 10 10 0.656 

16883 0.493 



CVPT FIELD DATA CHECKPRINT 

DATE TIME GISID FEET INCHES DIAL 

3IZ2J99 09:36 182.12 \ 31 6 1.737 

3122/99 09:.39.. 18213 ·12.., 2 1.663.\ 

3/22199 09~39 18214' 13· 0 ·0.281' 

3122199· 09~39 18215' 31' 2 0.2.17 

3122199 09:39 18216· 12 10 ~328 

3/22199 09:43 18201, 12\ 2 . 1.610 

3/22199 09:43 18202 32 .. 8 1.769 

3/22199 09:47 18205 12 ~ 4- 0.520 

.. 
3122199 09:47 18206 12 6 0.748· 

3f1.2/99 09:47 18207 . 31' ~ 6 0.193 

09:47 18208• 12 8 0.478 

09:53 18209 .. 12 

18210 3Q • ' 



CVPT FIELD DATA CHECKPRINT 

DATE TIME GISID FEET INCHES DIAL 

3122199 10:09 18191 12 0 0.829 

3122/99 10:09 18193 12 2 0.626 

3122/99 10:14 16554. 9 8 . 0.75S '-• 

3122/99 10:14 16555 9 10 1.833 

3122199 10:14 16947• 32 2. 1.282 • 

3122199 10:14 16948 32 2 1.379 

·3122199 10:19- 16492. 9. 10. 0.421 . 

3122199 10:19 16493 g. 4 - 1.647 

3122199 10:19 16945 31 6 1.360 

. 3122199 10:28 16497 10 •• 2 0.753 

3122199 10:28 16797 30· 8 1.243 

10:30 16629 10 1.035 

0.420 



CVPT FIELD DATACHECKPRINT 

DATE TIME GISID FEET INCHES DIAL 

3122/99 10:53 16987 30 6 0.421 

3122/99 10:56 16490 10 2 1.167 

3122/99 10:57 16738 101 8· 0.066 

3122199 10:57 16736. 10 6 • 1.021 

3122/99 10:57 16737 11" 6 1.165 

3J23l99 .. 09:41 18287 18.. .. 0 1.026 

3/23199 09:43 18284 18 4: a 1.717 

3123199 09:43 18285 \ 18' 8 1.469 

3123199 09:43 18286 18 ' 10 0.234 

3123199 09:43 18249 24 4 1.209 

18326 19 4•· 0.576 

1~82 19 4 1.1n 

18145 23' 6 0.170 

18247 > 
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1.0 Introduction 

This Geotechnical Analysis Report (GAR) interprets and presents the geotechnical data from the 

underground excavations at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The data, used to 

characterize conditions, assess design assumptions, and clarify and evaluate the performance of 

the underground excavations during operations, are obtained as part of a regular monitoring 

program. 

GARs have been available to the public since I 983. During the Site and Preliminary Design 

Validation (SPDV) ProgrCl?l, the architect/engineer for the project produced these reports on a 

quarterly basis to document the geomechanical performance during and immediately after 

construction of the underground facility. Since the completion of the construction phase of the 

project in 1987. the reports have been prepared annually by the management and operating 

contractor for the facility. This report describes the performance and conditions of selected areas 

from July 1, 1996, to June 30, 1997. This report is formatted into nine chapters. The remainder 

of Chapter 1.0 provides background information on the WIPP site, its mission, and the purpose 

and scope of the geomechanical monitoring program. Chapter 2.0 describes the local and 

regional geology of the WIPP site. Chapters 3.0and 4.0 describe the geomechanical 

instrumentation located in the facility shafts and shaft stations and the results of the monitoring 

and interpretation .of this instrumentation. Chapters 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 present the results of 

geoinechanicaJ instrumentation monitoring in the three main portions ofthe WIPP underground 

facility; the Northern Experimental Area, the access drifts, and the Waste Disposal Area. 

Chapter 8.0 discusses the activities included in the Geosciences Program, V/hich includes 

geologic core mapping, fracture mapping, and borehole observations. The finalchapter, Chapter 

9.0, summarizes the results of the geomechanical instrumentation monitoring and compares the 

current excavation performance to the system design requirements. --
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9.0 Summary 

At the beginning of the WIPP project, criteria were developed that adilllt the requirements for 
~·-

the design of the WIPP (DOE, 1984 ). These criteria, in the form of design requirements, covered 

all a~ of the mined facility and its operation as a pilot plant for the demonstration of 

technical and operational methods for permanent disposal of CH-and RH-TRU waste. As the 

WIPP developed and the focus moved toward the permanent disposal ofTRU waste, these design 

requirements were reassessed and replaced in 1994 by a new set of requirements called system 

design descriptions (SDD). Table 9-1 shows the comparison of these SDDs with conditions 

actually observed in the underground from July 1996 to 1 une 1997. 

Fracture development in the roof is primarily caused by the concentration·of compressive stresses 

in the roof beam and is influenced by the size and shape of the excavation and the stratigraphy in 

the immediate vicinity of the opening. Pillar deformations induce lateral compressive stresses 

into the immediate roof and floor. With time the buildup of stress causes differential movement 

along stratigraphic boundaries. This differential movement is identified as offsets in observation 

boreholes and is indicated by bending deformation in failed rockbolts. Large strains associated 

with lateral movements in the roof can induce fracturing in the roof, which is frequently seen 

near the ribs. This scenario of roof deterioration, combining a buildup of compressive stresses. 

over time. horizontal offsetting, and large strains associated with lateral movements. is 

substantiated by observations of similar roof deterioration in SPDV Room I, SPDV Room 2. and 

the E 140 drift between S 1000 and S 19 50. 

., 

Major modifications to the underground d.ur.Jng this reporting period consisted of roof beam 

removal in the El40 drift in the~~ea of S 1000 to S 1300. The decision to remove the beam came 

a_s a result of operational scheduling and convenience as well as observations of roof beam 

deterioration. Observations included high expansion rates across clay G found from 

extensometerdata. visual observation of fracturing within the immediate roof; and an increasing 

number of bolt failures occurring in the area. Although the roof beam could have been 

maintained through roof control measures, it was also determined that operationally it was an 

. appropriate and convenient ·time to remove the roof beam: Data from convergence point arrays 

Iodtedf~ the E 140 drift between Sl 000 and ·s 1300~ which were installed after the roof beam 

::~as remoV~d. indicate the ve~ical.closure .r~te aftefroof beam removalis constant at 

approximately4dntyr( 1.5 in{yr). Datafrorri converg~ncepointarraysi!} the El40 drift between 

:siJ()O and s 1950 show a rel;H~~!y constant vefric~lcTos~r~ rate since the removal of the roof 



'----------------------,. ·.------

Table 9-1 
Comparison of Excavation Performance to System Design Descriptions 

I-

Svstem Desie:n Description 
... 

SDD-UHOO. Underground 
Hoisting, Section 2.1.2.6.3 

Section 2.1.2.6.4 

Section 2.1.2.8 

Requirement 

''The lining shall be designed for a 
hydrostatic pressure ..... " 

''The key shall be designed to resist the 
lateral pressure generated by salt creep:· 

. 

"The key shall be designed to retain the 
rock formation and will be provided with . 
chemical sea19ngs ~J'Ida water. . 
collection.ring wit~ drains to prevent 
water from tlowingdownthc; unlined 
shaft·from the lining above~.. · 

. . ..... . 

·. . , ·••'· , I ' •. 

Comments 

Water pressure observed on 
piezometers located behind the shaft 
keys in the Waste Shaft and the &hausr 
Shaft remains below design levels. 
Piezometers located in the Salt 
Handling Shaft were not functioning 
during this reporting period. Historic 
data indicate water pressures in the Salt 
Handling Shaft to be below design 
levels. The Salt Handling Shaft liner 
continues to resist water inflow into lhe 
shaft. Efforts are underway to 
determine if the piezometers in the Salt 
Handling Shaft can be repaired 01" 

replaced. 

Geomechanical data from the Was.: 
Shaft indicate that the shaft is 
structurally stable. Extensometers 
located in the Salt Handling Shaft and 
the Exhaust Shaft were not functioning 
during this reporting period. Historic 
data indicate that closure of all the· 
shafts rernains within design 
requirements. Visual inspections of lhe 
shaft keys indicate lhey are performing 
as designed . 

.... .. 

The small amount of groundwater 
inflow into the shafts is effectively 
controlled through gr:yuting. Seepage 
into theExhaustShaft is minimal and 
the source and c:ontcnt of such seepage 
are being c~tefized tintenL 1997. 
rr. 1997). - .- ·· ...•. 
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Table 9-1 (Continued) 
Comparison of Excavation Performance to System Design Descriptions 

Svstem Desh~n Descrip_tion Requirement Comments 

SDD-AUOO. Ynderground "The underground waste disposal Geomechanical instrument data and 

Faciliti~s ang fguiQment. facilities shall be designed to provide visual observations indicate that the 

Section 2.2.1.2. Underground space and adequate access for the current design provides adequate access 

Disposal Facilities underground equipment and temporary and storage space. 
storage space to support underground 
operations." 

Section 2.2.1.2. Underground 
"The underground waste disposal retrievability is no longer necessary. 
facilities shall be designed to provide the 

Disposal Facilities (Continued) capability of retrieving the emplaced CH 
and RH TRU waste." 

Section 2.2.1.3. Under~round "Entries and sub-entries to the Deformation of excavation remains 

Shaft Pillar Facilities underground disposal area and the within the required limits. The noriherD 
experimental areas shall be provided and portion of the underground from 
sized for personnel safety, adequate air approximately NSOO was deactivated 
tlow, and space for equipment." during this reporting period because the 

area is no longer needed for 
experimental purposes. This area is no 
longer accessible. 

Approximately J .5 meters (5 feet) of 
roof; up to clay G, was removed in the 
El40 drift from SIOOO to Sl300. 

SDD-EMOO. Environmental "Geomechanical instrumentation shall be Geotechnical instrumentation is 

Monitoring, Section 2.2.5.1 provided to measure the cumulative operated and maintained to meet this 

deformation of the rock mass requirement. Additional geotechnical 

surrounding mined drifts .... 
.. instruments were installed in various 

parts of the WIPP underground 
(including the El40 drift. Room 7. 

:.:~ Panel I. and SPDV Room 4) during this 
-

·:·. 
reporting period. 

... · .. Geotechnical experts agree that the 
monitoring program at the WIPP has 
been proven adequate. specifically with 

. 
regard to the instrumentation in Room 

. L Panel I (DOE. 1991b) . 
.. 

.•· - ' . ~. 
. 

~~~· ~;~lte lb•. I8Cttbl.t the rate in s9me are~ is appio~imatel y 5 cm/yr (2 inlyr ). These rates 

·arid,' visual ob~ervations ·indicate a more ~table roofbeam ·in the El40. drift between S 1000 and 

. · ......•. s 1Qso.1n:~~aW£lq morlitor the. r~sponse ofthe ~ew~oo~!Jearri; 14 convergenee=point. arrays have 

. ·. · be~n lh~t~led·:i·h:the :E 140 d~ift betJ:~en·s I bOO· and s t950 since· tlie .toot' ~C11ll.~as removed. 
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GROUNDWATER SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM PLAN 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This is the controlling document for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 
Groundwater Surveillance Program (GSP). The GSP is administered as part of the 
WIPP Environmental Monitoring Program by the Environmental Monitoring (EM) 
Section of the Environment, Safety and Health (ES&H) Department. 

2.0 REFERENCES 

DOE Order 5400.1, General Environmental Protection Program 

DOE/EH 0173T, Environmental Regulatory Guide for Radiological Effluent Monitoring 
and Environmental Surveillance 

Groundwater Protection Management Program Plan 

WP 02-3, Environmental Procedures Manual 

WP 10-AD, WIPP Maintenance Administrative Procedures Manual 

WP 12-1, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Safety Manual 

WP 12-107, Hazard Communication Program 

WP 13-1, WID Quality Assurance Program Description 

WP 15-6, Purchasing Policies and Procedures Manual 

WP 15-P R, Recor~s Management Plan 

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 
. . 

The overall organizational structure of the Westinghouse WID is described in Part I, . 
Section 1 of the Quality Assurance Program Oescrip'tion (QAPD). The GSf' is the . 
respopsibility of the ES.&H Department The. GSP is conducted by the ~M ~edion of 
this department. · · · · · · 
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Establishment of minimum qualification criteria and training requirements for all 
program personnel. 
Review and approval of programmatic reports. 

Oversight of appropriate levels of cooperation and consultation between the 
EM Section and the state of New Mexico regarding environmental monitoring. 

Preparation of the QA section of the GSP Plan. 

The EM manager and staff are responsible for achieving and maintaining quality in the 
GSP. Job descriptions will be maintained for the EM manager, professional, technical, 
and administrative staff positions. All GSP data shall be reviewed and approved by the 
EM manager, or designee, prior to release. 

The EM manager appoints a GSP Team Leader (Tl), assigning the following 
responsibilities to the TL: 

0 Direct GSP per written approved procedures. 

0 Initiate review of programmatic plans and procedures. 

0 Review and evaluate sample data. 

IJ Prepare and review programmatic reports. 

IJ Assure that appropriate samples are collected and analyzed. 

0 Assure that adequate technical support is provided to the Quality and 
Regulatory Assurance (Q&RA) Department, when required during audits of 
vendOr facilities. 

The EM manager designates one or more scientists, engineers, or technicians who will 
be responsible for the following items: · 

D Collection and subsequent distribution of samples. 

0 PreparatiqrYand rnaintenance ofappropriate data sheets and sample tracking 
··· · · docurn(intation. ·· · · 

-:_-,, •. -, ' --

'·,·. 
"'··· ·.,-,·:-.1-

.•...• D: ... R~pq~ing gf ~qt.ilpfuenflllalfunctions ... _··· · 
:-, 
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D Overseeing of quality control checks of data. 

D Conducting field activities in accordance with written procedures. 

The Q&RA manager provides independent oversight of the GSP, via the assigned 
cognizant Q&RA engineer, to verify that quality objectives are defined and achieved. 
The Q&RA manager ensures objective, independent assessments of GSP quality 
performance. The Q&RA manager has been delegated authority and given 
organizational freedom by the WID General Manager to access work areas, identify 
quality problems, initiate or recommend corrective actions, verify implementation of 
corrective actions, and ensure that work is controlled or stopped until adequate 
disposition of an unsatisfactory condition has been implemented. 

The EM manager assures that basic qualifications for GSP personnel are carried out in 
accordance with Section 2 of the QAPD. 

The EM manager assures that position descriptions for assigned GSP personnel are 
adequately prepared. Each position description will include position purpose, principal 
responsibilities, nature of work, and scope. 

The EM manager and/or TL assures that training is performed on an individual basis to 
maintain an acceptable level of proficiency by all new or temporary GSP staff and by all 
permanent GSP staff. 

New GSP employees are required to review pertinent program documentation, become 
familiar with applicable procedures, and complete appropriate qualifications prior to 
undertaking any unsupervised GSP task. To become qualified to perform a specific 
task or series of tasks, an employee must demonstrate subject knowledge .and practical 
skills and become certified in performing the task(s) by a board-certified subject matter 
expert (SME). Employees who have not completed the appropriate qualification card 
will not be allowed to conduct unsupervised GSP activities. 

The EM manager, TL, or task SME may determine the need for retraining of GSP 
personnel. Retraining may be noted by Q&RA during any surveillance or audit or 
during a periodic review initiated by the EM manager, TL, or SME. 

The EM manager assures that documents detailing all stafftraining are current and 
properly filed. Copies of training records shall be on file in the V\(IDTechnical Training 
Section. 
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4.0 GSP QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN 

4.1 Introduction 

This section is the quality assurance (QA) plan for the WIPP GSP. The objective of 
this QA plan is to establish the specific QA requirements associated with the GSP. The 
GSP currently consists of two activities: the Water Quality Sampfing Program (WQSP) 
and the Water Level Monitoring Program (WLMP). Technical implementation of each 
specific activity is controlled by an individual program plan and unique operating 
procedures. The GSP provides a mechanism for addressing the following: 

4.1.1 Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5400.1 

Chapter 3 of the DOE Order 5400.1, General Environmental Protection Program, states 
that" ... all Department of Energy (DOE) sites will conduct a groundwater protection 
management program." The order requires each DOE site to provide for the design 
and implementation of a groundwater monitoring effort that supports resource 
management and complies with applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

4.1.2 DOE/EH 0173T 

DOE/EH 0173T, Environmental Regulatory Guide for Radiological Effluent Monitoring· 
and Environmental Surveillance, states that: 

It is the policy of DOE to conduct effluent monitoring and environmental 
surveillance programs that are adequate to determine whether the public and 
the en'lli[81Jment are adequately protected during DOE operations and whether 
operaJipn~ are in compliance with DOE and other applicable Federal, State, 
and loc~rrad.i~tion stanq~rds and reg~irements. It is also DOE policy that 
Departmental f110nitoring and.surveillance.programs be-capable of detecting 
~pd qu~gtifXil"l9'LIPPianned re.leas.~s and meet. high standards. of quality and 
crecjipil ity2ilt·i~DOE's obj~ctive that aU·D()E···operations properly and 
(3Ccur~t~.l¥ r,-nea~ure radionuclide.s.·-intheir ef(luentand in. ambient 
enviromnental·media. · · 

4.·1.3 ... · .. · .. ~:~~di~e··;B~.n~~~atiorl ..• and .. Rec_()Jer;JiAct••(·RCRA) 
,c.:.',:<,_ --_,_·:>:;·.;.;_ 

-,:.-i_-· 
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4.1.4 Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) Commitments 

Section J.2.2 of the FE IS states that " ... long-term groundwater sampling and water level 
monitoring will be conducted as part of the WIPP Environmental Monitoring Program." 

4.1.5 Future Land Use Decisions 

Data collected from th~ program will aid in making future groundwater-land use 
decisions (i.e., designing long term and passive institutional controls for the site). 

This QA plan is driven by, and is supplemental to, both the WID QAPD, WP 13-1, and 
implementing WIPP Q&RA procedures. 

4.2 GSP Quality Assurance Requirements 

The following specific Q&RA requirements are unique to the GSP. 

4.2.2 Quality Assurance Program· 

This plan is governed by the following documents: WP 13-1, WID Quality Assurance 
Program Description; and WP 02-3, Environmental Procedures Manual. Steps to 
ensure quality are incorporated, as needed, in the technical procedures used for 
groundwater surveillance activities. The EM manager or assigned designee is 
responsible for developing and maintaining this QA plan and groundwater surveillance 
procedures. 

In accordance with the WlD QAPD, Part I, Section 1, groundwater surveillance data 
activities ar~ classified as Quality Code II. . . . · 

4~2.3 Design Control 

The design;2o~ttol requirements used by Westinghouse atthe WlD are described in 
Pe~r:tl.l, Section 6 oft he Qj\PD. The G~P will adhere to all appljcable pgrtions of thes·e 
ireqqir~ments..,mertperforming·.design astivities. . . 

4.214 . Pr~cur~ffient•·Do~Grrient;tbhtrol 

~rClc.,',!~egt1~'i~iri~ Jd{1iO~~:Ot~~6:.with.VJib · p~()C\Jrein!'rit ecii;~E!~~rld 
pr.pceq~rrs•i.as ()~tljne.g ... ip~artJitSectiop:7.8fthe.a~PD,.~ndV¥~i1P-?,•f"'~r~asio.~ 
Po'liciesaqd~mc~<:jyr:~~.rylic:1PH~IJ···Bptt1.9ocum:nts.require·sp~cifica.ti9q.pgaquCI•Iity' 

.·.···•·· .• · .•• <;od1! .• ~.P9 ..•. 9$sl~R cl·~s~.~pd .. c9pcl.lrrence ••. t?¥.·the .• ·.g~~,p~p~.~mept;¥Jith .. 1-'.[Q~~f.rO"i.~fl~. 
;;ci:······· <~: ·.·•·.·· dapum~B~§,. -r-E?shqip~l reqyirem~nt~ ·!orp~qpured iterJ'lsafl.d:s~f;Yices ~.f.~j:~ey;~t~p~~;i.·· ...•. · .•.. · 

······. ~pd ~€~Fifi~~;4n··prgqur~gJ.ent.gppu.mE)pts ..•... ·'f:9~~m~d nE3prssaf¥:,~?.~p~4r~ ~~alnm7pt at·· 

,f-''' ,,.,.< 

~- -> ,. ~:-~;:(t:~<r·._:-.- ~j;~~,~}lfJ 

--·:.--·.''-'>c·::·· ·:-~--?-~ 

~.-\:--
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4.2.5 Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings 

Provisions and responsibilities for the preparation and use of instructions and 
procedures at the WIPP are outlined in Part II, Section 4 of the QAPD. Quality
affecting activities performed by or on behalf of groundwater surveillance are required 
to be performed in accordance with documented and approved procedures. 

Technical procedures have been developed for each quality-affecting function 
performed for groundwater surveillance. The technical procedures unique to the GSP 
are contained in the procedures section of this manual. The procedures are as 
detailed as required and include, when applicable, quantitative or qualitative 
acceptance criteria to determine that activities have been satisfactorily accomplished. 

Procedure requirements are in accordance with Section 4 of WP 13-1. Procedures will 
be prepared in accordance with applicable technical writer's guides. 

4.2.6 Document Control 

Requirements for the control of documents are outlined in Part II, Section 4 of the WID 
QAPD. Controls ensure that the latest approved versions of procedures are used in 
performing groundwater surveillance functions and that obsolete materials are removed 
from work areas. 

4.2. 7 Control of Purchased Material, Equipment and Services 

WIPP policy requirements and associated responsibilities for the control of purchased 
material, equipment, and services are outlined in Part II, Section 7 of the QAPD. In 
accordance with current WIPP,procurement policies and procedures, measures will be 

•. taken to ensljre thatprocured iterns and services conform to specified requirements. 
· These measures will include one or more of the following> 

0 · ... Arl~~aluationqfthe s~pplier's capability to pr~vid~ items or services in 
accordance with the requirements, including the history of providing similar 

.·. products or services satisfactorily. 

D · An·~valuatiq~ of objective evidence of conformance; such as supplier submittal 

. :••·• .. ••.··· ':/ (i.~ .•• QJ\ plan). · · · 

... :.n.·· ',Ari·~*~rniT1~t.ioh §ndt~s~ipg~f items or~e.NIE~~.upo.~.delivery~ 
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suppliers facilities. 

4.2.8 Identification and Control of Items 

Measures to ensure that only correct and accepted items are used at the WIPP are 
outlined in Part II, Section 8 of the QAPD. All items that potentially affect the quality of 
the GSP are uniquely identified and controlled to ensure that only accepted items are 
used. 

Equipment is administered in accordance with WP 10-AD, WIPP Maintenance 
Administrative Procedures Manual. Calibration reports test data are maintained by the 
EM Department. Any "out-of-tolerance" condition is evaluated for potential impact on 
the validity of data. Impact evaluation and corrective actions are initiated per specific 
GSP instructions. 

4.2.9 Control of Processes 

All process control requirements of the QAPD are met by the GSP. 

4.2.1 0 Inspection/Surveillance 

Inspection and surveillance activities are conducted as outlined in Part II, Section 10 of 
the QAPD. The Q&RA Department is responsible for performing the applicable 
inspections and surveillance on the scope of work. Performance checks are performed 
by groundwater surveillance personnel as specified by the appropriate procedures, and 
by WID metrology laboratory personneL Performance checks for the GSP are 
designed to determine the acceptability of purchased items and to assess degradation 
that occurs during use. 

Part II, SeCtion 8 ofthe WI.D QAPD outlines the requirements and responsibilities of the 
WIDforthe control oft~sts. T(3ststo be performed fortheGSP fall into twpgeneral 
pategories: tests qf items yponr~s:eipt and in service, and operability ctu~cks of 
equiprn~nt. · 

~-,,-_ ,_ ·. 

Allt~~ts.C!repel"fe>rml3cfipacbordance with .documented and approved.pla(ls{:mdlor 
procedyr~s. Testing or· e.xperimental/monitoring plansorprocedures cont~inth~ 
follo',Ning proyisions as i3PPII9C!ble: 

D······. q9o89 i3h~t()t d~flrli~iom 6r<~g()pe~ ·. 

· ·· ----~r~te~·-~-~~jt~~1·sy~~/~·~i~li·~_ratediirist.run1egt~tipq.af}.~···-~·u.epd~}Q~0a~!~;' •. __ · .... 
~d~ql..)_~te.~f3st•.-~quipw~n~ .~nd if1s~rprnentatiqm.Jnc1H9fi~,9 ~~~ura*~;'i'~ t , .. 

· · req1.;lirerp$J1rs;.qompl~tf3r}es$ of it~rnJq·-.•be -testect·'suitc:i.PI~-- ~·mg.,c;pO."'QJied .. 
-- --;: '' -- . ·_J,,~=i'~:~/:i:' :_ .. :·:}(:;'' ; ;'/'};·:: -,_:·;·:: __ ~_'.;_- ~~----' -. - ·-,~·:.;;;;,:·-: :·. ' ');).:=--~:--~--:_:· \'-'=_·;_:)_ ·_ ·.·. -'./ .-y·-~-~:;:,;" "· ;{'~--~·-.; .. '·o;;::- :~ti\;}_~:;::_~{(.=::::_ ,-: ;-~'-,-~---:; 

CC \Jcf~~j;!!:, ~,;" \ (~;_;_;_;: __ ,~'.1'~ '! c£'-, ,~' '" ,~it_;'~i3,'' ;~,it~:) fq:, __ :.~_._:.:_i,~:~J;" ' , .... '-·' ._--.• _··.:.' ... ~_,,_ •. _ .. _,_._~·--····'-·-··_:.•.~~; 
-"'/ ·:~--'_s_:~~ - , -- • - . -
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environmental conditions; and provisions for data collection and storage. 

D Instructions for performing the test. 

D Mandatory inspection and/or hold points to be witnessed by the WID or other 
designated representatives. 

0 Acceptance and rejection criteria. 

D Methods of documenting or recording test data. 

0 Requirements for qualified personnel. 

0 Evaluation of test results by authorized personnel. 

4.2.12 Control of Monitoring and Data Collection Equipment 

Monitoring and Data Collection (M&DC) equipment is controlled and calibrated 
according WP 10-AD, WIPP Maintenance Administrative Procedures Manual, to ensure . 
continued accuracy of groundwater surveillance data. Results of calibrations, 
maintenance, and repair are documented. Calibration records identify the reference 
standard and the relationship to national standards or nationally accepted 
measurement systems. Records are maintained to track uses of M&DC equipment. If 
M&DC equipment is found to be out of tolerance, the equipment is tagged and its use 
ceased unti I corrections are made. An evaluation shall be approved by the EM 
manager and corrective measures will be taken, as needed. 

4.2.1 ~ Handling, Storage, and Shipping 

Handling, sto~~ge, pack~ging, a~d shipping ofgroundwater samples are controlled in 
accordance witfFWP··10-J\D. WIPP MaintenanceAdminlstrative Procedures Manual. 
Properdocumentatior:ris prepareq and maintainedfor each sample to minimize 
damage, Jo~s. deterioration, and extraneous exposures. 

4.2. 1~ ·. ~~~~ection.~nd Acc~ptan~~~esting 
~~~~~~sures. tiied by the W10 to .ensure thai required inspeciions and tests. performed are 
outlin.ep inPart)l, Section 8 of the WID QAP(;) .. Controlsare implememted in 
~·cc()rdance with 'docurnente'dprocedures tQ ensure. thafitems are not useq prior to 

.. · pass lf!g r~qdired inspaptions andtests.<Th~ statu~ is identified on the. items or on 
· dpqufl1emtstraceableto the items; ltemsthalha\le not been acc~pted are identified as 

SlJCh ahd st<?red sepaf8tely frorn acc:rptecj iterns. The OpercaJIGQ ~tatus of equipment is 
)dentj~~gor,.:tnee,quipmept.orohthe,equipll1~qtli$~· . .f~!Jif}/equipmentistagged and, if. 

:.::PE~f!ip~~~~.~·.·~f~X.~i.~~~J~·~~gr.~~~te.a_~tr9W~t~e rior~:;~r~E3.· )< . . ·. · · · · ·. · 
.. -~'··· '- ... ·.< . - ._,_. <" ~----:"- .. · . . '-,;_ ~ 

- '>· .· ---:_: .. _<;:: -~·,<:··:_ ~--

·.·<·.}; ... :'.:;···:, .•. • '·'<yK··· .>/. 
- .,S ", __ <~--1~i,.~::~;::.~-~-- ~-~,~--- ~---~:}~ ~-'··>:··~-~'- ~:~~:~_-::·~~~ ~:'.: :."- ·< -- __ ,_,.,, .... ,.~ 

~-·-: .-:~.;:-:\~~~~- _;:~-~ ... ~ . . ..:·~-.;-. /--\ .::<"•. . : ;)~-::- ::- ":\~j:;~:f}-k~. _ ... t ->:\::,;<:-~ :;···:;y:- .' -- . '· .. _"" :~: :;~.·.~- . . . - - -_-;·-~.:;-;-· , 
~-. . . ~::~:.":·.-<.-- --i_~~--~~-.. ---· ->~>;:::_ ·-·· .. -. 

;~·>;<~-~ :~·:.· :;::_: ~ ~~:,:::~:~:~:~·: -!\c·,.:-, . ·~-·-··0'<:.·:·- :~; :~i-~~~i~~VC?:: - --. ,- ·;~'-~.~;~~-~,:~· :\-.. ;-, _ _,_- :,:= ,._.- • -~::-:-~<;:~:~:;'\-,:::~~:if·-: 
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4.2.15 Control of Nonconforming Conditions 

Part II, Section 8 of the WID QAPD describes the system used at the WIPP for 
ensuring that appropriate measures are established to control nonconforming 
conditions. Nonconforming conditions connected to the GSP are identified in and 
controlled by documented procedures. Equipment that does not conform to specified 
requirements is controlled to prevent use. The disposition of defective items is 
documented on records traceable to the affected items. Prior to final disposition, faulty 
items are tagged and segregated. Repaired equipment is subject to the original 
acceptance inspections and tests prior to use. 

4.2.16 Corrective Action 

Requirements for the development and implementation of a system to determine, 
document, and initiate appropriate corrective actions after encountering conditions 
adverse to quality at the WIPP are outlined in Part I, Section 3 of the QAPD. 
Conditions adverse to acceptable quality are documented and reported in accordance 
with corrective action procedures and corrected as soon as practical. Immediate action 
will be taken to control work performed under conditions adverse to acceptable quality, 
and its results, to prevent degradation in quality. 

The EM manager or designee investigates any deficiencies in groundwater surveillance 
activities to determine if there is an underlying root cause. All such actions are 
documented and reported to the Q&RA Departr11ent. 

4.2.17 Quality Assurance Records 

Part I, Section 4 of the QAPD outlines the policy used at the WIPP regarding 
, identification, preparation, collection, storage, maintenance_, dispositioo, and 
permane9t storage ofQA ~E3cords. The EM manager ordesignee is responsible for the 
prepape~tion~nd distribution.of records in accordance with appropriate DOE Qrders, 
policies, anddirec;tives. · 

Records to be geneiated in the GSParespecifi~d by procedure. aArecdrds are 
ide~tified~ .· Ihis .is._ theba.~isfor.the.labeling, of records e~s."Q,'\'' on theEMRecqrds 
·lnveptory apdDispositionSchedui~ .. (RIQ$). . . . . 

-..... , __ ::;.· .-:::-,:::::::-~).::_:::;.,(i·---- · __ ·_,·:_-}}-;',~:- -.,._ =- _:<-~-:---- :'-:;_ .. _:-_-:-· --_:-.<:'::.- --.:- .. _'-:.:;?)_.:r~- ::·:· ---_._:·_:)-:::·,,_-- -.. _ ;·:.-:-·:·~- _._-.(~.-· .. ,. ·:. : ·:,_-.. )_:·-- --. . :·.'·- _. ___ ·,. . . 

····.···?g#.···re.cords·· 98ru·rn.~·~t···t97···~·~sbfts ·of._the. G$P. ·_i_fT1.PI.~_-mentirig•··•proced_yres••.~_r'\di~f~ 
.sutqcie~tJq. gem9psi~13te _t~?t ~11. -q~C11ity~r,e1Cited __ •.. ?spec:ts _ar~ve~l1d. ;TtJ~ recofd~ W:iU be 

· .. · iq~ntifi?QI.~ .• legible.;.· and_·r~t[jE3Vable. i~ ?CCOrg?.nce withi \fliP .1?-eR, \A(ID ~ef()Fd~ ·• . 
Manf!9erT1~nt.PJar;~,:aodOAreg)rd prpce:9lJr~sr·> . · · · -· · · · · ·. ·. · · · · ··- · 

·.·>-;_ -·-;··,: .. , .. 
··'·~-:· .. :.-:: -. 
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4.2.18 Assessments 

Provisions and responsibilities for assessments are outlined in Part Ill, Sections 9 and 
10, of the QAPD. Periodic, independent assessments of the GSP shall be scheduled, 
planned, and performed to verify that work is performed in accordance with specified 
requirements. The Independent Assessment Section has the responsibility and 
oversight authority for appraising GSP activities for compliance with applicable 
environmental statutes. Asse.ssment teams will not include members of the GSP staff. 
Assessments are performed· in acqordance with applicable assessment procedures. 

5.0 GSP WATER QUALITY SAMPLING PLAN 

5.1 Scope 

This section of the WIPP GSP Plan serves as the controlling document for the WQSP. 
The WQSP is a subprogram of the GSP. 

The WQSP was initiated in January 1985. The objective of the program is to collect 
representative and reproducible groundwater samples from water-bearing zones in the 
area of the WIPP site. The purpose of the program is to provide defensible data for 
meeting the requirements of site characterization, performance assessment, regulatory 
compliance, and permitting. A program plan that defined the basic structure and 
operational activities of the program was initially developed by Colton and Morse · 
(1985). The program plan was replaced in 1987 by WP 07-2, Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant W~te~ Quality Sampling Manual. In 1991 the WQSP manual was replaced by 
WP. 02-fiWaste Isolation Pilot Plant -Groundwater Monitoring Program Plan and 
Procedwres ManuaL 

--. __ ·./5~1'.1 General 
. . . -

Fro~'1984 to 1990, th~ WQSP was designed to characterize the physical and chemical 
----characteristics ofr~presentatlve groundwater samples occurring. within ·-and immediately 
surrdunding.the)IVIPP site. __ Various.wells were serially sampled, threeJimes each, to 
determine the representative character ofthe groundwater present at ~ach location. 

·---- D.aJ~_.collected-·were supplied to the ES~H Departmenrandused to develop a baseline 
-_- ofwat~rqual_itydc:~ta,as.-part()fthe f<adiolqgicalBaselinE)-_Program. _A nonradiologicat 

- --- datab~~~ \Vfs deV~Joped'to sUpport t~eha~kgrbul1d waterqLiality _charac~erization __ _ 
repqrt_:Df:lt~ were a1s~ ·supplied to and u$ed by S~ndia National Laboratories(SNL) for 
site cha[§d~f'ization andperfo(r'(1a.oc~ ~§5essment. By tf)e dose of1990, the __ 
grounq~~t~r~qfin,e're§tha?:~l!:~~n.ch~r~ct~fize~}fjnd.the objediveofthe.·program 
shiije<Ptrq'~~n-~~acterization.to_sui'Yeil{~ncei;;·, ;:;:~- L;:.~ >.· : . . ·.·•.•.•.. · · ·- -

,_;,,;·-:··.;·>,· 'i'··J~·-~~·· <· :~·::·:.:i;t ; .. ·; .:;·~·-,;~~;-;~~';;0_;1';:··-... 0 •. · •.... · .c· c ... ·.· .. :·····-·. - . . . .. 
. · -.-. ~'I.·t·- :@n()~t().t>en-'1; trBa~nH~ E:S~~:p~pal}!Tl~Pt i:f~sqf,1)~qrespqn§it)ilityfor the was~.· ... · 
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Program. 

Collection of groundwater quality data continues to assist the DOE in meeting 
performance assessment, regulatory compliance, and permitting requirements. The 
data also provide: 

0 Radiological and nonradiological water quality input to the WIPP 
Environmental Monitoring Program. 

0 A means to comply with future groundwater inventory and monitoring 
regulations. 

0 Input for making land-.use decisions (i.e., designing long-term active and 
passive institutional controls for the site}. 

Groundwater exists both above and below the WIPP repository, but no hydrologic 
continuity exists between the repository and the groundwater. Groundwater below the 
repository occurring in the sandstones of the Delaware Mountain Group (Powers, et al., 
1978} is isolated by bedded salt deposits in the lower part of the Salado Formation and 
in the underlying Castile Formation. Groundwater below the repository is not being 
monitored as part of this program. 

Groundwater above the repository is being monitored. Groundwater exists in both the 
Dewey Lake Formation and the Rustler Formation. Zones monitored for background 
characterization within the Rustler are the Culebra and the Magenta members. These 
zones appear to be dolomite units isolated from one another by impermeable units. 
With the exception of excavated shafts at WIPP, these zones are isolated from the 
repository excavations by bedded salt deposits in the upper two thirds of the Salado 
Formation. 

Postbackground surveillance is focused. on the Culebra because it i·s the primary ·now 
path within the Rustler formation. Databases are maintained forthe.Magenta,so that if 
the need arises surveillance of the Magenta can be resumed;_ · · 
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sandstone. The Dewey Lake Redbeds do not form an aquifer, but some permeable 
sand lenses are present and those yield limited quantities of fresh water to a few 
private wells in the area around the WIPP site (Powers et al., 1978). One such sand 
lens has been identified within the WIPP boundary and is scheduled for surveillance as 
part of the WQSP. 

5.2 Surveillance Well Construction 

Many of the WIPP surveillance wells were drilled and completed prior to 1980. As the 
WIPP Project progressed, additional monitoring wells were completed in the vicinity of 
the site. Drilling of the bulk of WJPP surveillance wells began in 1976 and continued 
into 1988. 

In general, all of these wells were drilled as part of the geologic site characterization 
and resource evaluation programs. Most WIPP surveillance wells were drilled and . . 
completed using oil field techniques. Surveillance wells at the site have been 
completed, generally, using two types of installations. One installation requires drilling 
the well to some depth below the base of the Culebra and then casing the well to the 
bottom of the hole. The interval of the Culebra or Magenta is then perforated to allow 
access. to the formation for testing or sampling purposes. The second type of 
installation consists of drilling the hole to a depth just above the top of the Culebra, 
instaiJingwell casing to the bottom of the drilled hole, and coring or drilling through the 
Culebra interval, leaving the. Culebra interval open to the formation. 

These types of well completions presented problems in collecting undisturbed and 
repr~sentative samples from the water-bearing units. The open-hole completions have, 
inso~neca~es,reswlted in sediments belowt8eCulebra being exposed in the sampling 
intervaL .•. In 7()111.7 ca~es, these sediments ·are rich in halite or.other evaporite minerals, 
cau~iqgtb~wa~ersqemistry .. intheweU bore •. ?nd the \Vater-bearing unit surrounding the 
'A/ell tei9e ?It~ reg.:· ()~en, durin~ drilling and completion of surveillance wells, fluids 

.·.·coJ1tainingJ(~sh\V?ter, saturatecjbrine, and. drilling fluids containing petroleum 
~rqdupt~ .l;l~ve·peer)ir'Jtroducedint() ..• the'Nell b.ore. In some cases, these fluids were left 
st?pding in tQe well bore fo~ e~l3nded peripds of ti111e, resulting in contamination of the 
sLJrrouncjing fgrrnation (~rawley 1988). · · 

~t§pd~rRit5ii ft~ld .~tf3~1. well pas in~~ have beerr'.ysed ·during completion· of the WIPP · 
StJ~~itlang7welt~.·Jhi~typ~/gfca~iqgi1s ea.sij}iqprrodedby the.prackishto brine water 

.... · JPHD .. ~ iQ.th~ . .}('{IHe .. (3re.a.·•·• .~.~;~ec1.on·~eri~J-$amplingr~~y1ts, .itapp>e~rsthat .. the.products 
'pfyyE311 q~~iJ19;pgrr():ioqiTi9r~tf!frgm.t6e 'A'f311b9T7 ipto th~Jorrnation, resulting.in a halo 

. ·•. .. 9.rPILilJ1.~ ·O~_gr()YP8\V~ter.VII~h ;c:l.lt~r~d. CQ7:1TJistr>'isurroyl1ding the· surv~i I lance wells. 
·· .. ()9t~ir11Q9 a~rt:.Prf3~ept~tiye ~g[J'tPJ~.h~§reqyJrf3gJb?tthe. surv.eillanc;e .wells be pumped 

.. fq(lqpg Pl3riqq§ ef.~Tme tC>.r~irlov~tne·pqgtar]lnatiori, . . . . . . . . 

.. ':::' . ,.. ;~t!~~~~~~~~.~\1:~~;1~!i&'!~!'ll~iqD~~~U~~S';~~~~i d~~CcT~~ <!~PY$' are usually not 
··• >i. Li§~~;f9rJm~t?ilC3~ipniqf;ITJonitprici9 •w~ns ~mployed.·in.· RQftA.o.r otf1er moundwater· 

' / .;., . ,_,;t . ,./ >.i·;;:.;. .• ;.D tjc"''i ~,,:·:," .\j ~ /o . • <.... \·i· • ·._ ... ·· . 
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sampling programs, due to the likelihood of aquifer contamination. These practices 
required that the WQSP use extensive groundwater pumping in order to obtain 
uncontaminated water samples. 

The difficulty in obtaining representative groundwater samples, due to the design of the 
wells used by the WQSP, necessitated the use of a serial sampling technique. Serial 
sampling and the associated equipment are discussed later in this section. 

Seven observation wells were completed after the baseline was established using EPA 
recommended drilling methods and casing materials that have the potential to meet 
RCRA monitoring standards. Six of the wells were completed in the Culebra; one well 
in the Dewey Lake formation. Two years of sampling are scheduled prior to the 
anticipated receipt of waste. The data gathered from these wells will be compared to 
t-he existing database and the existing background data will be appended as 
appropriate. · 

The configuration of the seven new observation wells may well preclude the necessity 
to perform serial sampling. However, sampling of a portion of the older surveillance 
wells may be necessary in years to come. Therefore, a discussion of serial sampling 
techniques is included in this document. 

5.3 Sampling Program Description 

The WQSP has employed two types ofsampling procedures at the WIPP: serial 
sampling and final sampling. 

5.3.1 Serial Sampling 

Serial sampling is the collection of sequential samples for the purpose of determining 
when the water chemistry stabilizes or reaches a steady state~ Ideally, when the water 
chemistry stabilizes; it is assumed that the chemistry is representative oqhenative 
formation fluid, and a final sample is collected. However, in reality, serial sampling 
leads to the collection of water samples with reproducible chemistries which· may or 
maynot be representative ofthe undisturbed groundwater. The water samples may 
still be impacted by well construction practices and effects from.the installation of .. · 
downhole pumping and sampling equipment.·.· · · · · · · 
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The field analytical parameters found to be the most useful in identifying a steady state 
condition of the water chemistry include chloride, divalent cations (hardness), and 
alkalinity, which are analyzed by classic wet chemistry bench methods (titration). Total 
iron has also been found to be a useful indicator and is analyzed using 
spectrophotometric methods. Other serial sampling parameters analyzed in the field 
include measurement of pH, Eh, temperature, specific conductance, and specific 
gravity. Procedures for collection and analysis of serial samples are processed, 
approved, and maintained by the site documentation process. 

5.3.2 Final Samples 

Final groundwater samples are collected once evidence from serial sampling indicates 
that the pumped groundwater has reached a chemical steady state. Final samples are 
forwarded to a contract analytical laboratory for analysis. 

Final samples are collected in the appropriate type of container for the specific analysis 
to be performed. For each parameter analyzed, a sufficient volume of sample is 
collected to satisfy the volume requirements of the analytical laboratory. This includes 
an additional volume of sample water necessary for maintaining quality control 
standards. All final samples are treated, handled, and preserved as required for the 
specific type of analysis to be performed. Details about sample collection, 
preservation, and volumes required for individual types of analyses are found in the 
applicable procedures generated, approved, and maintained by the site documentation 
process. 

Splits of the final sample are provided to oversight agencies and WIPP stakeholders as 
requested by the D()!=; A split of the sample i~ also placed in storage within the ES&H 
Environmental Sample storage area and held until final reports from the contract 
analytical laboratory have been evaluated and approved. When the final laboratory 
report has been approved the samples are removed froms"torage and destroyed. 

Det~ilecjprotocols, in the for'm of procedures, assure that samples are collected in a 
con~iste,nt_~nd repeata~le fashion,- Procedures applicable to water quality sampling 
are generated, approved, and maintaine~Lby. thf3 site documentation process. 

C••O"'.- /c ' ·· .. :,., C -- • '., ·: • •• • .:". :- • • • .-. ··'. • >- .. ' 

Theseria(.sam;li~g .process will pr6babl;:~otbe needed with the wells completed 
specifical_lyfc:>f\\'~ter quality sampling, Hp\Vever, quring the first two years of sampling, 
thew~llswHft>esef.ially·sampleg u.sipg ?~l appreviate~frneth()cj->ltis anticipated that 

' cpanges inthewat~f: chef11i$try frC>.!ll ~tag·nat~d to representative wm _occur \\(ithin the 
flr~t 44hours oftlif3>purgingprocess. V\fhereas,this change~usuaHy occljrred over a 
s~ven~ay p~ri9~:k~ittr~tt£i-9l~~~~.JJ~!~,?'- · ·• ~~;.::!':c~~r{?J; · . · · . 
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cations, alkalinity and iron) stabilize. Eh, pH, and conductance will be monitored 
continuously by using a flow cell with ion-specific electrodes and a real-time readout. 
After two years of sampling data have been accumulated, a decision will be made to 
determine if the serial sampling process can be eliminated. If serial sampling is 
removed from the water quality sampling well protocol, the decision to collect samples 
will be based on the number of well bore volumes purged and the results of continuous 
monitoring of temperature Eh, pH, and conductance. 

5.4 Groundwater Pumping and Sampling Systems 

The water-bearing units at the WIPP are highly variable in their ability to yield water to 
surveillance wells. The Culebra, the most transmissive hydrologic unit in the WIPP 
area, exhibits transmissivities that range many orders of magnitude across the site area 
and has been the primary focus of the GSP. The Magenta has a lower transmissivity 
and yields very small quantities of water to wells. Because the water-yielding 
characteristics of the hydrologic units at the WIPP are variable, different types of 
pumping equipment are used during water quality sampling activities. 

The groundwater pumping and sampling systems used to collect a groundwater sample 
are designed to provide continuous and adequate production of water so that a 
representative groundwater sample can be obtained. The wells used for water quality 
sampling vary in yield, depth, and pumping lift. These factors affect the duration of 
pumping a~ well as the equipment required at each well. Based upon expected yields, 
the wells monitored at WIPP can be divided into three categories according to flow 
rate: (1) high flow rate of 10 to 25 gallons per minute (gpm); (2) medium flow rate or 1 
to 1 0 gpm; and (3) low flow rate of less than 1 gpm. 

The high and medium flow rate wells may use a. submersible pump-packer assembly. 
The low-vqlume wells may require a ge~s~drivenpistonpump-packer assembly. A 
discussion of the differentpump..;packerequipment is provided below. 

·:;- . _:_:__ :·.'.- .·.. ,_::._-:':::::· i:-·· . ' 

The iyp~·~fpumpiri'g ~nd sampling system to be used in a well depen.ds primarily on 
the ·aquifercharacteristics and well.·constmction .••.. For example, if well construction is 
such that it yif?ld~ contamination to the aquifer (Le., m~tal ~asing)~p~~kerls normally 
rE!CPf11mend~9;to.rpini.tT1i~e ~urging tim~,.·Jf the a·quifE!r yi.elds .. ade.quale \Vater to.the.·well 

't()<tJe cla~~ifi~d .a high Of medium procjyction yv'ell; a ... subrnersiblf? ~~~ct~ic ,PUmp may be 
used. Hq'#eyer, ifthf?weH·.•is completed '.\'itllJhewater-bearing.uhitljncas~d; a gas 
pist98PHtT1P:Q1PY 9~·n.~ed~g.to.minirnize.str~~~tq.the formC!tionwaU~to .. pr~yent 
c:ollap~:~:r oftbe·;formation.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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The largest amount of discharge from the submersible pump takes place from a 
discharge pipe. In addition to this main discharge pipe a dedicated nylon sample line, 
running parallel to the discharge pipe, is afso used. Flow through the pipe is regulated 
on the surface by a flow control valve and/or variable speed drive controller. 
Cumulative flow is measured using a totalizing flow meter. Flow from the discharge 
pipe is routed to a discharge tank for disposal. 

The dedicated nylon sampling line .is used to collect the water sample that will undergo 
analysis. By using a dedicated nylon sample line, the water is not contaminated by the 
metal discharge pipe. The sample line branches from the main discharge pipe a few 
inches above the pump. Flow from the sample line is routed into the sample collection 
area. Flow through the sample collection line is regulated by a flow-control valve. The 
sample line is insulated at the surface to minimize temperature fluctuations. 

A gas-driven pump and sampling system can be IJsed on any volume well. When us.ed, 
the pump intake is set at a predetermined depth near or in the production zone. The 
pumping rate is adjusted to maintain the water level in the well above the pump intake. 

The flow rate for gas driven pumps is controlled by regulating the air pressure on the 
pump intake or by a flow control valve. Water is continuously discharged into a water 
storage tank. Detailed protocol for assembling, installing, and controlling pumping and 
sampling systems is found in the procedures generated, approved, and maintained by 
the site documentation process 

Regardless ofwhichpump is used when sampling a well that was drilled for the 
geplogic:site characterization and resource evaluation program, a packer is used to 
isoiate the purr1p intake from contaminated well-bore fluid that exists in the well above 
the sarppling zone: lfthepacker seal is not good, contaminated water from above the 
p~.qkercan leak iqto the formatioqwaterbeing sampled and bias analytical results. If 
the packer hasa g()c;>d seaL the pressure above the inflated packer should remain 

··constant. 

. _f>r~~§~r~:~gdx~'th~padk~r·--is _mon-itorect~-~-ipg __ transd_ucers•and/or bubblers··to verify 
that-th~ s·e~t,orith~ paqkerls· good.Pr~ssyrebelow the packer is monitored to ensure 
th~twat(3~ le~71s qgn()tf~ll' below the pump intake. Periodicchecks of the pressures 
a,r~con9HS!~q cjprip~,'field,s~mplingtoyerify.pack~r.seal integrity. These field checks 

, ap~r:g?rd~c;lgri'fjeld ,1\Cti_vitytog FQfmS; •- · · · 

•. _-, .. :,-.VY~JI~;,~rj'fl~~ t8)~~!~ifqQ~Jity.'~p~,cifis§tidn,§ do ndtr~qair~lhe ••. i.nstanation of-_ a. packer 
ie · .b,¥9~H~~.sarJ;lpl~:bia~(3.s••·dl.l~J6 ,o/elf9opstr~qtiopdefiBi~pci~s.~ar~ n()t present.·· .. 

···- :,; Hc:>~ey~r-;rpre~§l.lr~~ ~i,lf,q~•- ip()nit()req.Jrt.tQe fprrna,~iqrtm·rnal9taiqwater _level-above_ the 
_ .... _,._._; _, . HHIJlJ;>in~~~~· ~-~()9~(jur~S,<goy~r[liry~_th~:insJ(3U~tio~ ~ng_us.e ·ofpre.ssur~ _r11onitoring· 

... fl~yic~$ ar~<g§n~f~teg, .• appJOYE!q, ~nq mitintaiheq·.by ttia.!)itE! ~(>cumerit;ation process .. 
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~: 
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5.6 Sample Analysis 

The mobile field laboratory provides a work place for conducting field sampling and 
analyses. The laboratory is positioned near the wellhead, is climate controlled, and 
contains the necessary equipment, reagents, glassware, and deionized water for 
conducting the various analyses. 

Two types of water samples are collected: serial samples and final samples. Serial 
samples are taken at regular intervals and analyzed in the mobile laboratory for various 
physical and chemical parameters (called field parameters). The serial sample data 
are used to determine the chemical steady state conditions of the groundwater, as a 
direct function of the volume of the water being pumped from the well. Interpretation of 
the serial sampling data enables the TL to make a determination of when steady state 
conditions are attained in the pumped groundwater. 

Final samples are collected when the serially sampled field parameters have achieved 
a steady state. If one or more of the field parameters do not stabilize, and there is 
reason to believe it will not, the TL may choose to collect the final sample regardless of 
this instability in the field parameter(s). 

The objective of the serial sampling effort is to obtain representative water samples in a 
reproducible manner. By definition, a representative groundwater sample is a sample 
of undisturbed groundwater. A groundwater sample is considered to be representative 
of the undisturbed groundwater only if it is chemically identical to the undisturbed 
groundwater (i.e., completely unaltered by the effects of drilling, postdrilling processes 
and reactions, and sampling procedures). Obtaining a representative groundwater 
sample is a theoretical ideal. For example, the redox potential of the aquifer 
groundwater, Eh, is likely to change as a result of pressure decreases (gas loss) and 
contamination by atmospheric oxygen that occurs during the sampling process. The 
ratios between the different oxidation states of a multivariant element may change, and 
the total concentration of that element may also change during sampling due to 
precipitation~ · · · 
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5.6.1 Serial Samples 

Serial samples are collected and analyzed in the mobile laboratory to detect and 
monitor the chemical variation of the groundwater as a function of the volume of water 
pumped. The purpose of implementing this rigorous serial sampling and analysis 
program is to ascertain when the pumped groundwater has reached a chemicar steady 
state. Once serial sampling begins, the frequency at which serial samples are 
collected and analyzed is left to the discretion of the TL. The serial sampling frequency 
is based upon the site-specific conditions existing at each well, but usually is performed 
a minimum of three times during a sampling round. 

The three field parameters of temperature, Eh, and pH are determined by either an 
"in-line" technique, using a self-contained flow cell, or an "off-line" technique, in which 
the samples are collected from a nylon sample line at atmospheric pressure. The iron, 
divalent cation, chloride, alkalinity, specific conductance, and specific gravity samples 
are collected from the nylon sample line at atmospheric pressure. 

New polyethylene containers are used to collect the serial samples from the nylon 
sample line. Serial sampling water collected for solute and specific conductance 
determinations is filtered through a 0.45 11m filter membrane us in~ a stainless steel, 
in-line filter holder. Filtered water is used to rinse the sample bottle prior to serial 
sample collection. Unfiltered groundwater is used when determining temperature, pH, 

. Eh, and specific gravity. Sample bottles are properly identified and labeled. 

The filtered sample collect~d for solute analyses is immediately analyzed for iron and 
alkalir-tity, as these two solutic>n parameters are extremely sensitive to changes in the 
ambieptw~~er .. sample pressure and te111perature. The sample aliquot needed for the 
other ch13micalparameter analyses may be taken from a second filtered sample bottle. 
T ~mperatyre, pH, and Eh, when not measured in a flow cell, are measured at the 

. ,appro)(i[late time of serial sample collection; these samples are collected from the 
unfiltered sample.line, 

·. Experiepqe 'g(3ined from the serial sampling of wells has shown that samples to be 
.· ana1y;z~defqrchlort9.~·.an8>divalentcation~, c;an be stored for one.week,prior to analysis 

... withqOJ'lfidenc:eth(!tthe an§lyti~lresultswillnot be altered; 

.·, .. ,,l.Jp.9A~~o'~~P~~ti~H~t~'t'"1~'6()·11.e6ti.~.~·····~f~~e····fif1.~·1.§a.mp.le·suite,.the••s·erial sampre bottles 
···accrued t~rougt1qy~th~ .• 8uraticm pfthe purJ1ping of the well arer discarded. ·No serial 
~,~,rJ1pl~,.pottl.~s wi,ll9g:rey~~d•••fqr..san:pliqg ·.purposes.•·of ... anysort r However, serial 

, •.•.. s~~gl.~~.!!?~¥ Px.:9f~hiyed fgra perie8 ~ftirne··dependin.~,.·.upgn •.• ther-teeq~ .. Procedures 
·<,· .... Jqrs~mpl~:~gll~f.tiq9,ang§!.n,aJy§i~are:geherc:Jted,.?PProveq,·aqc:tmajntained.bythesite· 
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The final sarnple is collected once the pumped groundwater has achieved a chemically 
steady state. A serial sample is also collected and analyzed for each day of ·final 
sampling. Sample preservation, handling, and transportation methods are designed to 
maintain the integrity and representativeness of the final samples. 

Prior to collecting the final samples, the collection team must consider the analyses to 
be performed so that proper shipping or storage containers can be assembled. 

Final samples are sent to contract laboratories and analyzed for general chemistry, 
radionuclides, metals, and selected volatile organic compounds that are specific to the 
waste anticipated to arrive at WIPP. Gases and redox-couples were analyzed during 
. the baseline study, but these data are not needed for environmental monitoring and are 
no longer obtained on a routine basis. 

Water samples are collected at atmospheric pressure using either the filtered or 
unfiltered nylon sampling lines branching from the main sample line. The samples are 
collected in new and unused glass and plastic containers. 

Before the final sample is taken, all plastic and glass containers are rinsed with the 
pumped groundwater, either filtered or unfiltered, dependent upon analysis protocol. 
When the rinsing procedure is completed, the final sample is collected. 

5.7 Sample Preservation. Tracking. Packaging and Transportation 

Many of the chemical constituents that are measured are not chemically stable and 
need to be preserved. Samples requiring acidification are treated with either high 
purity hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, or sulfuric acid (ULTREX or equivalent), depending 
upon the standard method of treatment required for the particular parameter suite. 

The procedure used bythe contract laboratoryto which the samplesare being sent 
prescribes the type and amount of preservative which should be used. This information 
is recorded on the Final Sample Check! istfor use by field personnel when final 
samples arebeing collected. 

Thesampl~tracking system at WIPP usesuniquely nurl'lberedGhain ofGustody,Forms 
ancj f={E3questforAnalxsis Fprms. The .Primary consideration for storage .or.· · 
tre~nsp?rtation is that ~an1ples must.be analyze~ within. th~pr~scribed.h?lding times for 
th~pe~ramet~rsgfintere~t~FProcedu~es.torsam~Ie·.trackingand·.·weservatiOr\·are. 
generated, approyed, andmaintc:~ined by the· site docurnentatlon/proq~ass. · 
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samples cool during transport to the contract laboratory. Hold times for specific 
analytical parameters require samples to be shipped by express air freight. The 
coolers are packaged'to meet Department of Transportation and International Air 
Transportation Association commercial carrier regulations. 

5.8 Quality Assurance. Records Management and Document Control 

All aspects of quality assurance, records management, and control of documents 
generated as a result of WQSP are governed by the QAPD; WP 15-PR, Records 
Management Plan; and implementing procedures generated, approved, and maintained 
by the site documentation process. 

A chemistry laboratory notebook is. maintained in the mobile laboratory to record the 
overall conditions at the well, the analytical difficulties or problems experienced, and 
any information which may be pertinent to future interpretation and scientific use of the 
field data. Th.e original notebook is kept in the field laboratory. A copy of the notes 
made for each sampling round is kept in a fire-resistant file cabinet. 

All field data collected are organized into a data book. The typical field data book 
contains the following: 

0 · A copy of all of the notes entered into the laboratory notebook concerning the 
sampling round. 

IJ A copy of all chain of custody forms and request for analysis forms used to 
distribute the final samples. 

0 A copy of the completed final sample checklist. 

·. 0 A copy of all standardization forms. 

D A hard copy printout of all computer data entries . 
. _: .. ; ::·· .· . - .- -

D ··Acopy of all of the Serial Sampling Report Forms submitted for the sampling 
round. 

0 ·A copy of aU worksheets used to prt3pare the data for entry into the computer . 

. tJ · AwrHten su:mm~ryreport containing a description of the well completion data, · 
a brief summary of seriCil sampling results, and gemerafobserve~tions. 

·,. ' :-- . -_ . . --~-:::- : 

~'11 Field Sketbh ·Plan Forms. 
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0 A computer printout of all data logger information, if a data logger was used. 

0 Validated Check Print copies of all data sheets. 

A contract laboratory data book is made for each contract laboratory used to analyze 
samples from a particular well. The contract laboratory data book contains at a 
minimum: 

0 A copy of the contract laboratory analytical report. 

0 A copy of the computer data generated. 

Data collected as a result of WQSP activities are summarized and reported on an 
annual basis in the Site Environmental Report. Raw data are stored in fireproof 
cabinets in the EM Section for a period of two years and then turned over to PRS for 
storage in accordance with the RIDS. 

5.9 Calibration Requirements 

The equipment used to collect data for the WQSP is to be calibrated in accordance 
with WP 1 0-AD, WIPP Maintenance Administrative Procedures Manual. The metrology 
laboratory is responsible for calibrating needed equipment on schedule, in accordance 
with written procedures. The EM Section is responsible for maintaining current 
calibration records for each piece of equipment. 

6.0 WATER LEVEL MONITORING PLAN 

6.1 

This sectionofthe WIPP GSP serves as the controlling document for t~e V\(LMP. The 
WLMP is a subprogram of the GSP. The quality as~urance activities ofth7,)(vLMP are 
in stri.ct ac~()rdance with t~e O,A.PD and the quality assura9ce. implementing procedures 
specific to· environmental monitoring are found in WP 02.;.3, Environmental Monitoring 
ProceduresMahuaL 

• ·.·.:: '.· ..•.... /·.·· ... ·.·.· :._' ....... · ... ·· .. ·. . ·.. .-.-.. ·.. . _. ' ;·-~- ;-,- '.-'· - ·-. _·';;.,:··.-\>_:, .. 

WC1t~fl~y~1 .• 1Tlo~itarin$··will •. tontin.ue·.•.through .the···postoperation.al •.. ph§se.···g(fhe••.W!PP: 
Ttiis p.I~Q a9dr~~ses the actiyiti.e~ of the '1\fLMP during the preoBeration~l Ci~d.' .. 
operational phac~esofthe. WIPP. Postoperational. activityplanswiH be forn1ulated at.· a 
late!rdat~an.d"X:iiiJ2dgre~ .. ~the ()Pje!ctivesofw§lt.E!r.JeveJ··mppitpring 95 requ.i~e(:i.atthe 
tim~ of d~<:orrimissJc.>oif1g. . ,, · · · 

:-:'' ··.<>'">'.'-::~-<- .. _::;,.:--.·--,: -.--'\:;:·" 

6.2 . ···... lhtf~~~tti;~ri;i . 
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of the WIPP Site Characterization Program. 

As currently planned, water level measurements will be conducted using hydrologic test 
wells that were constructed for the site characterization and WQSP. These test wells 
are distributed geographically both within and surrounding the WIPP site. The 
frequency of measurement is subjectively defined by the need to record the dynamic 
nature of the potentiometric surface through time. 

On October 1, 1988, the ES&H Department assumed responsibility for Groundwater 
Level Monitoring Activities. At that time a WLMP plan was still being developed. In 
June of 1989, an initial plan was finalized entitled WP 07-2, WIPP Water Level 
Monitoring Program Plan, IT Corp. (June 1989). WP 07-2 was subsequently replaced 
in 1990 by WP 02-1, Groundwater Monitoring Program Plan and Procedures Manual. 

Collection of groundwater-level data assists the DOE in meeting performance 
assessment, regulatory compliance, and permitting requirements. These data also 
provide: 

0 Data collection as required by the Environmental Monitoring Plan. 

0 A means to fulfill commitments made in the FE IS. 

0 A means to comply with future groundwater inventory and monitoring 
regulations. 

0 Input for making land use decisions, (i.e., designing long-term active and 
passjve institutional coptrols for the site). 

0 ~.~~istance in understanding ~ny_chagges.to F~adings from.the water-pressure 
t[Ef?sducers installed in each of the shafts to monitorwaterconditionsbehind 
the liners. 

. ·. . 

A~iund~rstaQding Qf wh~ther.oFnotthe horizontal and vertical·gradients of flow 
.··are ¢.hanging pvertime. ·· 

:_:.:_..\:;,_,::.c/-- ---._. :':~--'<--.·:_.·--:,:·_ -":-,_ . 

. ·· o!lfijttive 
:.---;.".,:~-.-_·-.-:·-::::~ 

·.··Th~··.(>b]~cti~~9tth~_-·vy.L~~ .• ~sito. ~xtena··,t·He_.·gdc~m~ntectrecord·_.of.water -level 
.•..•. · ......•............. flqptu~Jjpn~7.jp try~.·Qul~qrc:ra11~ ··fv1ag~~t.a._.rrre1Jl.Bers otth~~I.Jstler-ForrTiation. in the 

·._··.· ... ·. .. ~i.f.ipii~_9f.ltli~.·¥Y'Refapili~yy V\f~ter;d~V~Id~ta ¥~ill·_·al~eJ>~••cgllected from-wells · . . · 
·· .·· •..•.• _,ci.oinpl~te~·"~J"J~-oftl~r;Y(~t~r;;bt).§lril1g ~ob~.~ 9\'~CW:ing:~ri~ Hf1:C:t~rlyif'19• ·tf'l.e•.wt pp repository 

'· s· ·',f1ert~~d'Wn', ·· ·?ce.~~s't.c:).t~g~~2:or1~~Jspc5.s~it)J~,-Jf1i.s iri§tRrJe~. ~utJ§not limited to·, the 
·._._,.·• ;8~tJ;~;-~n.· . ~-fm~.tci91i!1''P'~:,f9tt¥·Nirt~~,-r"D~r1"1P~r,i9!<t~7J~tJstl~~il~ .contact zen~··. 

~·~· ~~~~· 
·.··. :.~.·.~.·.· .. ~: •.. · •. ·~.:~.·,·,·:~.· •. ·.' .....•... --· , _, . ·:_:~.:~.~;::,~.~.::,_;~.--~.I.~J:.·.·. ;('';f;1:{~: ·, '.; ];\'\ :--\~:~_:::,:.~-.:~~-~.; .. ·~.:_.,:.- ··~ :-o'-,~-,e->"-- C ' - c•, ->.·'.:'' . :--~ ~:;.:·:_;;~~-_<'}~o;/5-t .-. ':~-~~};; ~~-\t_:;~~':: --- :':.:/;q.~;,_';:~----' ~ . - :.:~·-::{.- .,;:__·=---~-:~~-0>{/:):r··,-· 
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The scope of the program is subject to change depending upon the following: 

0 Data trends 

0 Performance assessment program needs 

0 Environmental Monitoring Program needs 

0 Regulatory compliance needs 

Water level measiJrements will be taken monthly in at least one accessible completed 
interval at each available well pad. At well pads with two or more wells completed in 
the same interval, quarterly measurements will be taken in the redundant wells. 

Water level monitoring will continue through the life of the WIPP Project. It may be 
deemed necessary to temporarily increase the frequency of monitoring to effectively 
document naturally occurring or artificial perturbations that may be imposed on the 
hydrologic systems at any point in time. This will be conducted in selected key wells by 
increasing the frequency of the manual water-level measurements or by monitoring 
water pressures with the aid of electronic pressure transducers and remote 
data-logging systems. 

One of the postulated contaminate pathways to the biosphere in the event of a release 
is believed to be in the water-bearing zones of the Rustler Formation, more specifically, 
the Magenta and Culebramembers. The Culebra is believed to be the more 
conductive ofthetwo (Mercer, 1983) and has received the most attention in site 
characterization studies. Other water bearing zones.inthe vicinity of the WIPP site, in 
which a lilllited QUmber ofhydrologic t~stwells have been completed, include the 
De\Vey Lf)ke RedBeds, the Rustler/S~Iado Contact, the Forty Niner M~rnber of the 
Rustler,andthe Bell Canyon Formation. AU of the above listed zones wiiLbe monitored 
aspC:}rt of this program plan, subject·to availability. 

Water lev~l.fluctuatibn~ ofcogfined wat~rbearingunits may result tram a variety.of 
hydr()logicp,hE3nomena{Freeze and Cherry, 1979)and(Davisand DeWeist, 1966). 

· These include: 
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Interpretation of water level measurements and corresponding ·nuctuations over time is 
complicated at the WIPP by spatial variation in fluid density both vertically in well bores 
and areally from well to well. To monitor the hydraulic gradients of the hydrologic flow 
systems at the WIPP accurately, actual water level measurements and the densities of 
the fluids in the well bores must be known. When both of these parameters are known, 
equivalent freshwater heads can be calculated. The concept of freshwater head is 
discussed in Lusczynski (1961) where the following definition is provided: 

Fresh water head at a given point in groundwater of variable density is defined 
as the water level in a well filled with fresh water from that point to a level high 
enough to balance the existing pressure at that point. Fresh water heads 
define hydraulic gradients along a horizontal. 

A discussion explaining the calculation of freshwater heads from midformation depth at 
WIPP can be found in Haug, et al. (1987). 

A Pressure Density Survey Program (PDSP) has been conducted to determine the 
actual variation in density gradients existing in the test wells. The PDSP measured the 
actual midformation pressures of the Culebra. Data from this program have identified 
those wells. in which some adjustment to measured water level values must be 
accounted for in order to calculate the measured water levels accurately in terms of 
equivalent freshwater heads. 

6.4 Field Methods 
.. 

To obtain an accurate groundwater level measurement, a calibrated water level 
measuring device is lowered into a test well and the depth to water is recorded from a 
known reference point. When using an electrical conductance probe, the depth-to 
watefcan be determined .. bY reading the appropriate measurement markings onthe 
embossed measuring tape when the alarm is activated at the surface. Specific 
procedures regarding the specific activities governing the Water Level Monitoring 
Program are generated, approved, and maint~inedby the site documentation process. 

6.5 Records and Document Control 
. . . 

. . .. .'- - ·- . 

Allincomingdpta will be processed in a timely mariner to_assure data integrity. The 
data rhanagement proqess forwater level measurementsbegins with completion of the 

. fielp (jata ~neets;_.Date;time, tape measurement, equipment ideptification number, 
. • · .. calibr~ti()rtdl..le date, initial of the field personnel,_ a.nd equipmentlcpmments are · 

.· recorfJ~p on the field.datasheets.-lf1 for s6rr1e unexpected reason,. a measurement is·. 
·• nqt possipl~ (i: ~ .• a test is und~r way that blocks entri to. the ~ell bore). then a notation 
a$ to \VhY ~tl.e measurementwa~pot,takenis record.ed in.th.e qomment column.-

. . . 'pe·r~ohr]eFalsq·use •the commenfco,l~l)in td reporfany security obser:Vations (i.e., well 
······: ••• <\.fo_·._c.R_·_ '.m_'_ .• ts.:' .. 's.'.lng''~_· ... •. ..,. ·"··'· · ·····'_; _ ... ~ 

l ~A.,·,,';~)'· 

-~ 
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Data recorded on the field data sheets and submitted by field personnel are subject to 
guidelines outlined in WP 02-3, Environmental Procedures Manual. The data are 
entered onto a computerized worksheet. The worksheet calculates water level in both 
feet and meters relative to the top of casing and also relative to mean sea level. 

A check print is made of the worksheet printout. The check print is used to verify that 
data taken in the field is properly reported on the database printout. A minimum of 
1 0 percent of the spreadsheet calculations are randomly verified on the check print to 
ensure that calculations are being performed correctly. If errors are found, the 
worksheet is corrected. The data contained on the computerized worksheet are 
translated into a database 'file. A printout is made of the database file. The data each 
month are then compiled into report format and transmitted to the appropriate agencies 
as requested by the DOE. 

A computerized database fHe is maintained for all groundwater level data. Monthly and 
quarterly data are appended into a yearly file. Upon verification that the yearly 
database is free of errors, it is appended into the project database file. A printed copy 
of the project database is maintained in the ES&H EM fire-resistant storage area 
current through December of the preceding year. 

6.6 Reporting 

Data collected from this program are reported in the Annual Site Environmental Report 
(ASER). The ASER includes all applicable information that may affect the comparison 
of water level data through time. This information will include but is not limited to: 

0 Well configuration changes that mayhave occurred from the time ofthe last 
measurernent(i.e., plug installation and removal,.packerremoval·and 
reinstallation; or both; .andtne type and quantity of fluids that may have been 
introduced into the test wells}. 

,c- ' ' • 

D Aoy pumping activities thafmay have.taken place since publication of the last 
annual report(i.e:·· water quality sampling, hydraulic testing, c:md shaft 
installation orgrouting activities). · 

,_,_.. ..·. .--· '•- -- ----·--.-, 

6.7 Calibration Requirements 

Th:·-equrF'~"eol~$~~jr1···taKIB99r()undwaterl.ev~l .. measurements•••.isto•-.•·•g.~Cali.Qh9te~in 
ac9ordanQr'%·ith vyg 1 o~~o .. Y\f.IPP f>v1ainte~C3f19S..Adrninistr~tiyE)ero9e.oure.s M~PlJctl.. ·. 
]"h.e Y'IJI9 m(3~rdi()9Y·IC1boratory is.-responsiple .. for··.CC!Iibratiog ne.r=de;Q eqHipm~nt().rt / .•. 

· ... sch~dule, in acqordance with written propedure~. . Tbe EM ~ection:·js rcaSP9rJSi~leJgr 

....• ···••••\····•·.i·••>r·•···•·•· ... ·.• .. ?/ :." ..•....•..•..• _.,,..... . : ··- • ...... • _., . ·• ... -_ .• _ .•. _-,_-•. ·_ •. :~_---.•.·····:·· .. ·i . ···· ... ··.··---·.·.-.•.•... ~*~-::_.:::.: .,_;')f:i···-·-···•········.·.:· _.,··;<·.· . 
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WATER LEVEL MEASLIREMENTS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH 1999 
COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

1. All measurements were referenced to top of casing and adjusted 
to mean sea level. 

2. Measurements were made with water level probe ZE0112 and ZE0122. 
The calibration recall date on this instrument is 01/15/99. 

3. Well number D-268, packer pressure was observed to be 200 psi. 

4. Well number Wipp-12, checked for H2S; result was negative. 

5. Well numbers H-05, H-06, H-07, H-08, and H-09, have had tall grass 
and debris removed as well mesquite trimmed back to insure safety 
around well heads. 



WELL 
NUMBER 

ZONE CASING 
ELEVATION 
It amsl 

OATE 

Report Quarterty 

Water1evel Measurements 
For 

MARCH 1999 

TIME DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTED ADJUSTED 
TO TO DEPTH DEPTH 

WATER TOC TOC METERS 

WATER 
LEVEL 

ELEVATION 

ELEVATION 
IN 

METERS 

=========================================================================================~============================= 
AEC-7 
AEC-8 
C-2505 
C-2506 
C-2507 
CB-1 
D-268 
OOE-1 
DOE-2 
ERDA-9 
H-Q1 (PIP) 
H-Q1 (ANNULUS) 
H-02a 
H-Q2b1 
H-Q2b2 
H-Q2c 
H-Q3b1 
H-03b2 
H-03b3. 
H-Q3d/49 (PIP) 
H-03<1/0L (PVC) 
H-Q4b 
H-04c 
H-05a 
H-Q5b 
H-Q5c 
H-Q6a 
H-o6b 
H-o6c 
H-Q7b1 
H-Q7b2 
H-Q8a 
H-Q8c 
H-Q9a 
H-Q9b 
H-Q9c 
H-10a 
H-10b 
H-11b1 
H-11b2 
H•11b3 
H·11b4 
H-12 
H-14 
H-15 
H-16 (PVC) 
H-16 (PIP) 
H-17. 

......... H~19b2 
>H-19b3.· 

H-19b4 

-" __ .-,., ___ ._ .. 

. H;19b5 · 
H-19b6··.··•· 
PH~~7········· 

__ ----~:-.<.-:;:--: :~ 
P~14• \ 

;' ............. ·.·····.·.•·.· 

:~~-:?/:~-"··;.-

--;:-.-_-,-:·:, 

CUL 
BIC 
SR 
SR 
SR 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
49ER 
DL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
RUS/SAL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
DL 
ULM 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 

. CUL 

3657.25 
3537.10 
3413.05 
3412.87 
3410.01 
3328.38 
3280.70 
3466.04 
3419.09 
3410.10 
3399.53 
3399.53 
3378.09 
3378.46 
3378.31 
3378.41 
3390.64 
3390.03 
3388.67 
3390.01 
3390.01 
3333.35 
3334.04 
3506.24 
3506.04 
3506.04 
3348.11 
3348.25 
3348.52 
3164.17 
3164.40 
3432.99 
3432.90 

03110/99 
03/08/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03/09/99 
03/09/99 
03110/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03/10199 
03110/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03110199 
03/10199 
03116/99 
03/16199 
03116/99 
03/16/99 
03/16/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03/10/99 
03110/99 
03110199 
03110199 
03110/99 
03/09/99 
03109199 
03109199 
03109/99 

07:00 619.44 0.98 618.46 188.51 3038.79 926.22 
11:43 537.58 0.00 537.58 163.85 2999.52 914.25 
11:53 44.89 0.00 44.89 13.68 3368.16 1026.62 
11:56 44.21 0.00 44.21 13.48 3368.66 1026.77 
12:01 45.66 0.00 45.66 13.92 3364.35 1025.45 
13:14 360.27 0.00 360.27 109.81 2968.11 904.68 
15:39 275.45 0.75 274.70 83.73 3006.00 916.23 
11:23 491.63 0.00 491.63 149.85 2974.41 906.60 
08:10 360.67 0.00 360.67 109.93 3058.42 932.21 
09:14 404.49 0.65 403.84 123.09 3006.26 916.31 
09:24 375.86 0.67 375.19 114.36 3024.34 921.82 
09:29 170.13 0.67 169.46 51.65 3230.07 984.53 
09:40 344.00 0.00 344.00 104.85 3034.09 924.79 
09:57 237.33 0.00 237.33 72.34 3141.13 957.42 
09:46 342.70 0.00 342.70 104.45 3035.61 925.25 
09:51 342.98 0.00 342.98 104.54 3035.43 925.20 
12:21 240.12 0.00 240.12 73.19 3150.52 960.28 
12:24 393.20 0.00 393.20 119.85 2996.83 913.43 
12:31 391.62 0.00 391.62 119.37 2997.05 913.50 
12:45 305.86 2.22 303.64 92.55 3086.37 940.73 
12:38 319.84 2.22 317.62 96.81 3072.39 936.46 
10:21 333.33 0.00 333.33 101.60 3000.02 914.41 
10:29 . 190.82 0.00 190.82 58.16 3143.22 958.05 
07:50 475.60 0.00 475.60 144.96 3030.64 923.74 
07:34 478.11 0.00 478.11 145.73 3027.93 922.91 
07:43 349.45 0.00 349.45 106.51 3156.59 9( 

08:33 296.94 0.00 296.94 90.51 3051.17 93.-.~J 

08:43 297.24 0.00 297.24 90.60 3051.01 929.95 
08:38 284.81 0.00 284.81 86.81 3063.71 933.82 . 
06:15 167.32 0.00 167.32 51.00 2996.85 913.44 
06f11 167.76 0.00 167.76 51.13 2996.64 913.38 
07:18 405.59 0.00 405.59 123.62 3027.40 922.75 
07:26 453.54 0.00 453.54 138.24 2979.36 908.11 

3406.68 03/0~/99 08:03 415.50 0.00 415.50 126.64 2991.18 911.71 
3406.86 03/o9199 07:49 416.15 0.54 415.61 126.68 2991.25 911.73 
3407.30 03109199 07:56 416.10 o:oo 416.10 126.83 2991.20 911.72 . 
3688.67 03/09199 08:50 528.81 o.oo 528.81 161.18 3159.86 963.13 
3689.47 03/09199 09:00 695.25 0.00 695.25 211.~1 2994.22 912.64 
3411.62 03109199 10:45 432.19 0.00 432.19 131.73 2979.43 908.13 
3411.64 03109199 11:04 432.23 0.00 432.23 13.1.74 2979.41 . 908.12 
3412.42 03109/99 11:14 433.05 0.00 433.05 131.99 2979.37 908.11 
3410.89. 03109199 10:28 427.88 0.00 427.88 130.42 2983.01 909.22 
3427c19 03109/99 09:49 457:39 0.00 457.39 139.41 2969;80 905.20 • 
3347;11 03110/99 10:08 338;56 0.00 338:56 10i19 3008.55 917.01 
3481.63 03/10199 11:36 520.75 0.00 520.75 158]2 2960.88 <902.48 
3406.77 0311(!199 12:16 108.63 3.70 104;93 31.98 3301.84 1006.4() 
3406.77 03/10/99 12:20 . 366.94. 3.89 363:05 110;~ 3043.72 927;7:1 

. 3385.31 03109/99 12:45 425.55 . 0.00 425,55 129:71 2959.78 902:13 
3414.21 03/0el/99 14:33 354:98. 0.00 . 354;96 108.19 3059.25 932.48 
3418.3~. 031()9199 t3:34 .430.72 o.oo 430.7~ 13128 •.2987.66 910.64 
3419.01 03109199 J3:48. . 432.00 o:oo 432:00. . 1~i67 '' 2987i01 910.44 •... · 
3419.09 o3I09199. . 14:16 432.24 o.oo · 432.24 131.75 • ~iss 91.o.:3i CUL 

.cuL 
CUL 

··CUL 

···•····.·J419.o:3 ······o31o~1.99 14:!)2· .... 431.49•···· o.oo...... ~3t.~S·... '13~;~g i'-9.87.54 910.60<; 

:·.··34····,····.8 .. :63 ..... • .. ·.·.·.·.· .. ···· .•. ·.·.•.· .. · .. '··· ·. 03/Q~l99 13:.56 . 431,68 o:oo 4:31.68i 131:~ ·.····.········.2984i·.9~.. • \910:4~{ 
3419.o7 . .. a3/09/99 t4:t<r' 432.Qa o,oo . · '432:oa• ;:~~)o ..... · ... 298699 .. ·· 91~,.,.3 
3418,~ .•. {)3/09199 .. 13:42 •. 432.28 o.oo . 432,2.~} . 13~.:7~. ·: ~.···:_! ... 5,. , .. ) 910:35.· . CUL 

CUL 33&1.06. 031981~ 14:07 · 31.6.31 ··.. <. o . .oor • 3.1&::;1 < 96.4;1 .. :92" "'• ' 

J~ji~I~~l~~~j!~~~~~!!,, ::,:: , ~'-;~£~<~~~~s;:,.f: -~_:;:,-~:-·-;:·_;;_. ·. ~· ·o' 

!--·-< 



Report Quarterly 

Water1evel Measurements 
For 

MARCH 1999 

WELL ZONE CASING DATE TIME DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTED ADJUSTED WATER ELEVATION 
NUMBER ELEVATION TO TO DEPTH DEPTH LEVEL IN 

ft amsl WATER TOC TOC METERS ELEVATION METERS 

===~==================================~=====~===============================================================a==•======= 

P-15 CUL 3311.38 03/09/99 15:19 298.49 0.00 298.49 90.98 3012.89 91833 
P-17 CUL 3337.24 03109/99 13:00 355.35 0.54 354.81 108.15 2982.43 909.04 
P-18 CUL 3478.42 03/09/99 10:11 321.49 0.68 320.81 97.78 3157.81 962 .... 
WIPP-12 CUL 3472.06 03/08/99 13:15 440.32 0.00 440.3·2 134.21 3031.74 924.07 
WIPP·13 CUL 3405.71 03/08/99 12:12 347.73 0.64 347.09 105.79 3058.62 932.27 
WIPP-18 CUL 3458.76 03/08/99 13:13 426.01 0.00 426.01 129.85 3032.75 924.38 
WIPP-19 CUL 3435.14 03/08/99 13:00 396.62 0.00 396.62 120.89 3038.52 926.14 
WIPP-21 CUL 3418.96 03/08/99 12:30 404.78 0.00 404.78 123.38 3014.18 918.72 
WIPP·22 CUL 3428.12 03/08/99 12:50 399.86 0.00 399.86 121.88 3028.26 923.01 
WIPP·25 (PIP) CUL 3214.39 03/08/99 09:15 156.34 0.42 155.92 47.52 3058.47 932.22 
WIPP-25 (ANNULUS) MAG 3214.39 03/08/99 09:21 156.68 0.00 156.68 47.76 3057.71 931.99 
WIPP·26 CUL 3153.20 03/08/99 14:30 133.09 0.00 133.09 40.57 3020.11 920.53 
WIPP-27 (PIP) CUL 3178.98 03/08/99 06:00 99.00 0.42 98.58 30.05 3080.40 938.91 
WIPP-28 (PIP) RUS/SAL 3349.21 03/08/99 08:15 300.18 0.42 299.76 91.37 3049.45 929.47 
WIPP-29 CUL 2978.26 03108/99 14:58 11.42 0.00 11.42 3.48 2966.84 904.29 
WIPP·30 (PIP) CUL 3429.05 03/08/99 08:51 364.41 2.08 362.33 110.44 3066.72 934.74 

WQSP·1 CUL 3419.20 03/08/99 13:49 366.26 0.21 366.05 111.57 3053.15 930.60 
WQSP·2 CUL 3463.90 '03/08/99 1 1:11 404.18 0.21 403.97 123.13 3059.93 932.67 
WOSP-3 CUL 3480.30 03/08/99 13:26 466.70 0.21 466.49 142.19 3013.81 918.61 
WQSP-4 CUL 3433.00 03/10/99 1 1:11 447.99 0.21 447.78 136.48 2985.22 90990 
WOSP·5 CUL 3384.40 03/10/99 11:02 383.75 0.21 383.54 116.90 3000.86 914.66 

WOSP-6 CUL 3363.80 03/10/99 10:51 350.50 0.21 350.29 106.77 3013.51 918.52 

WOSP-6a DL 3364.70 03/10/99 10:55 165.86 0.18 165.68 50.50 3199.02 975.06 



WATERLEVEL ELEVATION 
UPDATE 

MARCH 1999 

WELL ZONE CASING DATE TIME DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTEC ADJUSTED WATER ELE\IATION 
NUMBER ELEVATION TO TO DEPTH DEPTH LEVEL IN 

!lamsl WATER TOC TOC METERS ELEVATION ME.TERS 

========2==~====a ======== ::::::a-:a ===-=====:= ===-==: ===:==== ======= ::'3:===== ======·==· :a:s::w:::• aa::as:• 
AEC-7 CUL 3657.25 04/15.'98 06"12 619.04 0.98 518.06 188.38 3039.19 926 35 
AEC·7 CUL 3657.25 05113198 06 00 618.89 0.98 517 91 188 34 3039.34 926 39 
AEC-7 CUL 3657 25 06/1 1198 06:05 618.94 0.98 517.96 188.35 3039.29 926 38 
AEC-7 CUL 3657.25 07115198 10:52 619.01 0.98 618.03 188.38 3039.22 92635 
AEC-7 CUL 3657.25 08112/98 06:23 619.22 0.98 618.24 188.44 3039.01 926.29 
AEC-7 CUL 3657 25 09/10/98 11:58 619 24 0.98 618.28 188.45 3038.99 926.21 
AEC-7 CUL 3657.25 10/14198 06:14 619.13 0.98 518.15 188 41 3039.10 926 32 
AEC·7 CUL 3657 25 11/11198 09.30 619.54 0.98 518.58 188.54 3038.19 926.19 
AEC7 CUL 3657.25 12107198 11:06 619.32 0.98 818.34 188.47 3038.91 928.28 
AEC·7 CUL 3657.25 01113199 06:18 619.52 0.98 618.54 188.53 3038.71 928.20 
AEC·7 CUL 3657.25 02/08/99 12:26 619.49 0.98 618.51 188.52 3038.74 926.21 
AEC.7 CUL 3657.25 03110199 07:00 619.44 0.98 618.46 11&.51 3038.79 926.22 

AEC·7, CULEBRA 

~5~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------, I 

·i 

i 
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WATERLEVEL ELEVATION 
UPDATE 

MARCH 1999 

WELL ZONE CASING DATE TIME .DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTEC ADJUSTED WATER :LEVATION 
NUMBER ELEVATION TO TO DEPTH DEPTH LEVEL IN 

ftamsl WATER TOC TOC METERS ELEVATION METERS 

================= ======== ==~:====== ========== =====a ======== :::a:::c =========:~ ==========z sa.:=aa• 

AEC-8 BiC 3537.10 04/15198 07.15 549.94 0 oo 549 94 167 62 2987 16 91049 
AEC·8 BIC 3537.10 05/13198 06:43 548 95 0.00 548 95 167 32 29811.15 910 79 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 06/11/98 0700 547.91 0.00 547.91 167.00 2989.19 911.11 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 07115198 11:18 546.66 0.00 546.66 166.62 2990.44 911.49 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 08112198 07:16 545.62 0.00 545.62 166.30 2991.48 911.80 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 09110198 12:21 544.54 0.00 544.54 165.98 2992.56 112.13 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 10i14198 07;02 543.27 0.00 543.27 165.59 2993.83 112.52 
AEC·8 BIC 3537.10 1 1/09198 1 1;36 542.28 0.00 542.28 165.29 2994.82 9t2.82 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 12/07198 11:36 540.74 0.00 540.74 164.82 2996.36 lt:l.29 
AEC-8 SIC 3537.10 01113199 06:52 539.70 0.00 539.70 16450 2997.40 913.81 
AEC·8 BIC 3537.10 02108199 12:02 538.61 0.00 53a.61 164.17 2998.41 913.!H 
AEC-8 BIC 3537.10 03108199 11:43 537.58 0.00 537.58 163.85 2999.52 914.25 

AEC-1 , BELL CANYON 

~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

l :me~,-
1" •. 

I. s: 
! 299oA ~ f 
1=. ' 
f ; 
~ M:!.:i)_.j 

299000 ~ " . . . . . .. " ... 

,. 
!·-- ·i 

. i 
I 

i 

...1 
i 

, .................................... -1 

' 2984-oo!..' -"--~,.:.;;..;..,...;;_.:....:....:.;_.;;.:..,....;...;. __ ~..:.....--..:.....---------~-------1 
o./15/91 oiel11,_ _ 0711HI 11)1~ 1~/0MI - 12107/91 • 01113/tl 021111111 ~ 

•C 
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~~~+-~~---- - ------------------

- Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT FIELD DATA SHEET 

Zone l Date l Time l Measurement j Adjl,lnitials 'Instrument I Calibration 
in Feet I. D. Number Due Date 

Comments 

CUL G/J. ~/r' /.:? · ..:?B · '?9 

/.P ./S' 

.r- r. ('./ /""" ,.r /,;:? ~?-.?f_ 

-+-~--~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~-~~? ? j 

CUL /~-..<..?~ Y? 

/r;l ~.:?? ~ ?9 j/,11."" A'"/" .fl /_s:/ · ,;J !)() 

:;; /;? ~-9-L.."--ti--------_J 

/.P- .,2_-;?-19 

/.7 · P8· ?t?' 
., 

/? /t.'>- ?? 

/.;:?- .:??-9? 

/ .,;2 - ,;/ S' --?? 

,7~17/.:? .,:/ ·..?-.:?R?? 

CUL 7£0/;;;:? v.P ;78- J? 

·oRIGINAL Page 1 of 5 



~oocol>j 't"PB~.-EM1 014 Rev.O - Page ;QfJ 
"tta¢hment 1 ... Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

-·- -

Well 

H-,03b2; · 

H~03b3··· 
:It · i 

t;f-03d (PIP) 

H~03d (PVC) .. 

-

Zone Date , I Time I Measurement I Adjt.llnitialsllnstrument 
in Feet I. D. Number 

MAG .. /.:;::u .::?.YtJ. 1:2 o.~o '',/ .I 7£o/::?? 

CUL oJ-/t ·9? 12 :..21f 3 'B.2o -t)tJ ~·/)JI .2-f?tJ 1.2-< 

CUL 1?.9~/.+·7'? L!.2:3; I 3 7J, 1?:7 lo. dD ~~~ Z£tJ /..?.:? 

49ER 

DL 

H~04b 1 c_u_L -~..L.£......L.....L...p.-.:::....:...;;..;.!........j-'=--=:;;._· 
H-04c .,MAG 

~ • I ' 

~~~~~~~~~-----F~~~~= 

H-05a CUL ¥7.s-, ~0 

Calibration 
Due Date 

/.:? ~./{<-22 
/~- ;7 ,?-· ?'1 

/.:?-..73-79 

Comments 

/ .;?-.:?. (?'- ?? --t------_j 

/._;1 ..?7-~-r::.:.;.?ZJ___ 
/ p - .;< [? ·.?Z..t 
/~~/;~9·~-------~1 

H-05b CUL o 7/ . .J'I 4'7g, II / ..:< .:.:2.!i'-::..:.··...£.9_f.'l-+--------t 

'H-05c MAG t1'1:~3 /.'>? .:??99 

' ' ~:.oea CUL -/o-71 q8i33 /,7- -?..F- ?? ·· 

H~06b. CUL _?_/A _Qt7 ... o·.H:l ?Q~ ...., .I/ 

MAG - .. 9 0 !!::Iff ""f/7"- f? I 0' 0 0 /. ,_/. I Z£0/ -".2 I/-"' .. ..?.?· ?? 

cuL ,(Jo LL.f) Zfo Ill- /.:?-OJ&' -?9 

· 'H·07b2 CUL :/./)1 ~f?~/..:?-2 v,!7· ~ 8- t:tz 
H-08~ MAG ./.~l.zcc7/..;?~ /..:? -.2 L 9? 

H-OSe IRus/Sal hf-~9- ?9l<'iJ,:.?6I-#"3, 6-¥ lo. oo ~./. i-?1 ~e· O/U /.;?- :<fl-?9 

,.ORIGINAL' Page 2 of 5 



~;,: ~\:t,· __ .. · '<_. ···; ·_· •. __ · ..•.. _--_··_ -_-_ .. ····••• .. ~·~~ .. t Vf'lio*-EMlil14 Rev. 0 Page 8 of 

Atfc:)chmentt -VVaterlevel Measurer:nent Field Data Sheet 

-'io " 
. ' 

_; Well Zone·· Date Time Measurement Adjt. Initials Instrument Calibration Comments 
; ; 

·Number 
' 

; 1:;:. in Feet I. D. Number Due Date 
,'\ ·. ·. _,1 I 

.,. . ~i..]fl11 :. ~~p9a,- .. -_ .. _.- ... . CUL _.- o3-o7~?1 CJS; o:? 4/:!J-,.s 0 ::JF/./), 2Po/.::?::l /£-,Z.~' 7? v . .:;~ 

-H~09b 
•·, .. 

CUt tJ3-()?-77 g7:~9 14/t.IS los~ :%/._.5)__ _;< £'1)/e:?? /u?· ,,?8_ ?? . . •· --··_.·, __ -_.·-_. _._-_··· 

CUL 
1#~./0 ~/.);) H~()9c __ - _ r?3:Cil·7? O'?i~0 o.oo _Ze0/.:7;;:? /..2-.:<'.1'- 'l? 

. . / :.-

MAG W./..t?~ H-,oa· a-o?-22 03i~Q ..:r .;<<;>, ;r I 9-00 ?F__q/...;<';;2 (rP _..?8-. 9? :-
c ' • '. 

'· ---· '-- ··- ... -- ·---·-

H-106 : 
CUL k:21-o~?9 ~~..!2Q_ _ 69s.~~ t?.oo ~/..&? _ .. ~E'f?/..7....? /~- -/:?_~_?? .. 

· H-1.1b1 CUL ~r~~r-9? /t?-'~/5 ~.:;, /? io.oo ~//). ..z £0/;l.:l /,;; -.2.::? .. 99 < --1'----------

H-11b2 C_UL 113-~9-91 //:cYI ¥3~ .. ~3 ~-c~O W:/.11 ?Et?/.(;.;? v~·.?B-99 
.· H:-11~3 .. __ CUL !J3'()?·19 Ill,' If '5£33. CJ_j- ~_/,~ z .rn (/2. 117·~8-91 ~~oo 

H~12 CUL a3~.~m e!l.:rl. -~S7,J? . C!.· 00 . :7/.L£/ z.EtJ/.72 /.2·.23-'72 . 

·····-
___ .. __ 

--·-·-·---- --- ... --····-
. .. . . . -

-- CUL l*-./.~. H714·--__ ... · bJ·/0·91 I'O/og .33?1. :s-0 (), OC> ,iZ'~O/,?~ t'..R -j??. 79 
:. . . __ · 

CUL l*..L£2 v...:?· ;< /?- 9? 
~-· -. H-15 bJ-/(J -19 ///3C. $'~(}. 7S o."o 7-c o /PrJ 

H-16 (PVC) DL t-J.J-/d ·l9 tc:?./6 /tJ 'f?. G 3 Ll.?t' ~/...6 .:?eo/.P:< 1/.:l .. :? ?. . ? ? 

, H-16 (f>IP) U.L.M b3-/n-99 V..,?,'.RO :?tt6. 9¥ j, ff1 l4? /.J! .i! /' t'? I..?< v~·d'i' -?? 
H~17 

· .. -: . CUt ~.J·o?.o/1 I/P,¢5 ¥,?s; .5-.s- IIJ.t:O L91./i1 £-E0/.2..2 V.,.?-.?.9 99 
. ·_·-· . 

J!r~ ~-! ~--
·· ... 

CUL ~,/,£) . H ... 18 ~.3 ·b9·?9 /~'r-r JS11.9~ * £ t:'/.R::l / ..,2 . .,??. . 99 ·' 

._-. H ... 19bO CUL ~-(')7-91 1'.3,'3~ ~.5o. 7::1 ~ .. t:J 0 ?I /.il. ..Z£/J/J-2 /,?·..7?·79 
·:' .. 

CUL bJ-tJ9·17 v3;~g .#1/J) ·-_._· H~1~b2 ~3.;?, 00 ~. t:JO .i! I! (J I'~.,;(' /.?-.-.28-?9 •' 

>' · .. 

ORIGINAL Page 3 of 5 . 



·~~~~;02-EM1014 .. .Rev. 0 Page 9 of I 
. ·. 'Attachment t·- Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

•. c· 

---
. : .·: . 

.. ·.·. vveu .Zone Date Time Measurement Adjt. Initials Instrument Calibration Comments 
I' ·Number in Feet I. D. Number Due Date 

:.·: ;.· ... ···.·, 
.--~ . :. : 

H--H)b:f GUL ~J-t'?-9? L_-s/,'/6 p{I;?.,;?,jL (J, ~0 ::JILl) ;;r'tFtJ/.:?.Jl /./ -.:?.-:'. ?/ . ~--

~l9b4' '.· CUL {j]-tJ9-•JJ /,Y/~.2 ~3/, //9 tJ.bo ~1-/..iJ .z £() //:7 /.;? ,.,? .:: - ') } 
: -----

H;.l9b5 .· ....... CUL o.J·c:J9-!l2 /.?,_S~ 4.3~ {,5]_ 0.. t:J {) W.L£1 z-£0/ .,:.:?;? /.:.? -.;,? {il' '7? 
.·.·. H:19b6- CUL 

~.!-tJ?-?7 /-'//1'0 l-9'..5./. '?? C2JLQ_ lP/.t' ,i! ::' IN .:.7.:? /./- e? :\-'- J? 
----·-- r----"-~-

J-t,;.t9b?'' CUL 
~J-o2:22: 1/J,"¢/ ¥3.;:?.,;?% (J ~ 1'7 (1 w_LfJ 7-rr.J /.?..? / ..7 ..? ;=:·. 9.? -,. .. _ 

·•· . . ~.? : . 
CUL }}Pdsr± I 1/t> I - ;.2/l.fJ I qq . P--t4 ..•. _ ..3/~/31 p.ou 1113 . . J.Jf2./l. 7v ___ .. :.:'; 

. 

P-15 CUL l£28'~ ~/.$. 6.!' . 01 J:. .. ? 2 -,3--ol'-'1!1 /5,' !9 0,00 Z£0/.?.2 .• .''·." 

P-17 CUL b3-09-.?Z /J',' OtJ .3S':S'._ 35_ /?.~-?' ~L.» .-< ~ t:J I':?.;< /.;? ·.;?8'-7? I 

.. , .· •. 

~-L~: 
____. 

·.·· f>-18 _.·· CUL - '.1:_(!9.::21 .!d: It ~~.~ t.J, (p fl .La:?./.? ;7 ----- ~ ~-~9- 2·-z .... 
. ··- ·-·-·-· --,·llif-,-.-fo ;:~'ii;s--

WIPP~12. . .. CUL ¥m~ /:3 .'!5_ !i.!Lt2 3L_ n.tJD _rffi_ zfon L 12..h8/4ct A/.(!;,/ r; .¥/:;... 

• WIPP:-13 CUL 3/9 Jr.·q Jl.:/l_ 3'-17 23_ .O.d.d_ .flJ3_ h.EO__L2_6. 12/2 al qq 

. WIPP-18 CUL J/9L1'i 1~!13 J.l ?v ~. o I 0.00 n21 Zt!.OI2Z 1~/.lgjq_q_ 
I "• • • 

WIPP-19 CUL 3/9(ff_ I J:rJfl 1'1 G, ~z. o.orJ /1/J 7.£1) /~Z.. !J./).B /yq_ 

.•, 
'· 

. WU~P~21 CUL :?/8/11 /~:Jo '-lo if. 7 8_ o.oo llP Z~t'Jil..£ li!l?-e/~ .. 

W~PP-22 CUL J/B)1f1 tz.:so 31q.Bfo 0 oo /'i8 "2£ 01 t.Z. JJ},tB/9i_ 
.. I 

. WIPP-25 (PIP) CUL 3 IB/9Cf O'l: lj"' 1.5',!>.!1_ (J.t./2 L!J1 Z. £ Oll_ l-J ,.zh!Yt1 
WIPP-25 (ANNULUS) MAG 3)P/q9 o.9..UJ ;.s-~. '.A 0.6() If') . z 1:!0 u A. _j_2.j_2_8) 't9 

ORIGINAL' Page 4 of 5 



'\'''~~'~f~o2-EM1014 Rev. o 

:,\:,:.< :. Attachlllen~ 1 ~Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

Page9~ 

~-·· 

I i ··. 

We.ll Zone :Date Time Measurement Adjt. Initials Instrument Calibration Comments 
.· .· 

Nurnber in Feet I. D. Number Due Date 
; 

.··. 
' '·• .·. ' ,' 

H~19b3 CUL ~3·~?-9'1 /-¥//6 7{5..?. 2-fG ~, tJO ltlL-t! x€'tJ/;;?.;l /.;? -.:?C{:72_____ 

.·· H-19b4 CUL oJ·i1'l·l? /-'//i1.2 I 'f/ .3/, ?£9 tJ, t?(}_ ~·/..i) zr.-o/~.7 r...? ·..?L;.,· :2L ·. .·. 

··· H-t9bs·: ,· CUL oJ-o'l-99 /.?/S~ //.3~ C,_g_ 0. t:J{j ~.a r£CJ/-?,2 /J? -._;?;.,• );> 

.... · H~19b6 CUL 
~.?-o?-97 ;'"/_I /t:J 11="'..5...?. () 9 C>, t?O p/.£. _if! ;;:- t:) / .:2.:? /..7-~;.~-?.o : ·. '·. .' 

. 

·. 

b?.J- /..f) ... · H;.19b7 CUL b3-o9-9? I/:J,· .4? 4:.32.2$' t1 (/() ? ;::"17 /./....7 //.,.?g. 99 
·.•. P~14 CUL _1us~ JJ//u 7 31 ~' 3_\ P-IJO "'~ zEo /l.L j)/,?.g} ~q ...... ., 

-·--· --·· 
P·J5 · CUL 

c'J~o'l-79 IS,' !9 1~98.¥9 ",()Q_ bi:LfJ Z.£Q/./;J w Zlf:J2. · .. · 

P-17· CUL ~~-09-79 I/J': otJ ..5Sf.3S (),~-~ :J!. L» ~tf'~/.;?,;? /.2 ·e:?fr'·7l . 
.. ·. P-18 ~L&: 

__..--' 

CUL lt?.J: _ _oJ.!jj to:// ~/,~ (/. 67~. ££CZL il;; -· ~ -_~8- 'l.Z. .. 
. ··- _[1. - . .. . c#ir tr,: o· ·;-;,4?/11/S- . 

.··.··. WIPP-12 · .. CUL . '¥Iliff 13.'15 '1 iff). 31.- 0.00 nJ3. ~ioll~l.. IZ.hRI<fq /f/[1';/ OrE-
• 

·• .. · WIPP-13 CUL J)B/r.·q /L ~iZ. 3t../7. 73 o.~..f j1'8_ z:.t:n 12.~ I ;./2 Bl qq 

, WIPP-18 ..... · CUL 3/0Jq_q H!/3 ~Z~.o1 O.DO /l1~ zeo12 .1.. I .2-/.t;;) tJq 

WIPP-"19 CUL 3LB/tif J J:t)/J ' 1CJ '- &2 o.ov /)/J JJIJ JZl.. /)./).g /19 
.. 

3/8111 I l./2eJqq WIP.P-21 . GUL /I,:Jo L/o 1/.7 B o.oD ltJ3 z~o/~7~ ,• 

WIPP~22 CUL 3/8/~4 1 Z;:so =?~q.Rlo o,oo t11?;_ -ztolt..l- )2/~~/fl'i .......... , 

I 

.·.· WIPP·25. (PIP) . GUL 3 /8191_ ocr: 1J" J.J",, 3'f_ (J.'/l /J1~ l.FOJJ].., t.:thf/11 

W1Pjl~25 (ANNULUS) MAG 'IBitJ9 oq~z 1 '"'·'a o.oo lfJ}_ ·z. t:o l1 ~ I 2.. J 2_f! J '19 I 
. 

ORIGINAli Page 4 of 5 
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Rev. 0 Page 9 of J 

. . :·;· .. ·· ,; .. '•' .... 

~ft~chrri~r)t'f"" Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

I . ' I I - -----.--------, 

Zone .. ;.; :I •' .. :/'< .•. . • '"Y~u 
::~~~ · · N~ml:)e,t 

' ' ' 

Date I Time I Measurement I Adjt.llnitials !Instrument 
in Feet I. D. Number 

Calibration 
Due Date 

Comments 

. .; ~-\ . 
i . 

- /~- -..7?_22_J -j 

····~~~~.:..;__,.......~. ---- __ :::__,,~'E£q~~~~_fl:___l~~e::!!..:....:.~-\~~~::___--p~-=:!:~...L.L-i------~ 
Cljl 

~~~~~~~--t 

CUL 
,/..?-:...?' ;,·~-ZL1 I 
./.:? ...;?;;:"- 99 

·~~~~~~-"-· ·-··-
;)/J.f) /_Cf!L__ . -

CUL 
/.·:? .7 ·'~ :22~ ·-----

CUL j ~~at<?:::? /.2 • ..:?."~ 2Z..____f I --1 

CUL 

GUL I A.EO!I.-lv 

--
~,~;~;z_ 1 c:::;;:~/1--s 

CUL I z..tn 12.6 JJ./2 a/qq 
.. 

· I.VVIPP.:.18 ICUL I 3/IJ/r1' 113!13 I J./Z~.o/ I O.DO lo21 I UtU2L I /.2._/Mf'l_a 

. WIPP-2·1 . i CUL o. OD ·?. I 

CUL o oo 1>'8 

WIPP-25 (PIP) CUL ().'-ll rrl~ · 

WIPP-25 (ANNULUS) I~AG 13/8/19 I 91'411 IS",. {,8 I O.I:JD I lf'l~ . I z II I I /. ___ !..Lf....I.:.......L---------

·ORIGINAL' Page 4 of 5 



[~~~~(~~.92~~M1,Qt1•. Rev. o Page 10 of / 

Date I.Time I Measurement I Adjt.,lnitials I Instrument I Calibration 
in Feet I. D. Number Due Date 

Comments 

rf'i2:> 

tJ/1. e!_qf__+- ----

~fJLLL-.1---

f ll,..., v t ('" ,_ 

.,..., 1 ,211-.t/(Jct JP-d':;,," ... .I.J/o~.l!i!l..... 

'I I I I I 

ORIGINAL 
Page 5 of 5 



WoolunloJ Copt WP 02-EM 1014 Rev. 0 

Attachment 1 - Water level Measuresnent I seld Data Sheet 

Well Zone Date Time Measurement 
Number in Feet 

AEC-7 CUL 
--

AEC-08 B/C 

C-2505 SR 

C-2506 
--

C-2507 
·-·-

CB-1 

0-268 lcuL 
--··-

DOE-1 
---···~-

OOE-2 

EDRA-9 ICUL 
H-01 (PIP) CUL 

H-01 (ANNULUS) MAG 

H-02a CUL 

H-02b1 MAG 

H-02b2 CUL 

H-02c CUL 

t•aqn 1 of fi 



_,,,c .. , WP 0;:~~~~4- - u ·------- ----· .... -----··· ----- ·-... 

Rev. 0 

Attachment 1 -Water level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

Well I Zone I Date I Time I Measurement I Adjt. !Initials 
Number in Feet 

H-03b1 MAG 
-- -

H-03b2 CUL 
- -

H-03b3 CUL 
-

H-03d (PIP) 49ER ._ 
H-OJd (PVC) Dl 

--
H-04b CUL 

·--- --
H-04c MAG 

-
H-05a CUL -----r 
H-05b CUL 

···-···-·-- ---
H-OSe MAG 

H-06a CUL 

H-06b CUL 

H-06c MAG 

H-07b1 CUL 

H-07b2 CUL 

H-08a MAG 

H-08c Rus/Sal 



----· ~ --~--------· ·---·-------- --------···· ·----
Wol1!.ing Copt ·WP 02-EM1 014 

-- -----·. -------- ··-··-- ... ·---··--· 
Rev. 0 

-----·- ·--·-------'---

Attachment 1 -Water level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

Well 
Number 

Zone Date I Time I Measurement I Adjt. I Initials 
in Feet 

H-09a CUL 

H-09b CUL 

H-09c CUL 

H-10a 

H-10b jCUL 

LH-11b1 CUL 

H-11b2 CUL 

H-11 b3 ___ j cu~ 
H-12 ----rcul 
H-14 lcuL 

H-15 _jCUL 

H-16 (~VC) loL 

H-16 (PIP) IU.L.M 

H-17 ICUL 

H-18 ICUL 

H-19b0 ICUL 

H-19b2 ICUL 

Pa!J01 of fl . - ....... ,. 



WonungCopl WP 02-EM1014 Rev.O 

Attachment 1 - Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

Well 
Number 

H-19b3 

H-19b4 

H-19b5 

H-19b6 

H-19b7 

P-14 

P-15 

P-17 

P-18 

Zone 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 

CUL 
1-------·---1-·-·--
WIPP-12 CUL 

WIPP-13 CUL 

WIPP-16 CUL 

WIPP-19 CUL 

WIPP-21 CUL 

WIPP-22 CUL 

WIPP-25 (PIP) ICUL 

WIPP-25 (ANNULUS) I MAG 

Date 

• I I -• ·-, I 

Time I Measurement I Adjt.llnitials I Instrument 
in Feet L D. Number 

Calibration 
Due Date· 

•· P;~ge~tJ~ k 

. . ' " 

.)a~~4Qt s 



loclung Copt WP 02-EM1 014 Rev. 0 . ___ ~--p~~e H)otJ 
Attachment 1 - Water Level Measurement Field Data Sheet 

Well 
Number 

Zone Date I Time I Me~surement I Adjt.llnitials llnstrum. en···t I c_alib. r~Ho_n_ . 
m Feet I. D. Number. Due . .Date · • . 

-_-commthts 
,- .. ·.)', 

WIPP-26 ICUL 11fg/lt1 )' J.l/,')o}' 13~.()q / I n,nt>A rfB /lzL="t> 11.~1.. /IIL/?0/'i'LJ --.--· . 
-

9 
... ·. 

..... /.. . · .. · .... 

, · . z.eooz.. - I < ~~ 
IWIPP-27 (PIP) ICUL ~Bj99E•.r= q-q~ou/}_'~~{w, _ _1 __ .. _ •. _J f}b~I/Jtc, -:k 

MAG -

-
I:-' 

..:...=..l"'--l-_.__......>oo.L.--<-.;_0-+---t .· .. _·.. : ,_ --

..Y.L/7, ~? / 0 • .21 '!#/./?. ~Fo//P / /..7 -,.?g~??. 

-~--~~~~~~~~~ ~~"'-P~ ·-~ 
r----''--<-.:--t--~f-'-""""-"'c;...;...~'-L...--+~~~~~It-'---=.=;..;..,;.._""""'--t /:? --7.9- ·zzi( : 

/ 
-'H-~~~;;..;.....L.....:......s4~--f-'L-~~~LUI!Z~~..=:....:..£:=--+--r=::?'---.::.:.:?-=&' __ ·:~....7'-7 -tl-'--.--.....,;......;........;__~ 

CHECK PRINT 
~~.!Wf/.u-t~ 

t'~/~ z,/fr · Page 5 of 5 



Gtoundwatet le~e\ Measurements fof March ·1999 Y 
,=~===========:==":i:===~=====~=·=~=.=;=====~~~?===.~~==:::.==-~==:;========~====.?====~=.=~==~~===:;·=·===:;==·===~='-;:~~=~~=~=~-======~=-

WELL_ NO 
AEC~7 

.AEC~ 
. C-2505 

0"2506 
C-2507 
CB-1 
0-268 
DOE-1 
OOE~2 

EROA-9 / 
H-01 (PIP) 
H-01 (ANNULUS) / 
H-02a 
H-02b1 
H-02b2 
H-02c 
H-03b1 
H-03b2 
H-03b3 / 
H-03d/49 (PIP) 
H-03di0L (PVC)/ 
H-04b 
H-04c 
H-05a 
H-05b 
H-OSe 
H-06a 
H-06b 
H-06c 
H-07b1 
H-07b2 
H-06a 
H-OSe 
H-09a 
H-09b 
H-09c 
H-10a 
H-10b 
H-11b1 
H-11b2 
H-11b3 
H-11b4 
H-12 
H-14 
H-15 / 
H-16 (PVC) 
H-16 (PIP)/ 
H-17 

ZONE TOC_AMSL DATE TIME? TP_FT.6 __ ·.1T9oc_·44· .. /)':.Ao··.·.··.·.J.•.o-.·.·.·.·::FT.9, 8 ') .·WL.· ·. -.... ·FT .. · .. V .. ';/ •. L,_M .. E. ··T·E,·R_ .... ~·.· .• ·. ;wL. •·.·• ·· .. ,_.MS.L __ FT.····. WL·:..·· .. M· .SL··.-.···.M ·.••·· .• 
CUL 365725 

0
o.31

31
<
0
1
8
o!9 .. :99.~.-1 :._:oo4 •. 3/ / 6 .. 18.46/. ·· t88·.· .. 5.:1 .... /./ .. ·;,· ... ·· 30.38.7·9i"· .•.•. 926 .. 22/··· 

BIC 3537.10 99/' 1 r 537.58, / • 0.00 53.7 58// 163:851':./ 2999.5¥ · 91425,.<" 

SR 3413.05 0311019ll~11:53/ 44.89// 0.00 ~ 44.8~/ . 13.~/ / 336816/"'. 102662/ 
SR 3412.87 03110/99 · 11:56'/' 44.21/ o:oo.r "4.~1/. 13~48// · 336MV 1026,n/ 

SR 3410.01 03110199/ 12:01//.· 45 66/;,...- o,ao/ 45.~ .. ·1 .. 3.9·.·27 .. /. ·.· • .. · 3364 35/ 1o25 4s-:/ .. :· .· .. 
.· CUL 3328:38 03109 .. 99/13:14 36027// o.oo/ 36027/ . tOUV./ 2968.1V 90468"" 

CUL 3280.70 03.'09!99/15:390 . 27545// 0.75-: 27470/ 83:73/_/ 300600/ 91623/ , 

CUL 3466.04 03110199/ 1 1:231'" . 491.63~. ,0.00 ./ 491.6~ 149.8S<'/ · 2974.4V · 906.60:,....-" 
CUL 341909 03110199/08:104 360.677 0.00" / 360.671". 109.9JI/ • 3058.42/' 932 2¥:' 
CUL .3410.10 03110/~09:14/_/. 404.49 0.65/ 403.84· / 123.091" ./ 3006.2V 916.3;/ 

cuL 3399.53 o31tOI9!V 09:24 375.86.0- 0.67- ./ 375.19// 114.36/j 3024.~ 921 8~.-.. 
MAG 3399.53 03110199~9:29~ 170.13~ 0.67/ 169.4V 51.65// 3230.07 ./ 984 53/ 

CUL 3378.09 0311019~09:40/j 34400· ./ O.W 344o6/ 1048s/ / 3034.09// 924:79-//· 

MAG 3378.46 03110199'" 09:5V ./ 237.33// 0.~~ 237.33/./ 72.34"/' 3141.13.....- 957.42 
CUL 3378.31 03110199""' ;o()9:4V. 342.70/_...... 0.00' _ 342.70/ 104.4Yj 3035.6V_...... 925.zY 

CUL 3378.41 03110199-' 09:5t/ 342.981'" 0.~ 342.98/ 104.54/' / 3035.43.1'" 925:20/ 

MAG 3390.64 0311619~ 12:21/ 240.12~ 0.00/ 240.12/ 73. 1St'./ 3150.52.-""' 960.28/ 
CUL 3390.03 03116.'99". 12:24/ 393.201' 0.00 ./ 393.~ 119.8!V"> 2996.8V 913.43./ 

CUL 3388.67 03116199/ 12:31/ 391.62~ O.O<Y"/ 391.62/.7 119.37/./ 2997.0V 91350,/' 

49ER 3390.01 · 0311 6i99/ 1 2:4s/ 305.86~ 2.22/ 303.6~ 92.55""' / 3086 37/ 940. T:Y"" 
OL 3390.01 0311619~ 12:~ 319.~/ 2.22 317.62' ./ 96.81•""> 3072.39/ 936.46""'"' 
CUL 3333.35 031101991" 10:2V. 333.331', 0.~ 333.33/ 101.6~ 3000.02/ 914.4,......... 

MAG 3334 04 0311019~ 10:~ 1908:?/" / 0.00" / 190.82'/ 58.15"'" / 3143.zY 958.0Y 
CUL 3506.24 03110199" 07.50' / 475.6¥. O.O<Y" 475.6a....' _ 144.96// 3030.64~ 923.74/ 

cuL 3506.04 o311o1991' o1:w. 478.11/ o.oo.l'~ 478.15/:1/ 145.73Y' 3027.9Y 922.9V 
G 3506 04 03110 --f/07·.4~/ 349 45 ./ 0 _...... MA . ~ -~--"_...... ·"""" / 349.4~ / 106.51 . . 3158.51J' 962.1V_...... 

CUL 3348.11 03110199 08: • / 296.94/' 0.00'/ 296.9¥ 90.51/ 3051.1V" 93000/ 
CUL 3348.25 03110199" 08:431'/ 297.2-v": 0.00''/ 2972V 90.6~ 3051.01~ 929.95,../' 

MAG 3348.52 03110199"' 08:381" _ 284.81/': o.oo'~ 28481/" 86.81~ 3063.71/ 933.82/ 

CUL 3164.17 03109/9gl" 06:1~ 167.3~ 0.0~ 167.3~ 51.00 2996.8V 913.W 

CUL 3164.40 0310919g,l" 06:11// 167.76/. 0.001"/ 167.76.1'"/ 51_13,..../ 2996.64/"' 913.38/ 

MAG 3432.99 03109199/07:181" ./" 405.590- 0.00"/ 405.591"> 123.62~ 3027.40/: 922.7s/ 

RUSISAL 3432.90 03109199 07:26/ 453.54/ 0.00' ./ 453.54// 138.24/"/ 2979.36~ 90811// 

CUL 3406.68 03109199/08:03/ 415.50/ O.CXY"'"/ 41550/~ 126.64-"""......- 2991.18-" 911.71 
CUL 3406.86 03109199/ 07:49...;;; 416.1V 0.54-/ 415.6V 126.68..... 2991.2V 911.73-

CUL 3407.30 03109199/07:56//, 416.1¥ 0.00'/ 416.1V 126.8~ 2991.20/" 911.72"' 

MAG 3688.67 03109~08:50./ 528.8V 0.00/ 528.8~ 161.18'l 3159.86........... 963.13./ 
CUL 3689.47 03109199'" 09:0CY"". 695.25/ 0.001', 695.2Y _ 211.9~ 2994.21"" 912.~ 
CUL 3411.62 03109199/ 10:4Sj: 432.19/ 0.001'"/ 432.1~ 131.73 ./ 2979.43/" 908.13' 

CUL 3411.64 03109199/11:04 432.23/ 0.?()1"/ 432.23""'/ 131.74•""'./ 2979.41/ 908.1V 
CUL 3412.42 03109199/11:1~ 433.os/ 0.00"> 433.os::,...... 131.99/./ 2979371""" 908.11/ 

CUL 3410.89 03109199/ 10:2s/ 427.8~~ o.OO'/ 427.88 / 130.42/"/ 2983-0tr' 909 22_.... 

CUL 3427.19 03109199/09:49/ 457.3¥ 0.00"/ 457.3V ./ 139.41/./ 2969.8Y 90520/ 

CUL 3347.11 03110/99""""10:08/ 338.SV o.OOI'/ 338.56// 103.1~ 3008.5V 91?'01/ 
cuL 3481.63 031toi99"""1t:3V 520.75/ ooo// 520.7V / 158.72/"::' 2960.88--:;.:- 902.48/ 

~~M :!:~~ ~~~~!~~;:~ ~:::~ ~:~~? ~~:~~ 1~~:::~ :~:~~ 1:~ 
CUL 3385.31 03109199"""12:45-'> 42555~ 0.001'/ 425.5s..-:::. 129.71-:/": 2959.76/ 902.1Y 

H-18 CUL 3414.21 03109~ 14:3Y/ 354.9&"". O.O<Y/ 354.9&""_..... 106.19' ./ 305925r 932.4a...-"' 

H-19b0 CUL 3418.38 03109/W . 13:34./- 430.7V 0.~ / 430.721'" / 131.28/./ 2987.66/ 910.64./ 

H-19b2 CUL 3419.01 03109199"""' 13:~ 432.00/ 0.001"/ 432.0CY"". 131.67--:::..- 2987.01/ ~10.44/ 
H-19b3 cuL 3419.09 o31o9W 14:1~ 432.24/ o.oo" 432.2V 131.7~ 2986.85/ 910.39/ 

H-19b4 CUL 3419.03 03109~ 14;~;y / 431.49~ 0.~ 431.4~ 131.52/"': 2987.54,..- 910.60,..-

H-19b5 CUL 3418.63 03109/99' 13:56-'/ 431.6V"/ 0.00'/ 431.6V 131.58r ./ 2988.95/ 910.4Y 

H-19b6 CUL 3419.07 03109199/14:10/ 432.08/0.00t'j 432.0V 131.70// 2986.99~ 910.4~ 
H-19b7 CUL 3418.99 03109199~13:42~ 432.28 _...... 0.001' 432.2&"""" 131.7'i" 2986.71/ 910.35 / 

P-14 CUL 3361.06 03108199" 14:07 / 316.3V / o.oo/ 316.3v"": 96.41' ./ 3044.75/ 92804/",....... 

P-15 CUL 3311.38 03109199"" 15:19/ 298.49// o_oq/ ./ 298.49--/ 90.98"""" ../ 3012.89 _...... 918.33 

P-17 CUL 3337.24 03109~ 13:00/ 355.351'"/. 0.54// 354.81// 108. 1Y / 2982.43 / 909.04/ 

P-18 CUL 3478.42 03109/99/10:11/ 321.49 0.68// 320.81/ 97.7!V'"./ 3157.61/...,.... 962.44........-

WIPP-12 CUL 3472.06 03108199/ 13:15o""":/ 440.3:2/'_..., 0.00// 440.3:i/:'/ 134.2V_...... 3031.74" 924.07/ 

WIPP-13 CUL 3405 71 03108199/12:12 / 347 73-::.. O.W/ 347.09 105.79/..r 3058.62/ 932.27'/ 

WIPP-18 CUL 3458.76 0310819¥"13:13' 426.0Y" OW, 426.ov-;' 129.85/ 3032.7Y/ 92438/ 

WIPP-19 CUL 3435.14 03108~ 13:00/ 396.620 0.~ 396.6% 120.8~ 3038.52/': 926.14/ 

WIPP-21 CUL 3418.96 03108199' 12:30:;:::: 404.78// O.oo'/ 404.78/./ 123.38/ 3014.18% 918.72-./ 

::::~~ .. / C9~ ~~~CREC~~~~ :~/ 
C;J/3 194 :=5, I ,_~/J.J/'1'1 



WIPP-25 (ANNULUS) /' 

WIPP-26 / 
WIPP-27 (PIP) 
WIPP-28 (PIP) / 

WIPP-29 / 
WIPP-30 (PIP) 
WOSP-1 
WQSP-2 
WOSP-3 
WOSP~ 

WOSP-5 
WQSP-6 
WQSP-6a 

--------------~---

MAG 
CUL 
CUL 
RUSSAl 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
DL 

3214.39 
3153.20 
3178.98 
3349.21 
2978.26 
3429 05 
3419.20 
3463.90 
3480.30 
34-33.00 
3384.40 
3363.80 
3364.70 

03/08199~9'21/ 
03/0819~ 14:30~ 
0310819!1 • 06: 00' 

- 03108/;/ 08:1 v 
03/08199~ 14:58~ 
03/08199 08:51/ 
o3toatw 13 · 491" 
03/0819gl' 11 : ~ 1tj 
03/08199"'/ 13:26' 
03/10199'/ 11:1~~ 
03/10/9!r . 11 :021' 
03/10/991' 10:5V" 
03110/99110:55/ 

/ / 
156.68 / o oor/ 
133.0¥./ ow 
99.00/ 0.42/ 

300.18/. 0.421'/ 
11.42./ o.oo'/, 

364.4Y. 2.08 
36626~ 0.21/ 
404.181" 0.2V: 
466.7o.;/ 0.21/ 
447.99 / 0.21~ 
383.751" / 0.2Y/ 
350.50" 0.2f'" 
165.86/ 0.18_,/ 

156.6a/ 
133.09-?" 
98.58' / 

299.761"/ 
11.431' / 

362.33// 
366.051" / 
403.97~ 
466.491"" / 
447.7s/ / 

383.54~/.,· 
350.29/ ~ 
165.68 

47.70 
40.57-:/-
30.05- / 
111.37/' 

3.48· / 
110.44/ _/ 
111.57/./ 
123.13/-
142.19~ 
136.481'" / 
116.90/" 
1oe.n / 
Sl.SO 

3057.71 ~ VJT.991/ 
3020.11/ 92053~ 
3080.40 1138111' 
31M9.45 / 129.47~ 
2988.84~ 904 29// 
3068.72 / 934 74/f 
3053.15......... 930 I!Oij 
3059.930 93287// 
3013.81/ 918 8V 

2985.22y 909.90~ 
3000.88 914.661' / 
301~!1,......... 918 5Y / 
3199.02/ 9~06 / 

CHECK PRINT 
;t/a. mlk~ 

tJ.J/~'/ff 



WEll ZON£ · 
NUMBER 

at,.L••••••••-• •• L.,.. 
AEC.l 
A.EC.7 
AEC.7 
AEC.7 
AEC.7 
A£C.1 
AEC·T 
AEC.T 
A£C.7 
A.EC.7 
A£C.7 
AEC.7 

:IDGOOj 
I 

~OOi· 
I 
! 

~001 

j~oo1 

J~ooJ 
s I 

CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 
CUL 

~-.OOt·· ..... . 
! . ~ • 
m l!DI 110 r 

i 

CASING 
ELEVATION flam; 
........... 
3657 25 
3657.25 
3657.25 
3657.25 
3657.25 
36!57 2!5 
36!57 25 
3657.25 
3657 25 
36!57.25 
36!57.25 
3657 25 

WA.TERLEVEL ELEVATION 

UPDATE / 
MARCH 1999 

DATE TIME DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTEI: ADJUSTED WATER ELEVATION 
TO TO DEPTH DEPTH LEVEL IN 

,.,..,./.. . .,. ::s!.a 
WATER 

==:~i ==:=:~ -=:~:~'-- .:~:~:.7 .:~:z az:::!:• 
04/1!/98 
OS/13.'98 
06111198 
07115198 
081121'98 
09/10/98 
10/1419~ 
11/11/98 
12107198 
01113199 
0210819!1 
03110/99 

06:12 619 04 0.98 
o6·oo 618.89 098 
06:05 818.94 0 98 
10:52 619.01 0.98 
06:23 619.22 0.98 
11:58 1119.24 0.98 
oe·14 &19. 13 0.98 
09:30 619 54 0.98 
11.08 619.32 0 98 
06:18 619.52 0.98 
12:28 619.49 0.98 
07:00 619.44 0.!18 

AEC-7, CULEBRA 

618.06 188.38 
617 91 188 34 
617.96 188.35 
618 03 188 38 
618.24 188.44 
618 26 188.45 
518. 1!5 188 41 
518.56 18&.54 
1518.34 188 47 
618.54 188.!53 
618.51 188.52 
518 46 168.!51 

3039.19 
3039~ 

3039.29 
3039.22 
3039.01 
3038.99 
3039.10 
3031.69 
3038.91 
3038.71 
3038.74 
3038.79 

.... 
! 
.; 

i . . . . ...... ····· .. .. . .... . ... . . .. .. .. . . .............. ·t 
i ....... ···'····· ................ ;............ .... .... . ....... ··············+ 

I 

. 
: 

926.35 
926.31 
926.38 
92&.35 
926.21 
928.28 
926.32 
926.19 
928.26 
928.20 
928.21 
926.22 

.. ..... ... ·········:··.·························· .......... , .......... ; .......... , .............................. :············( 

......................................... ······· ... '······· ·'··'~ 
• 



WATERLEVEL ELEVATION 
UPDATE 

MARCH 19Sfl 

WEU ZONE CASINQ DATE TIME DEPTH ADJUST ADJUSTEC ADJUSTED WATeR ELEVA nON 
NUMBER ELEVATION TO TO DEPTH DEPTH LEVEL IN 

sa:!..:::z:nz:as ::!::n: 

hamsr WATER 
TO/ TOC METERS 

.:::::.Tz .:~z / ====.Ln:: .:L I ...... L. =====··!:. ===:====· ::::::zs ======= 

AEc-B BIC 3537 ,0 04·15/98 07.15 54S 94 0.00 549 94 167 62 2987.16 91049 
AEC-B SIC 353UO 05-'13198 06:43 S48.S5 0.00 548.95 167.32 2988.15 910.79 
AEC-B BtC 3537 10 06/11198 07:00 S47.91 0.00 547.91 167.00 2989.19 911.11 
AEc-B BIC 3537 10 07/15198 11:18 S46 66 0.00 546.66 166.62 2990.44 911.49 
AEc-11 B/C 3537 10 08!12/98 07:16 545.62 0.00 545.62 166.30 2991.41 911.80 
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CHAPTER7 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION 

Current groundwater monitoring activities at compliance with 40 CFR § 264 and 
WIPP are outlined in the Groundwater (2) performance assessment in compliance 
Monitoring Program Plan and Procedure with 40 CFR § 191.-,Each of these programs 
Manual (WP 02-1, Revision 3). The plan is a requires a' unique sift of analyses and data. 
QA document that contains program plans fOr Particular sample needs are defined by each 
each of the activities performed by ground- program. In addition to the characterization of 
water monitoring personnel. In addition, groundwater, the WQSP supported radio- . 
WP 02-1 provides detailed procedures for nuclide monitoring for the WID Environmental -
performing specific activities such as pumping-,- ? Anabf~is ~nd Compliance Section. Results of 
system installations, field parameter analy$es -radioriuclide sampling are discussed in 
and documentation, and QA reC()rds manage- Chapter 5. Representatives from the EEG 
ment Groundwater monitoring"" activities are were on hand at selected sampling events to 
also ctefilied in the EMP. collect samples for independent evaluation. 

The objective of the groundwater monitoring 
program is to determine the physical and 
chemical characteristics of groundwater;·.· 
maintain surveillance of groundwater levels 
surrounding the WIPP facility, both before and 
throughout the operational lifetime of the 
facility; and fulfill the requirements of the RCRA 
Part B permit application and DOE 
Order 5400. 1. · 

Background water quality data were collected 
from 1985 through the 1990 sampling period to 
fulfill the requirements of DOE Order 5400. 1 as 

The WIPP site lies within the Pecos Valley 
section of the Southern Great Plains 
physiographic province (Powers et al., 1978). 
Geologic and lithologic descriptions of the area 
surrounding the site can be found in 
documents such as the EMP, the Groundwater 
Protection Management Program -Plan 
(DOEIWIPP 96-2162), and USGS 83-4016 
(Mercer, 1983). ·Industries in the vicinity that 
could potentially contribute to the poDution of 
the groundwater are potash mining, oil and gas 
exploration/production, and agriculture. 

reported in DOEIWIPP 92-013, "Background The Culebra is the most significant water-
Water Quality Characterization Report for the bearing unit within the vicinity of WIPP. No 
Waste lsolc:UionPilot Plant" In the latter part of known hydrologic connection exists between 
1994seven new wells were drilled (Figures 7.5 the repository horizontand the Culebra. 
through 7.11) in anticipation -()f the R~ · · Surveillance of hydrological charaderistics in 
permitth'lg process. Baci<Qr()Und data were the Culebra provides data that can be used to 
c·ollected from these wells frOm .1995 through deted changes in water characterization. It 
1997 and reported in· DOEIWIPP 98-2285,· also provides additional data for use in hydro-

_._. 'Waste ·Isolation Pilot Plant RCRA Background logic models .designed 'to predict fang-term 
GrQ~ndwater, Quality Ba,seline Re.po(t.•. This _ performance of the repository. 

· backgroun~· dattif. will• be compared tq'water .. 
quality data colh~ctE!d throughout the/opera-.. Groundwater surface elevation data is 
tionallife ofth~ facility~ Preoperati~nal data . gath~red from 77 well bores; fJVe of which are 
gatheredtn.Jh~ interir11pe~od '!\1Ube,_Q§~9 to· _equipped with production-inflated- packers to 

.. str~ngthen the backgrouncf data, ~o.evah.Jate anew groundwater level ·surveillance of' more 
· thene~cl.toma,ke adjusfrilent~~()¢Qmparison · than·.one producing.zonethrough'the same 
trite,;~, a~d:c}o dete~ihe flltiJrj' i~gulatory. -~ell t:>pfe, (Figure 7.2)> - - . 
needsiari.d ·Jand•use deCisions~ : \'·F·:~[r . . . . ; : : L•.'. ; < • . . .•..• • ·.• . .· . . .·. 

· ·••· :'· ~,~ ···: ·".< .• -. · -·.· ·- GrC!undwat~rqualitydat8wereg~th4!~ f~m 
.. · fh~: ·~~~:-.6~~airi~,by;tt1~··wosP· ~ill·~ t$9f_ . ~~i~ wells_.complete·d·jn·the CIJJebra]nember of 
supported,. Mo. major• .. Programs_ at WJPP: • :.~~e Rustl~r,.fo~atlori~n~/()!1~-Wf!Jieompletecj 
(1) the Groundwater Monitoring· ProQram. in ... )~!fie De~y ~ak~ formatiort(Figu~z~~>~ The 

---· ··-"".'_:_~~::":?;·~:r.;,;I,,~i,,.,.; J' < · .. \,, : / j{ ; "·: . 'f..,fL'v •·• :/'..:·\~ .·.- -··.·. . .7F2 ~ . 
. <~_.-: ,-- .,~ .,,;._ ... __ ,~·.·: ~:~-- ..... ,·, ~/ :-/~.~_):-.;,:_./~.:.: ·; __ ~_=-./.> _._:-·- ... : ·. --~,J~~?~- :: ·. ·;-: ~~~;:;;;·.';j.;"(~~--~,:: >-~ ,}_>- ~ ·. < <'::·.f:<:~~; ·.::' -~ .:_> ·.::.. --.. -., .. ·- , .·.· --7- ~~;jt_·~- :;:~:~·;p~;;~·~::;~),-_; ·---~-~~-[i~~-~-~~:;~-:~:-~;_,_ ·::x-~:o.->o;.~· / 
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water quality sampling process has been 
developed using logistics from groundwater 
wells originaDy constructed for characterization, 
not intended for groundwater monitoring 
activities. 

Seven wells were drilled in the latter part of 
1994 constructed for the explicit purpose of 
gathering water quality data. These wells are 
constructed with fibe~ casli.i§ and screens 
that will not bias saffil1' collection. Similar 
sampftng protocols to those used in the past for 
welts drilled for resource evaluation and site 
geologic characteriza!!on were used through 
CY 1997. More efficient sampling ll)eth~ are 
being evaluated and should be phasitd in 
during CY 1998 •. 

Sampling epis*s are referred tr:P as ~•~ 
•sampling round~· Each sampling round con
sists of the collection of two types of samples: 
(1) serial samples and (2) final samples. Serial 
samples are taken periodically while tb$ well is 
being purged. Key physical and chemical 
parameters (known as field parameters) are 
analyzed and compared with past serial 
sampling data, when available, until a chemical 
steady state has been reached. A chemical 

DOE/WIPP 98-2225 

serially sampled as soon as possible after the 
pump was turned on to better observe early 
chemical reactions to pumping. Field analysis 
for Eh, pH, sp~s:IDc gravity, specific conduc
tance, alkalinity,-Gtlloride, divalent cations, and 
total iron were performed on a periodic basis 
during the serial sampHng •. These field para- ,, 
meters were used as indicators, during· the ·•· 
purging -process to better determine when the 
fonnation water being pumped had reached a 
representative state. , Normally this process 
required four to seven days to complete. 
Following the field analysis of the final serial 
sample, samples were collected and shipped 
to an independent, contracted, laboratory for :: 
analysis. Parameters· of analysis by the 
contracted laboratory include the groundwater 
monitoriftg list in Appendix IX of 40 CFR § 264 

""""WAd those indicator parameters common to the 
Culebra"member of the Rustler as listed in 
Table 7.1. 

WIPP has not received waste; therefore no 
hazardous constituent has been introduced to 
the environment as a result of WIPP opera
tions. Data collected provide background 
information. 

steady state is defined as ::1: 5 percent ofthe The total. gallons of water removed from tfle 
. average ofthe three to five preceding para- Culebi'CI as a result of grqundwater surveillance 
meter measurements made on the final day of activity'was approximately 44,318 gallons 
serial sampling from preceding sam~ling throughout the year. the same period 
rounds. Stabi1ization of these field parameters 10.9f52, 9£111ons ofwater · .. ·.. . . . from the 
is a function of purging and is usep Bf!i an indt- Dewey l~ke. follT\ation. Watet quarrty of the 
cator to determine • if .the .. groundvrc~ter.is .. . Cufe~ra SE~mpled near WIPP lsn.•Jr;:ally ~or 
representatiye .,of: the z6ne t>f!ing. sampl&d. and. is not suitable for h!Jmlll'l c:Qnsl)mption or · 
IS final sarr~ple js collected•YJt1en it has been· for agricultural pul'poses. ···.The 9rt)~.ndwater of 
deterrnilledth~tthe·pumped groundvrc~terha~ . ·the Cule~~.~cof1sjde~ to. b~ clas~ lll""8ters 

··achieved a r~pre~nfiltiv~.state. · i.The sam pte·· .····by·• EPA. guid~Unes. > .••... The ~ter cqntains 

.. · ·.·.··. i~ ~~n sent off site tp a· contract laboratory f()r natural!}~·. high eql'l~ntratt9ras qtt()tat.i~i~lved 
·.··. iln~Jysis ... · .· · · · · · · ··· . solids. and{mi"'eral constit~Eill~ Pri.frlarily of 

.···•.·····• .···•··· ···.·. ·. •• < ·· · • · · ··•··•·•· ·· .. · · .. ·. · > · · · ·· .... · · ·•·· · · ··· . .· chlcJ.ridEI, •.. c:alcium, \ "'agnesiu~; ~CM:Ji~.n·( alld · 

.·. ~r~Jnd~at~r. ·.· rhCl~itoring ...• act~itie.~ •· during · pot~ssiurn (Mer~r.•198~.)~·····.·•J"tltt ~i9tt l()taf gf 
i.... C'Yl:, •. ~.99?: .. incllJct~ • Groundwater a~.~~~~·· · ~~~9lved ~C>.Iids •. ·cg.n:'7?~tiq~p;l~.l\i~t~rj~ll~>··· 
· ·· · Samp~ng;al'ld Grourutw~ter ~~v~t Sorveillaf\~- . pc)~$d -prpb.temscfor ·'~~rat~tift~,~~>~9l'J'rl~n$ 

;; : > · ·"·· .:L,<K; •• · ·•· ~~~tysls. ~.~£8u.~e.tt"tf3 \\'~~~rln~~~,.~~.~~;~~ 
·····\' ·•af6tti<K!pi?EC)hili&s~m[)nr1fi , ... ··.····· · ... ·r()l11la19p~~tie>ll9ff5t~n.~.~rcj.r£~.~?·~t9~·~H!P'"'··. 
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Water quality measurements performed in the 
Dewey lake formation indicate that the waters 
are considerably fresher. Samples collected 
from the Dewey Lake fonnation are suitable for 
livestock consumption having TDS values 
below 10,000 mg/L. Thes~ waters are classi
fied as Class II waters according to EPA 
Guidance. Saturation of the Dewey Lake 
Formation in the area of WIPP is discontinuous 
and no hydrologic connection has been 
established that would indicate that WIPP 
activities would have an Impact on the Dewey 
Lake. 

Sampling during calendar year 1997 marked 
the end of data collection for baseline purposes 
for the RCRA permitting process. A detailed 
baseline report entitled 'Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant RCRA Background Groundwater Quality 
Report" was issuetfjust prior to the Issuance of 
the 1997 ASER. 

To sum!J:lSrize; this report contains calculated 
background concentrations for groundwater
quality parameters from se~ monitoring wells 
that are located within the boundaries of the 
WIPP site. From 1995 to 1997, the GMP 
collected groundwater samples from the 
Culebra and Dewey Lake water-bearing zones 
in the area of the WIPP site. The GMP has 
sampled 7 WIPP monitoring wells five separate 
times. Groundwater was sampled during the 
GMP from the Culebra Dolomite Member of the 
Rustler Fonnation and the Dew~y- Lake; c'-Tf'ii> 
GMP focuSed primarily on .. the ch'aracferization~-f 
of Culebra Dolomite grqi.Jndwater, since the 
Culebra is_,the _first continuous w~ter-bearing 

.. zone above the weiste repository horizon and is 
. the mosttraf'lsmissive,hydrologic .. unit in the 
WIPP area~ . 
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Preliminary analysis categorized GMP data 
into three groups based on the frequency of 
detection and the proximity of detections to 
MDLs. TheJhree groups are as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

Major Cations and Anions. Constituents 
that collectively. make up greater than 99 
percent of the dissolved solids.'?": These 
constituents are generally detected at 
concentrations that are well above the 
MDL . 

Minor Cations, Trace Metals, Anions, and 
Indicator Parameters. Constituents with 
concentrations that are generally less than 
10 mg/L in groundwater. A substantial 
amount of the data are below the MDL, 
and those detected concentrations are 
generally close to the MDL. 

Organic Compounds. Include VOCs, 
SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs (all of the 
parameters included in 40 CFR § 264, 
Appendix IX). Very few detections of these 
compounds were observed in GMP data. 

Given the three data groups Ctefined above, 
background concentrations were determined 
and reported in the f~llowing manner: 

A 95th UTL or 95th percentile confidence 
interval based on. the distribution type was 
computed for every_pajot const~uent from 
each well. Thus, tht;~xr:wJ.ted background 
concentration for a major constituent at a 
given well·is represented by a 95 percent 
confidence interval. 

The 95th UTL for most minor constituents 
could not be calculated due· to the large 
n~mber of NOs;· thus, the· background 

··• Because Culeb;a ~roundwater chemistry is concentration range for a min9r constituent 
extrem~ly va~~~le ac:;ross the ·. WIPP · site, at a given wE!IIis 'E:!Ilresented by the 
are~\,Yide o~ckground y~lues for groundwater. observed .• 95th . p~rcentile ... _c:oncentration 
constitue.nts ?lu.ld nofbe{e~t~l:llished ~ . Instead, range ba~ on MD[.;~ for #latparameter at 
b~ckgr()uncf gr~undw~t~r quality -~~.!;defiri~ct that welt · · ·-.. _ ·- .. · . .. . · 
fpr each il)c:Jiyi9uaJ w~lb A minimum ofrfoyr . . . . <•C .. 

~epai'a~e. r~ynds of: ge~ta from a w~n Vias.· ··. ~rior to ... 1h~:-.det~riJ1in~tio)l ~f background 
• ··reg~if:e~tq·~~teibltsbtht;~ backgro~.nd.groiJnd:- ...• _cor1centration val~e,s;·Jtle GM)3• dat~. were· 
V(atet quali!Y:~t ~hat well. ··· · · - · · • evaluat~(f for. tr~~~:Sr-·>rrerd analysis was 
.. ;< • .·. . .... · < ,. . .••. · ...•. ··.·· ..••.••• ·.•... •. :·+ nj3ces$a ry to ciett:!rm:ii"!E! if any' concentrations 

-::_._,.;,_-:·:::. >"~>_:<\ ,;-c' ·• -·- c __ ·-- .:·-~ 
.;_!.~~::.:.· ·.~ /···,_,v' 

. · . . >:-i;iF . ··•>• .,~· .. -•·-•.7.~3~: .,. · ..•. "· .... 
"~:-::>:::·>-··. . - . 
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were changing with time due to natural (or non
WIPP related) causes. The procedure used to 
determine background water quality is depen
dent on, or somewhat controlled by, the nature 
of the concentration/time relationship. In 
general, temporal trends in co~pntrations 
were· not found in the GMP daTa, and the 
procedure used to establish background water 
quality reflected this finding. Additional 
sall)pling · rounds at each GMP well may 
provide more insight into potentiaf trends in 
w~ter quaftW. 

~-::.:·-

·" 

:-rhe GMP data · were also evaluated for 
potential·" outliers. Potential outliers were · 
evaluated through visu~l examination only. If 
a value appeared to be an outlier by visual 
examination, an additional observation was 
performed to estimate if that value was within 
±20 percent of its nearest neighbor or if it was 
due to routine analytiCal uncertainty. Only four 
values were actuaHy excluded from the major 
and minor constituent data set prior to the 
establishment of background concentration 
summary statistics and box-and-whisker plots 
(Figures 7.12 through 7.72). 

The following are the specific findings and 
conClusions of th~~baseline study: 
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• Background groundwater quality was 
successfully defined for seven wells. Back
ground concentrations for major and minor 
cations, anions, and indicator parameters 
were established for Culebra Dolomite and 
De~y Lake groundwater. Although the 
bacKground concentrations of many minor 
constituents are uncertain, the baseline 
report documents the "expected" values for 
these constituents, if similar analytical tech
niques are used in futur~ sampling efforts. 

• Hazardous organic compounds are not 
present in groundwater in the vicinity of the 
WIPP site. Detections of these compounds 
are very infrequent, and the majority of 
detected compounds are typical laboratory 
contaminants as defined by the EPA. 

,f." Some of the occurrences may also be 
related to well installation or sampling 
practices. 

Specific details on statistical methods and 
formulas used to reach these conclusions can 
be found in- DOElWIPP 98-2285, "Waste 
Isolation Pilot-=- Plant RCRA Background 
Groundwater Quality Base line Report." 

Groundwater Level Surveillance 

• Some constituents at several wells, In October 1988, WIPP was tasked with 
incluqJng WQSP.;1 ~ WQSP-2; WQSP-3, conducting a ground~ater level surveillance 
WQSP~S; W(:lSP-6{ and WQSP-6A show program. Seventy-seven well bores are used 
poten~l co~1::el'ltrati0fl trends.,.J::{owever, in... Jo perfonn surveillance of seven water.; bearing 

· -alrnosteverycaseth'e trend:f$ within the ... zones ig the WIPP area; The_two zones of 
'ra[lgeofexpe<:tedanalyticaluncertainty, or primary interest are the Culebra cmd Magenta 

· · the trend is not supported .by charge- memberS ofthe Rustler formation. Fifty-nine 
-balanee~xmsiderations or bysimilar trends measurements are taken' in the Culebra; and 
in othercon~tituents; such as ttis. ten, i~ the Mage !'Ita; Threet measurements 

-.. ' ·. '. ' . ' ' ,, ·r . ' - . each are takEm in the Dewey Lake and Santa 
W~1ikVVOS\~; VvQSP-5, and WQSP~6- _ Rosa -formations. Two measurements are 

.-- c. ~~hibft c:On~ntr~tions· ot'several· para- taken- in the Rustler/Salado contact:---•- One 
------__ meteJ:Sthatgecrea~esignificantly-from-the -measur~men~:each _is•taken.in·-~en Canyon, 

fir;;ttq-~h~secqn_ctQrl~ter sarnpling'rounds. · f()rty~niner, and aJ"l: un11~mec:i lower m'ember. _ 
'This 'rriaY in'oici:lte that the fir51 sample' is . Loc;atipns qf W9LJI'ldwa~er lev,el_: ~4,[Vejll~nce ', 

.-. >_.-_.wr_:_D_oe_._c_ .• _._~1~1:s•.~-·-~-·_:arP_;_.~ep_;\_t_·_c;_;we;ae_ntnJ_I .... ~n:_•g~~u··~-'P;io_. __ ._;~_ .. _.r··~-·• .. o···_s.em·.·~~-:~t·_ •• h!•_Ye __ "_"_•_ :?_., •. _.n_J.~_~t·-~ .• ;_-a=l•_lwt_he!_~_-·1·_-•1•_-.-_•.~' •• sfi~~>jl~ Pi9ful1i\tiQ fiaure 7 ,2, ; . ; .. 
· , tnstart<~~&ri$7Ji8'<!$~; '· · ,,, k•" ·r: · ·.··· .... •· ~~t~fif~ff~1s:t~j~~~~! .. 

·----· . ·:·: • •• _,-; -t.'i' >· -·· • , • ., c't::.':·"~.i~;;~,,,;:c· . '. · •:_H-G_ t C~-_letlfa_/Ma_ g_eri_~a_ ~-.~-~Sd_· pe_'w_ ~~F ___ La_·k~f_ ...•.•... 
· .,/,. ;:;~· , . .;.Ji •• :,{-· .: ;• ;,... J=·f:tY · ~-·· · H 1s o ·. t k ·, •··· · ···ar · · ·-· · 

···} .... ·.·r·i;: .. · >···+·• < ~ } .·. i,t . ·~·-_"7_s~_•·_t • .t_>_~_~ ••. o .. :5: -p\Z:~U .? . {~ tV:.ey a. ~~"·"~T~ ":;~~}!'., .. · .· 
~-- _:_:_·::~\.:::~ -!::.~::~~--~--,- _ ._ ~-·-.• :_._;:_~.--.-~~_._(.· .. ·:~_· .. _-_·.-~~---·.·.·· .. __ " . . ~ ,__ _ _ .if,;~_ _ ) .. ~ :.::_~ .... ~~;:~:;~- '--~ :,_ ... :'_ - .. __ ... '.: :=-<': < ; .. · - \<--.·.·_,-~_~r:J~ .- ._-.- -.--... >,.. - - ">~\ ·-,::.';·,~- ,. ____ -

~.::·,-/_.·~~'-</!~~---_:' ' .. :.oo·;_c;; ••. ,- ___ . --- _- :::~~"':-;{:;··.:- ."·:,_~~;:--. .· ,:,;,::;}~--,:.~.:-~:<~~("< >:-:>:~-:~;i,- :~~:L~-·~·:; - - · ·~·,·.,·.-_/:·,:~~.:-;,. 
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member, WIPP-25 Culebra/Magenta, and 
WIPP-27 Culebra/Magenta. · 

Groundwater surface elevations in the vicinity 
of WIPP may be influenced by site activities 
such as pumping tests for site characterization, 
water quality sampling, or shaft sealing. Other 
influences on groundwater surface elevations 
may be caused by natural groundwater level 
fluctuations and industrial influences from 
agriculture, mining, and resource exploration. 

GroundWater elevation measurements in the 
Culebra indicate that the generalized 
directional flow of groundwater is north to south 
in the vicinity of WIPP (Figure 7.3). Regional 
groundwater levels taken in 43 Culebra 
observation wells with more than four data 
points for the year show increases in water 
levels occurred in 26 wells and 17 wells 
showed a decrease in water levels over the 
period of January 1997 through December 
1997. During this period 23 wells had net 
water level increases or decreases of less than 
one fool 

Total fluctuation of more than one foot in 
groundwater levels occurred in 33 of the wells. 
Nine w~s with fluctuations of more than one 
foot (WQSP-1 throug~ WQSP-6, H-19b0, H-18, 
and H-14) may have been influenced by 
groundw~ter quality sampling activities. Four
wells (ER[)A [United St~tes Energy Research 
and Devetopment Adrninistration]-9, WIPP-18, 
WIPP-19, WIPP-21;and WIPP-22) may hav~ 
been influenced by site activities. 

·.. .:·· .. -_·' .. _.-:· :-" . ,. . ":<· ·--·~t ·. 

Water level'inCI'~ases originating to the south 
of the site in the· H-9 area and extendil'lg up 
gradiepl tmvard the · .. site are •·· currently 
Uf1expl~Ined~ ·. StLJ~i~~ ~r~ currently ... b~jpg 

. cond uct~(j to tcy anc(~xplain the. anomc,t_lies. • 
····.>~c.>:··;~~·,_,;>. ·. _;·_: :~~.::.---· ·< .. <~~>: 

.. -Ground\'/~t~~flow:ditectio .• os·io{the'~N1i19ent~
app~ar to B~ generaUy frijm 1:ar ~ast to- we$\ 
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be relatively stable. One well H-01 has had 
anomalus water level increases and appears to 
be Influencing the wells in the immediate 
vicinity (H-2b1 and H-3b1 ). The cause is as 
yet undetermined. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Information System (VVVVIS) Program 
describes and details the methods to be used to implement the WWIS database 
activities. · 

The WWIS is specified and required by the Compliance Certification Application 
for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Title 40, Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR], Section 191 ); the Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality 
Assurance Program Plan (CAO 94-1010); the WIPP Resource Conservation· 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) Part 8 Permit Application, Chapter C, Waste Analysis 
Plan (DOE/WIPP 91-005); and the Waste Acceptance Criteria for the WIPP 
(DOE/WIPP-069). 

2.0 SCOPE 

This WWIS Program addresses the entire range of activities performed by the WWIS. 
Data received by the WIPP for waste acceptance purposes is used to determine 
compliance with the RCRA Part 8 Permit Application and 40 CFR 0194 requirements. 
Since no physical analysis of waste will take place at WIPP, the data management, 
review, and approval processes are critical to ensure WIPP's regulatory compliance. 

The WWIS is an on-line database system used to: 

• 

• 

.. 

Record waste container characterization and certification data supplied by the 
transurahic (TRU) waste generators, as required by the WIPP Waste Acceptance 
Criteria (WAC), to gain acceptance for disposal at WIPP 

Print a. Summary Report that provides a listing of waste container characterization 
. data {()f}.Jse)n·review of Waste Stream Profile Forms(WSPF) associated with the 
·container characterization data 

' ··;.<" · . .__.< .. · . . '.. ' ... =: 

f'rovid~ ~ompqterized holdand appr9ya1 points for the WIPP data administrator 
regar~lQg Wlp·p acceptance of contaifler characterization and certification data 

oal1ll}'iGniCat~ the SpproVa 1/rej~ct iOn status of characterization ancl certifiC'ltion 
· ...... data to:the.g~n~ratbr/shipper ·· · .·. · 

·--. .- ;"; .. 
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• Communicate the approval/rejection status of proposed shipments to the 
generator/shipper 

• Provide a Shipment Report for WIPP personnel to verify the "as received" 
shipment against the information listed on the manifest accompanying the 
shipment, and to verify that containers received are those approved by WIPP for 
shipment 

• Record the disposal location of the containers when they are p!aced in the 
underground disposal area 

• Record {automatically) any changes made to WWIS data, record changes, and 
provide a Change Log Report to identify changes that have been made 

• Provide required reports, which are entered into the facility operating record and 
kept as a quality record for the lifetime of the facility 

The above functions require the interaction of several groups within Waste Operations, 
and with generator/shipper sites and others, such as internal and external 
review/oversight groups. This program defines the responsibilities and activities for 
each group of WWIS users at WIPP. · 

3.0 RESPONSIBILI"riES 

3.1 

Tt1~ Waste OperationsSection is the organ)zation with cognizance over the waste 
acceptance andernplacement processat'J,V·IPP. Tt1ereyie'N and approval of waste 
data isc,oordinated by Waste Operations and all re9ords generated by the review and 
ap~rovalproces~>are controlled by Waste Operationsuntil_transferred to Project · 
R~corqs Services. · · · · 

·-!b.~iWV\fl§ud~ta ·~drninistr~tor is responsible __ for establi~hing acc;ess __ authorization to 
.. · ...•.•• · .. thm·~'9i~pr_g(;!n~ratprlsbi~p~r .. ~ite~;. 8,pproying ~~~r.·_c9~racterization_ dc:.ta, 

··•··-·.·· .-c~rt1!ic~flC>n ~~tarpfpposed ~hipping.·dat~. af}dmaint~~ahcE)of.Administrative ..• 
· ~efrt:ncE! ~aOI~~ ll~eeipiWV\fiS op~ration; deleting generator data records when 
f~g.yesJ~c:J·'bx.tre ~rf"l~~ato.r;(~h:rWW'~ S•h9n9.E! Log.~ecprdsr:corddeletions __ archived 

.... Ji ._.·~~ (3 p.ah.g!.~h~::PvE!f~}l\~~ta~9se·process).;.:and ·as~_isting l.J~ers With--_problems .. . -
·;: ·; 9~~oc.i(3J~q-~lttl::tH~ ~kpll9~tion:. " · . .·... · . · · · · . 

:-:zc::-:-~ ?~:'.X.FX?~--,.::c ... "~ ---:-., '-,=---~- ;·-- -,:.-';-)----

'' ······· ·'·5·····-·· ·~·. ·•• •...... ····;". • •• ; ;c;:i::i: }; . 
. ··.····. -·- .•.. >-··"·····<~;·;'·· ... ;::;':.,u;y;_ ,z.:·· ....•...... -.. ·_... . . ·._-... i':· • 
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The data administrator is also responsible for the following activities regarding WWIS 
operation: 

• Determine the need for access, assign user identifications and enter them into the 
WWIS 

• Determine acceptability of waste container data submitted by the generator in the 
WWIS Characterization Module for WSPF approval 

• Designate approved WSPF numbers in the W\NIS Administration Tables 

• Determine acceptability. of waste container data submitted by the generator in the 
WWIS Certification Module · 

• Enter needed data into the Reference Data Tables of the WWIS 

• Process WSPF(s) to the requirements of the Waste Stream Profile Form Review 
and Approval Program (WP 05-WA.03) 

• Produce reports from the WWIS 

• Enter approved changes to the WWIS data 

• Assist generators with data entry problems 
. . 

• Serve as the contact point at WIPP for the generator sites regarding data 
transmittal and submittal 

• 
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The Waste Handling engineer is responsible for two primary entry inputs to the WWIS: 

• Recording acceptance of the shipment in the WWIS after verifying that the correct 
containers were received, based on shipment information in the WWIS and 
Shipment Manifest information 

• Recording off-loaded container information and container disposal locations 

3.2 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Permitting 

The RCRA Permitting Section reviews each WSPF and the associated 
Characterization Data Summary Report, then completes a checklist to document that 
review per 
WP 05-WA.03. A specific focus of this review is to ensure that the requirements of the 
WIPP Waste Analysis Plan are properly implemented. RCRA Permitting also performs 
periodic reviews (on a selected or "as necessary" basis) of generator waste container 
characterization data entered into the WWIS. Cognizant RCRA Permitting personnel 
have access to the WWIS database for use in review of administrative information, 
waste characterization data, certification data, decay analysis, change log, inventory, 
and regulatory reporting. 

3.3 Quality and Regulatory Assurance 

Quality and Regulatory Assurance(Q&RA) participates in the review and approval 
activities for the WSPF to .verify that the submittal is complete and properly signed .. 
On a selective basis, Q&RA will review waste container data submitted to WIPP 
through the \IVWISby the generator/shipper sites to determine if the generator data 
enteredintothf? W'NIS is complete. 

the retention of records generated by the 
the records generated by this process will 

record untilclosure of the facility. 
Criteria .to define the record retention 

n\/.::~n'l'rln. and Disposition Schedule and the 
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· 3.5 Information Systems Development 

Information Systems Development (lSD) is the support Organization for the \f\NJIS. 
lSD is responsible for keeping the WWIS functional and facilitating electronic 
communications between WIPP and the generator sites. lSD also provides a secure 
area for the WWIS server; performs nightly, quarterly, and annual backups of system 
records; and maintains network communications. 

3.6 Technical Training 

The Human Resources Technical Training Section is responsible for controlling and 
maintaining the WWIS QIJalification Card. The qualification cards are used as part of 
the WIPP qualification program and will be maintained, controlled, and retained per the 
implementing procedures. The Waste Operations data administrator (the Subjed 
Matter Expert). will aid Technical Training personnel in the development of the WWIS 
Qualification Card. 

3.7 TRU Waste programs 

The Engineering TRU Waste Programs Section provides the cognizant engineer 
(configuration manager) for the WWIS Program. The cognizant engineer is 
responsible for providing design and configuration management for the WWIS 
database and represents the primary source of engineering interrace for the WWIS. 
Configuration management is addressed in approved Waste Isolation Division (WID) 
managefT,lent procedures. 

' . . .. 

TheCarlsbGidArea Qffice>manager is responsiblefor granting, or suspending, a site's 
authority tocertifyTRU wasteto the WAC·.(ce.rtification authority) and t9 ~~ethe 
TRUPf'GT-Il and·Remote-Handled. TRUJ2:.8 c;as~ (trc:msportation auth(Jrity) based 
. upon an asses~.rpentoftheir documented TRlJ. waste program and its implementation. 
After ~p.proVcihg the required· genE}rGitor/shipperel~ns, the CAO .• ·together with the · 
rn.~naging.GI.nd·op~rating contrGictor,will.pertormce~ification .. auqlts ()ftt'lE7 ..... 
g.enerat?rlshiP:.per ~it~s. to assess t~e implementation of, and compU~pce with' the· 

·. aeprove.cl.PI~ns. Bas~.9 ~POJ'Tacc;eptableresults of the c:~ificatiqn audit •. tl;le(1}\0 will 
.· grant.JRU .waste c~rtificatiqn authority and ·transpqrtG~tion authority to the site .. ·· 

......... , .•••. '""••·······Ib~''CfA.6'·i~.,~•lsof~s~9nsipl~\fdr·r~yi~{#·a.na~P~.rov~l/denial···•bf ... · .. ~~nerGitdh~hipper ... ·sit~ 
> \:, ! .·.·. ·. f~9Y~St$ .. f8f'eXC:~~ti()l'lS (yari~ppes) tq.··. tr~·' .. ~ .. lf:'.~····Op~ratipps~Qd •. s.~fety'(equiremept$. 

• •;y'fhe QAQ.ca,noot apprOVE:J· ex.c:epti.oos· to requjr~ments; fhat.a[~ COQfr()rrE:tC:J9y.oth~r§, 
···.·············.·,>>,· sli~h~ .. $,'.Jh,~,i·NUcl.~afR~~ui~~OI}';Gom.IJli$5iQf;t.·(NRG).,f~ttr~pspg~~tipl'l;~r.~t)e ./ .......... ·'.·' i> . 

. . . ..,., gnvlr(.)hm~nl§l.I .. Prot~p~ioq.~ge,.,gy (j::j!JA) f:!J1d t.hf:l.··N~W M~xicp~n~lr~;nrTI~nt pep~u~m~m.·. ·· 

··-4 
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The hardware for the WWIS system is located in a controlled access area within the 
WIPP facility. Computer access to the 'WWIS database is controlled by means of user 
identifications and passwords assigned to users having a need to use the waste 
information system. A user must obtain authorization from the WIPP data administrator 
before being allowed to log onto the electronic system. Prior to granting user access, 
the data administrator will instruct potential users in the proper use of the WWIS. 
When the authorization is granted, read/write access restrictions are also imposed on 
the user to ensure that the integrity of the data within the database is maintained. 

4.1 User Access 

The WWIS data administrator receives requests for system access from users on the 
WWIS Access Request Form (Attachment 1 ). 

Generator/shipper sites must be certified by the CAO/WIPP prior to entering waste data 
into the WWIS for review by the WIPP. The data administrator reviews the WWIS 
Access Request Form and approves or disapproves the requested authorization reason 
for access (designated in Attachment 2), signs the WWIS Access Request Form, and 
forwards the request to the Waste Operations manager for final approval. 

After obtaining the approval of the Waste Operations manager, the data administrator 
provides instruction to the requestor on the proper use of the WWIS, enters the access 
type onto the WWIS Access Request Form, and makes the necessary entries into the 
WWIS Administration Reference Tables to allow the user access to the WWIS. Access 
restrictions are imposed as defined in the Software Requirements Specification and the 
Software Design Description, and are documented on the approved WWIS Access 
Reql1estFdr,rQ. · 

The.dataadmini~trator wiH advi~~ the user wheqthe approved access to the \11/WIS 
has been established by providing the user with a copyofthe signed WWIS Access 
Request Form. The signed wwiS Access RequestForm will be transmitted to the user 

· Access NotificatiorfF orm (Attachment 3). The data 
of th~.WWIS Access. Form·andattached 

Form in t~e. WWISproje~t 
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5.0 . WWIS COMPONENTS 

The WWIS database is a complex, multifaceted database system designed to perform 
functions ranging from retaining simple data; providing a platform for the 
review/approval of generator/shipper sites waste information; tracking of waste 
containers by categories; combining containers into packages and shipments; and to 
verify emplacement location of the containers in the repository. To fulfill the variety of 
tasks assigned to the WWIS, the database system is divided into several modules. 
These modules, other components, and organizational/individual responsibilities are 
described below. 

5.1 Administration 

5.1.1 Administrative Tables 

The WWIS has an extensive library of Administration Tables. These tables, used by 
the data administrator, contain complexwide requirements specified in DOE/WIPP-069 
and CA0-94-1 01 0. Also included in the tables are site-specific information listed in 
CAO-approved generator/shipper site Quality Assurance Project Plans, Certification 
Plans, TRUPACT-11 Authorized Methods for Payload Control (TRAMPAC), and data 
supplied to WIPP regarding individual containers, waste streams, and shipping 
information. 

5.1.2 User Administration 

The user administration function is the responsibility of the Waste Operations data 
administrator. The data administrator is responsible for maintaining WWIS data 
pertaining to individual users of the system. This includes updating user data files 
(information about tbe users), setting up access for new users to the application,· 
instructing perso~nel in the proper 4se of tpe WWIS, assisting users with problems 
associated witf1 tne application, d(3fining the extent of use oft he system for each user, 
and d~Jeting users from the application. 

. - :_-._ ··---: __ .... -_-· 

-. ·--··. -·c-• 

5.1.3 Data Adrninistl"atiori 

''· .. ·.· c· .······· (•·i···.· ... < •··········.·... ..• • ) >. .··.·· .. ···.·•· •. •.•·· .• ·•· \ . .· ...• ·.··•·•··•·•·· > i 
Tt"ledata~?rninistratorisr(3sp~nsi91.(3fordetermining·userascesstothedata, 
adrniDistering• Refer(3nc.eT.ables.lJse(j ~ysterT\wide, producing re!ports from. the ... 
R(3f~r(3nS7 Tap1~s •..... ~nd.lpggjJ19• sra_p9;.s> :Jhe. VJ'N.' ~ is·. 9~P~t>'.T••.ofproducing ~ev.~ral·· 
stapdan:i.Iz7~- .• ~ .. nd.~J'~¢iali~(3.9r~pcrt~coR9~rni9g·the·\V~.~te(j~ta•·~·-~ppli(3~.·pyth~-. · 
Q(3n~r~tor{sqipp~r~_it~..lqtf1rOi;ilanqe~E)rnal ..•..• reqlJestsforthese repprts WiiJbe ·/ 

>·.Rrogess~g qy•··ttle g~t.a•··.·~_dmiqistr~tor.e.q .. the .•.. basis ofth(3 n~tuf~()ftb.f3 .. re9~est,t,h~···. •. '·.•·•·.·.· 
··•.· 7ay~il~pili~y <:>f.r~.so~rce~to .gerfoi".'!Ithrrf38}J(3st,_ .. _andj!hf3.f1Ppro~al 9f,W;ast~ qp~r,ati~~·~ 

'[D§pa~.~rnf3Qt: :Jp~ (ji?ta ~.?rTJ ihi~tratgr ppo~tes •. taql~s iq9Q!.~ining Jimitall(j.rt?fer~fl~······• ·· 
qata i?ncfproyic:fes chaqge .infgrma,tionvto tti~ Qhang~ Log; ·. · · · · 

;~•_:;.J<.,:/;{~(Y ,,_,,c-·,-·<,',- ,-, _, -•'._'•:'cC• 

>:- -: ' ... .-: ' ,- .. _: ~:·: i;~ ::·.--.. ' _-; :' -. 
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The Waste Operations data administrator controls access to the databases and data 
through passwords, and controls access to the data at the record lever. Alf data 
transmitted between the WWIS server located at the WIPP and the WWIS and 
elsewhere will be via the limited-access Department of Energy Business Network 
(DOE-BNl. Users are assigned access authorization levels as listed in Attachment 2. 
Users are only allowed to view data pertaining to their access authorization level and/or 
site. . 

5.2 Characterization Module 

The Characterization Module allows the generator/shipper to enter specific container 
information to be used to validate the characterization activities of the generator site for 
the data summary on the WSPF submitted for WIPP approval. Approval of the WSPF 
will be required before waste containers associated with the waste stream can be 
approved and accepted. 

Required information fields for the characterization data inpu~ are indicated by a 
shaded entry box on the interactive input screen for manual input. For electronic data 
input, data information is defined in data structure tables included in the WWIS User's 
Guide. · · 

After the data passes the limit and edit checks and is reviewed by the 'I'NJIS data 
administrator, itis considered .. acknowledged" data. An entry is made by the WIPP 
data administrator, making the data available for viewing to the generator only through 
the Certification Module pull-down screen. The generator/shipper is denied any further 
write access to the information fields of the Characterization Module at this point. 

ThismoduiE3 has provisions to generate a W\fiJIS Waste Characterization Data Report, 
which cont~ins a listing .of the •• characterization data for the conta.iners covered by a 
WSPF,.Acopy of tbis report will be attached to the WSPF to support the review of the 
information.. . · 

.,·,-,--~-'--\-_::,·:~;_-_'::::::::'-·-:: __ ( ',- ',;: .. >.:_·· .. ' . ' ._:'::·_;· .:- - _- '_''._ . 

Cont?ine~.cjatanotacceptE3dby VVWIS in this. rnodulewiU notbe retained by the WWIS. 
ABad·.··D~t~Report 'Nillbecreated and willexplainth.e reason(s)Jorrejection. 

RE3Jected dat(3will.require resubmittal.to WIPP ·priorto.furtherconsideration • 

. s.·;; ... ;:'be·•rtiti;c.~ti~.n M oc1··u,e 

. J~~ ¢E3rti~2~ti.grtty1~cjHie ~~~()~8 tor ge~e.r~tortransrnitl~l and WIPP data administrator 
. verifir~ti()p;J?f sp~mJH~c:1·\J¥!\C datC). AIJrncidifip~ti9~s.to.W~data~illbe.tracked iA a .. 
CfiC)ng~.Lqg. tn·tt;lJ$rooc:1ul~;the~cjatEt.admini~tr§tQrwi.ll .. acc:ept prrejeclcertification . 

. · . • •• . .<" > ·<;·:s<: .· .... · .. ·.· ........ ······ .·. ,,, " ,,~;;,r .. i0i;.f?l' . "!\"';,?i,~ci ijy. 

-- ~ -~--'~?_~~:r;< .. -~~-·-, 
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data and provide verification reports. After acceptance of the submitted data, the 
WWIS will automatically generate an Acceptance Report. If the submitted Certification 
Module data is rejected, the data administrator will generate a Rejection Report and 
notify the generator/shipper site. 

Required information fields for certification data input are indicated by a shaded entry 
box on the interactive input screen for manual input. For electronic data input, data 
information is defined in data tables included in the WWIS User's Guide. 

· After the data passes the limit and edit checks and a review by the WWIS data 
administrator, it is considered "acknowledged" data and an entry is made by the WIPP 
data administrator. The generator/shipper is denied any further write access to the 
information fields of the Certification Module at this point. 

5.4 Shipping Module 

The Shipping Module allows the generator/shipper to propose a shipment configuration 
fqr WIPP approval. The proposed shipment information is entered into the WWIS and 
subjected to data limit checks to determine if the shipping requirements of the 
TRAMPAC and WIPP WAC are met by the proposed shipment. 

After passing these electronic data checks, the shipping information is reviewed by 
WIPP operating personnel. If everything is in order, the shipment data is approved and 
the generator/shipper may proceed with the shipment. 

This module generates the Shipment Summary Report used by Waste Operations to 
_verify that the correct containers have beenshipped. 

5.5 Inventory Module 

The lnventoryData Module is designed for WIPP to recordWhatcontainers have been 
received, the receipt date, and the disposal locations for those containers. 

This module generatesth: Container Emplacement Report, whichwiU b~. ~ept as part 
oft~e fadlityqperatingrec;ord. ___ ,_-The_.lnventory Data Module also generates other 
reports co_ncerni[IQ .the disposed \\taste inv~ntory, inCluding reports on nuclides, 
container data, headspace gas,andbierinial information. 

' - _. ' - . - ,' ~::'_;_. ,·;.-':' · ... :---. -_- __ - '- ' -:.-:' ·_. _,_' ,:.;. 

-· •.. _ .. -_-s.o·.·······-•-••••·uSIN·~·tHE v.MI1si:;··· 

· •. -- as -t~e 9f3[17fa.tqrJ~.hlpper, ct~t~ ~grnini~t~_~tc:>r• .~nd._ .others.: .frc:>rPJ.h~~~ Jl)g~~.'-7f§f19z\ ••·•·---•-·-
. _, ._,_-._ •.• A9rni.Qi~tr~;!'iy.~ I~PIE;ts,th~- •. _~l~/ih~.s.tht3 c;apability._ of_~_~p~r~!i.q,~.vario~s.r~pgrt~;_tcJ ....... __ -__ •.• 
. ··••- _track.try~ i[JP\Jtf~grp mE39~Qe[§tor(~hipp_~rsit~~·-·- Th~se._ repotl~··ar~ H§ted ~rtc:i c:t~~cribed··. -
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in WP 05-WA.01, WIPP TRU Waste Data Management Plan. The methods to be 
employed in the completion of each module of the WWIS database are described and 
defined below. 

6.1 Electronic Data Entrv -Characterization Module 

Prior to review of generator/shipper characterization data, the data administrator will 
ensure that the DOE/CAO has granted certification and transportation authority to the 
generator/shipper site as stated in Section 3.8. 

Generators/shippers must notify the WWIS data administrator of new WSPF numbers 
prior to inputting Characterization Module container data associated with that profile 
number. After notification of the new numbers, the data administrator will enter the 
proposed WSPF numbers in the WWIS Administration Reference files, but will leave_ 
the approval date blank (indicating that the WSPF is not yet approved). 
No generator/shipper site waste data will be accepted by the WWIS database until the 
data administrator has updated the Administrative Reference Tables to include the 
WSPF number. 

Electronic transfer of characterization data is granted to sites that have an electronic 
waste information system . .The data from the user system must be formatted to be 
consistent with the WWIS data structures as listed in the WWIS User's Manual 
(SP-WO-WWIS-002). Before data is transmitted, the user system formatting wiiJ be 
verified to ensure integrity. The WWIS data administrator will transmit the system 
format and assist the user with the setup of the data structure. The WWIS system 
performs editandrange checks on the characterization data and identifies all errors by 
waste containeridentificationnumbE}r. After electronic transmittal of characterization 
data to the WWIS~ th~ generators/shippElrsare only allowedto view their packages 
and/or print errqr r~ports. After the characterization data ha·s passed all range and edit 
check~. an9iha~ qeen approvecj by the Waste.Operations data administrator, the 
shipper 'J{iH ··receive a.111essage tqJhat effect. 

"· ·-·:,,,_-,_. .._,c·:_ .-.-.-_,_._ -- .. ·- : ... ·.' .. ___ -·' __ -- -- :·· 

The r~\,ieW~~dapprovalof WS~Fs are gd\lernedby WIPP approved procedures. 
A~.~rrefeiptofthe.WSPFfrornthe.generatorlshipper site, Waste· Operations routes a 
cppyqf~achV'JSPF.and associatecj wyvrs Gharacteri:zation pataSummary·Reports 
fr91ntt1e '1\f\{VISto 8CR,A..germitting ancj O&R,A. .. The SurnmaryReport provides 
reyJ~w~rs witt1 a I i~ti(lQiof w~ste ppntainercharacterization.d(3tp as~ociated with. the 
WSfflf': .•. Tt17seprgar)izatipn~_ •. revie\Vth(:!form.aga_instrequirements of.the WJPP Waste 
••"pplysj~P-I~Q.tt).e QyplityA~suramc:e PrqQrall'l Plan, and the WIPP Quality Assurance 

:>Prqgram pe~griptiqrt · · 
-,_,-:::;, 
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generator/shipper to resolve any noted deficiencies. After all WIPP reviewers concur 
that the WSPF is acceptable, Waste Operations notifies the generator/shipper of the 
WSPF approval. The WIPP data administrator makes an approved date entry into the 
WWIS data Reference Tables, causing the program to recognize the approved profile 
number. This entry is necessary for the data to be accepted into the WWIS 
Certification Module. 

When the WSPF is routed for review, it is tracked by a routing slip and is recorded into 
a log of the WSPFs received by the WIPP in accordance with WP 05-WA.03. 

A critical part of waste stream approval is the WIPP RCRA-Specific Generator Site 
Waste Screening and Acceptance Audit Program Plan, (WP 02-PC.01 ). After the initial 
audit and approval, annual audits are performed for sites shipping waste to WIPP. 
The data administrator ensures that the waste generator has successfully passed the 
scheduled CAO certification and WIPP RCRA-specific audits and resolved any 
significant deficiencies before approving a WSPF from that site. 

6.3. Manual Data Entry- Characterization Module 

Manual characterization data entry access is granted to generator/shipper sites that 
have limited or small quantities of TRU waste, or that do not have an electronic 
information system but do have access to the WWIS database capabilities. ·Manual 
data entry allows a generator/shipper site without an electronic waste information 
system to enter waste data directly into the various blocks of the characterization data 
entry screens. Although the manually entered data process is much slower than that of 
electronic data transfer, the entered waste data receives the same edit/limit checks and 
reviews as electronic data transfers. 

Generators/shippers must notify the WWIS data administrator of newWSPF numbers 
priorto·.inputting Certification. Module container data associ~ted with that. profile 
numper:. After notificatiqp of the new WSPF.numbers,the data administrator will 
enfertl}e proposed numbers in the wwtS.Administration Heferenc::~JiiE3s .•. but will 
leave the approval. dateblank{indicating that the profile is not yet·approved). 
No generator/shipper site waste data will be accepted by the WWIS database until the 

data 
ad mini 
.strator 
has 
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6.4 Review and Approval of Characterization Data Entries 

The data administrator periodically reviews container Characterization Module data that 
have passed the WWIS data/limit checks. The review requirements are at the 
discretion of the data administrator but are primarily performed for consistency with the 
Waste Stream Profile Form. 

After review of the data, the data administrator will indicate acceptance or rejection of 
each container characterization record on the accepUreject screen feature in the 
WWIS. If the record is rejected, the data administrator will input the reason for the 
rejection into the WWIS and notify the generator/shipper of the reason for rejection. 

6.5 Electronic Data Entrv - Certification Module 

The electronic transfer of certification data is granted to sites that have electronic waste 
information system capabilities. To use the WWIS electronic data option, the data from 
the user system must be formatted to be consistent with the WWIS data structures. 
Before data are transmitted,the user system formatting will be verified by acceptance 
testing of the generator/shipper electronic data system to ensure integrity and 
compatibility with the WIPP WWIS server. 

The WWIS system performs edit and range checks on the data and identifies errors by 
waste container identification humber. After electronic transmittal of certification data 
to the WWIS, generators/shippers can only view their certification packages and/or 
print errorreports. After the datahave passed aH range and edit checks and received 
approval from. the VV~st~Operations data administrator, the generator will receive an 
electronic message to oocurrient the approval. 

. . . ' - ' ' :-_·;:.· . ' __ ,.. ·- . . -~ 

M~ri9al.certinfatibpdata.erifry.access.··.isgranted. to generator/shipper. sites ""hich have 
.· ... · ..... limit~d 9r ~.ITlall9uaptiti~~.·.ofCrRUwaste.· orwfl.ich .. do npt. have .. an electronic .infonnation 
~ysten1 but dphaye WVI/ISdatab~se capabilities. Nlanual data entry allow~ ·.a 
gepera~prlsripper ~i~~ ~ltholJt. a~ce~.~to artelractronic .. waste information. system to 

•... ranterwa.~t.~ ci~.~~ciire~tlyiptott)~yarioqs bl.9c~~9fthe V)/'INiey Certification .. Module data 
· .• ··· ep!rys~re~.p~j Altg9ugpthe !TI~nualty eotered.cia.!aprocess is mi.Jch.slower.than that of 

·•···· elec;:trqnicdata transf~t.th~entered.waste.data .. receives.thetsameiediVlimitchecks and· 
review~ ~s ell3ctr6f1i28at~;traHsfers: ... · .... ······.· .. ·.···· 
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6. 7 Review and Approval of Certification Data Entries 

The data administrator will periodically review container Certification Modute_ data that 
have passed the WWIS data/limit checks. The reviews are at the discretion of the data 
administrator but are primarily performed for consistency with the Waste Stream Profile 
Form. 

~:;r;,.· 

After review of the data, the .data administrator will indiGC~te acceptance or rejection of 
each container characterization record ~the accept/reject screen feature in the 
WWIS. If the record is rejected, the data-administrator will inputthe reason of the 
rejection into the WWIS. The WWJS automatically notifies the generator/shipper site of 
the rejection. 

6.8 Electronic Data Entrv - Shipping Module 

The electronic transfer of shipping data will be granted to sites that have an electronic 
waste information system. The data from the user system must be formatted to be 
consistent with the WWIS data structures. Before data are transmitted, the user 
system formatting will be verified by acceptance testing of the, generator electronic data 
system to ensure integrity and compatibility with the WIPP WWIS server. Edit and 
range checks are performed by the WWIS. The data entered are descriptors by waste 
container or dunnage container and include shipment, packaging, and assembly 
information. 

6.9 ·. ManuaiData Entry - Shipping Module 
.-; ____ , ____ .,. . •;,,- . .- __ ,. - .. 

. . 

Manual.shippihg data entry access is grantf3d to generator/~hiRper sites V~hich have 
lirr1ited. orsmall quaptlties of TRUwaste_orwhich do not haver access to an electronic 
infor'llationsy~tem but·doh~v.e V'J\NISdat~base capabilities .. Manual data entry allows 
a genE3r(;itor/sl1ippersite without an electronic waste information system to enter waste 
data<direct)}'iQtotheJi .. elgs ofthe WWI.s·sh.ipping Module_data entry scr~en~ Although 
t~~···maqq~nx E3rter~(j waste d~ta·.proces~ "is much. slower than< that of .el~ctronic data 
transfer,Etpe ~rterE3d wa~te d13ta receives the same editllimit.chec.l<s and reviews as 

• electronic data transfers. · · · · · · · · ·· · · 
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(CPR),O that the amount of the material parameters contained in the shipment will not 
cause the WIPP repository inventory of cellulose, plastics and rubber to exceed the 
limit of 2x1 0

7 
kgs. After these checks have been completed, the data administrator 

approves the generator/shipper site shipping data entries by selecting the "accept'' field 
on the WWIS "Review/Approve Shipment Information" screen. This approval allows 
the generator/shipper site to proceed with preparing the proposed shipment for 
transport to WIPP. 

6.11 Shipment Receipt Data 
' 

Prior to bringing a TRUPACT-11 shipment into the Waste Handling Building, the Waste 
Handling engineer will print a Shipment Summary Report for use in preparing for the 
shipment unloading. This report is· used by the Waste Handling engineer and 
Hazardous Waste Operations to provide a summary of parameters important to waste 
receipt and planning considerations. · 

6.12 Barcode Data Check of Shipment- Received Containers 

The following information will normally be gathered using a programmed \NWIS 
interface for downloading information to the barcode scanner, but the information can 
be manually recorded and compared to the information in the Shipment Summary 
Report. Data input to the WWIS can be accomplished by keyboard input of container 
barcode numbers and disposal/storage locations. The WWIS contains screens which 
allow manual input of the inventory and location information if the barcoding equipment 
is not available. 

The WasteHandling engineer will place the barcode scanner in the connect cradle and 
download shipment informatior},to the scanner. 

The v'laste ~<il'lcmngt~c;hniciCin willscahacontainet barc;ode from each assembly after 
it is·remov~d froi'Tl.tr.~ T§LJPACT-H. (The W\AfiS program will.associate the barcoded 
contain~r withtqe s~y~n7pack assemblynumb~raqd·any,of the remaining drums of the 
assembly~)Thep~~gre3mmed:scannerwillindicateifthescannedcontaineris listed in 
the approv~.e ~hipmentinfc;>rmation?, (After matching the scanned container number 
with the nurp~~F in the WWJS, ShipmeptC3PPr()yCil rrwypr()Ceed.) . 

•.;:.::--~.-:·, ':-.:~- .. ' '- _.-:_:.:::~-"-_\:t~:::.--_:-:_-,._':~)-'·(;>. __ ·_ _·_-:'/ __ -'_~,:~_,_: <.:,,:: _, ·-;·._-':_'_:'. -_ -.:- '--.-_-,.~-';: .. ·-<=:<<:-.·~:-;::t>"-. - ·:.·> .:::} _- -·._ --:· ~>::·' -- -.. ---.- ,_- -_ -.. ~- -. 

lfth~. ~f~bg~ri,g.~ntifi~sthe coptaineinulllber asincdtrect •. the container willbe 
s~pn~cj ~~~ip. ·rtm~ nurr1.per i.snot reqogni.+eg in. the Sf:!COnd ~c;anning, the. Waste 

· 1-iC~ndling E:!f'l9in~~rwiJI pe:.Qotified. : ·. · · · · · ·· · ·.. · 
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administrator and the generator/shipper. 

6.13 Shipment Approval 

The Waste Handling engineer will notify Hazardous Waste Operations if the receht~d 
container(s) agree with the WWIS Shipment Summary and obtain their r-
recommendation for approva or disapproval of shipment, based on agreement with 

· manifest information. 
~' --~ 

After verifying agreement between the WwiS Shipment ?'ummary and the Hazardous 
Waste Manifest=from Haz~rdous Waste Operation;s, the Waste Handling engineer will 
indicate acceptance of..the shipment by selectingthe shipment "accept" screen feature 
of the WWIS. If the WWIS Shipment- Summary and the Hazardous Waste Manifest are 
not in agreement, the Waste Handling engineer will notify the Waste Operations 
manager before making a shipment rejection entry into the WWIS (this is expected to 
be a rare event). 

6.14 Recording Overpack Information 

If Waste Handling Operations finds it necessary to cfferpack waste containers (i.e., 
loading corroded, damaged, or contaminated contamers into a larger container), the 
Waste Handling engineer will access the WWIS Overpacked Container input screen 
and record the overpacked container (i.e., drum or Standard Waste Box[SWB]) 
configuration information. 

Disposal location information will be recorded, using the same procedures used for 
non-overpacked containers. 

. - '.' _:,. .. ... -·->· ·. _'._· _ .. > . -..::'::' __ :._: _ _.. '.' - -.. ' . 

The Waste Hand. Hn····.··_ .• gen····· gin··. eer .. ca··.····· n.· .. · es .•... t.abtishS····· ···,.storage···.··Joca·.···.tio.·n· ··.··.s_··.·(··ro·. om .. an_ dpaoe_l) 
the pu 11-down screen 1n the Invent -- Module ofthe WWIS pnor to . 

·•.·.··•·· .. ·• .. · -:'····· .. ·· } .>· . ........ •····.·. . .. ····.... •• ····..• ·.· . 

· riofb~ta~enunder~rol.md for disposal.uqtil the yv~ste. Handling 
nu:>,,., Tr-><:> shipment, as inpic,atedby the Shipment Ap.prqval in the 
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After disposal locations for assemblies of the shipment are recorded in the barcode 
scanner, the Waste Handling engineer will upload the location information from the 
barcode scanner to the WWIS. Data errors in the module are listed in the "Bad 
Location" screen of the WWIS. 

After uploading the location information, the Waste Handling engineer will review the 
bad location screen of the WWIS, if necessary, and correct any locations that were 
found to be incorrect. 

The data administrator will print a Waste Container Emplacement Report weekly to 
document updated emplacements performed during the reporting period. This report is 
added by the data administrator to the WWIS Operational Log and retained at WlPP 
for the operational life of the facility. 

7.0 SETTING UP OTHER SITES TO USE THE WWIS 

The Waste Operations data administrator provides the generator/shipper sites with 
several levels of assistance in setting up generator/shipper sites with the WWIS 
database. Services provided to the generator/shipper sites include: 

• Providing users' computers with the necessary WWIS client files 

• Making appropriate entries in the WIPP WWIS to establish identifications for the 
designated sites and users · 

· • Providing data structure tables for sites to populate with site waste data (for 
electronic data entry) 

• ·. Providing WWI.S database user training (on-the-job training) for generator/shipper 
site data entry personnel 

• Providing the generator/shipper sites with a user's manual 

• ·. Providing site support visits by the data administrator and programming support 
personnel 

• Providing telephone support eac~ workday quring work hours 

.• , ~Providing the site with an acceptance test to qualify. the site system in the 
tr~nsrl1ittalofdata.from the site to the. WIPP WWIS . 

· .. s.o· E:xd~P~IbNs A'No UNRESoi..v~;o SAFETvQUESTIONDETERMINATIONS 
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Requests for exceptions (variances) to the WIPP operations and safety requirements 
must be formally submitted to the CAO for approval. The CAO cannot approve 
exceptions (veriances) to requirements that are controlled by others, such as the NRC 
for transportation, or the EPA and the NMED for the RCRA component of TRU-mixed 
waste, without first obtaining changes to the controlling permits. An exception may be 
allowable since the stated limit is an average based on the average concentration in a 
room divided by the number of containers emplaced in the room. The typical drum 
Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) concentration will be well below the established 
maximum average concentration. An evaluation can be performed at the time of the 
generator's request for the exception to ensure that the addition of a drum with a VOC 
concentration greater than the maximum average will not cause the concentration in 
the room to exceed the maximum average limit. 

Unreviewed Safety Question Determinations are performed by WID per 
WP 12-AR1001. Unreviewed Safety Question Determinations are conducted to 
determine the impact of proposed waste data that is outside the current limits of the 
WAC and compares the impact to the margin of safety in the WIPP Safety Analysis 
Report. 

The data administrator, upon written notification of a GAO-approved Exception Request 
and receipt of an acceptance of the proposed change by Environment, Safety, and 
Health, will update the WWIS WAC Exception Table with the WAC exception number, 
package identification, and the new limits for the field allowed in the exception. 

9.0 DATA CHANGE CON"rROL 

The data administrator is responsible for WWIS data management and change control. 
The WWIS has several methods ofidentify.ing, documenting, and .controlling the 
changing 6f generator/shipper site waste data. These methods include: 

• 

.. 

Rejecting container data not accepted by WWIS in the Characterization Module 
or Certification Module (a Bad Data Report will be created, explaining the reason 
for rejection) 

Re~Jbff1,ittin9 r~jected:;data willrequire correction and resubmittal to the WIPP 
prior toJurther consideration · 

Chan§irig the.,approvalstatysafter completion of each review and approval.stage, 
defiQinr;J,)Nhic;ry m()(jUiecanbe u:secj·•to gain access to··,th.E!•·data 

.. ·•···.· .. · .•• , ...• D.~Iefib~···~····r~6t1r~ •.•.. if·a·••f~cofd .• ehange.is.•reqci·iredyb¥.•.· .. th~•gen.er~tbr/sl1ipPE!·f··~fter .. the 

·.· ··· ... · .. •···.········· ap;prg~~~ pr()c;~~~s has q~gJlf"l (the! V'JIP·~ ;d~ta Ci.9m.inistratordele~E!s tre.re.f0rdatt:r 
· ···· ..• recprcjing.thT.ree?.~on.·.·fqrtf1~···dE!Ie,tipn.•.· in.theShang.~. Log~QdpJ.a,ce~ .•. a,~py. ()f tt1e · 

··d(3l?tr:!g·rf3cprd fnJh~.datClt)ase Gtiang(3Log·forfkJfurer(3feren~}.•·.·· ···· .. · .•. · .. ·.·. ········:y··· _ · 
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• Recording (automatically) any changes made to WWIS data records and 
providing a Change Log Report to identify changes that have been made (Change 
Log records will be maintained by the database and archived when the database 
archive copies are made) 

10.0 WWIS PROGRAM REPORTS 

The WWIS is designed to produce standardized reports for various uses. The WWIS 
reports are listed in WP 05-WA.01. These reports will satisfy routine needs, but 
specialized reports may occasionally be required of the WWIS data. Provisions are 
available for performing queries to provide information for nonstandard data requests. 
These requests will be processed by the data administrator on the basis of the nature 
of the request, the availability of resources to perform the request, and the approval of 
Waste Operations management. 

10.1 Printing Standardized Reports 

Access to WWIS database standardized reports is controlled by the access 
authorizations assigned to users. The WWIS data administrator will print and provide . 
copies of reports for WIPP personnel who do not have access authorization to the 
WWIS information. 

The WWIS data a,dministrator will print and issue reports to organizations outside of 
WJPP only with the express written diredion of the CAO or the reports may be sent to 
the CAO representative for distribution. Such written requests for distribution will be 
filed qythe data administratorJor future refereoce. 

·- '- ,' . - - - . 

Th~·Shipm~f1t Summary R.~port -will b~ generated atthe- requestofthe Waste Handling 
engine.er a~er aU. of the shipr11ent inf()rmationhas been received by the WWIS and will 
in91ude.the information necessaryf()r ac9eptance at the WIPP. This. information will 
inclup~ sbip111ent number, J~ljPACT .. Hnumber, assembly number, inner containment 
yes·selcloSljfe••dc:~t~, shigmen!certificationdate •.. shipment date, ·weight,._ surf~ce dose 
rate, _ i~sntifig~!ip_rtnumbers ofl3ach cor1taiper inthe shipment, total. activity level, 
nugli~~§(t_)y[RUPACT .. IIJ;._andthe HazardousWaste.Mapift3st Number(ifassigned) to_ 
thest"}iprp.eots~ · · - ·· 

-·- :-:<._;:_~\:. ...:,:;;,. ·"'· 

·:-:::' .. ' ·::_:';_ . . ·<-~,; : 
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The Nuclide Report lists the radionuclides contained in the waste disposed at WIPP at 
the time that the report is generated and includes the total activity of individual 
radionuclides as well as the total repository activity. The report is organized by waste 
type (contact-handled/remote-handled), using selection criteria established by the user, 
such as nuclides by generator during a specified period, or all actinides. This report 
can be used to aid in EPA reporting and assist WIPP personnel in organizing data 
requests for input to the Decay Module. This report is to be generated by WIPP 
personnel as required. 

10.4 Waste Emplacement Report 

The Waste Emplacement Report is generated on an emplacement period basis when 
containers have been emplaced or otherwise dispositioned and the data has been input 
to the WWIS from the barcode reader interface. The data is to be collected by 
container (for SWBs or Ten-Drum Overpacks) or assembly number (for seven-packs}. 
This report will be generated weekly and will be added to the Operational Log and 
retained at.WIPP for the operational life of the facility. 

10.5 Headspace Gas Concentration Report 

The Headspace Gas Concentration Report contains the average concentration of all 
headspace analytes in a particular storage room. The selection criteria is for all 
containers in a room as defined by actual emplacement information. This report is 
generated on demand. · 

10.6 . Regulatory Reporting: Biennial Reporting Input Report 

The. Biennia1 R.ep?rtihg ·Input Report willbe generated annually and is arrange~ by 
waste tYPt3ifor each generator contributing we3ste to WIPP in the previous year. This 
reportsumrnarizesthe amount (weightandvolume)ofthewaste receivedfrom each 
generatprandc()lleds.allof the EPAhe3zardoUs codes to provide cross-correlation in 
the variou~reporting sch~mes .. Jhe.EPA identificationpf ~achwaste gen~rator is 
included.C)Iongwiththelt~rn[)escriptipnS?d~(or.otherlocal code) •.. th~"fastematrix 
code, T~lj~.AFT-U GontenfCode, andt,he·WI PP waste stream identification. ."Jhis .·. · · · 
report is infehded to provicle input to WID personnel responsible for gener~ting the 
Bfennial. ···Report · · · · · 

·- ..... :< .. - .: .. 
;; 

· .... ··.··V\fiP~··.'!'(f'fJS.dat~b~sei:Pr9gr~rn./S6111~.ofthe.•·recordsg~ner~ted·py;thi~··•pr9~[aQlWill 
· ber~taipi~Gf·'at.·the.·facility~s~p~rtofthl3.operatiqnalrec:org·untiJplosuree>fth~f~<:il(ty;· · 

'f,.._. .-----:-.-:. ,. ·-·; 
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Other records will be sent to records storage. Criteria to define record retention times 
are listed in the approved Records Inventory and Disposition Schedule and the 
implementing procedures for each document. 

11.1 Backup and Archiving Reg uirements 

The WWIS data administrator will ensure that required nightly backups of system 
information are.performed. The WWIS data administrator will use this backup 
information to reconfigure the system in the abnormal event of a system failure and loss 
of system data. Nightly backups will be sent out of the building to a backup server to 
provide for the event of catastrophic hardware failure. 

In the event of a system failure, the WWIS data administrator is responsible for 
evaluating the failure event and determining the write-access users that should be 
notified of the failure since data entered on the day of the failure may have been lost. 

The WWIS data administrator will create quarterly and annual archive copies of the 
database information and will provide the archive copies of the WWIS database to 
Waste Operations for inclusion in the operating record, which will be retained for the 
life of the facility. 

12.0 SITE-DERIVED WASTE 

Waste data for site-derived waste will be input into the WWIS by the Waste Handling 
engineer. This activity will be performed per the requirements of the procedure entitled 
Site-Derived Mixed Waste Handling, WP 05-WH1036. 

13.0 TRAINING FOR THE WWIS PROGRAM 

This section outlines the type of training that each type of WWIS user must have, 
including a qualification card for the data administrator(s). Jhe WWIS data 
administrator qualification card specifies the required reading, prerequisite training, 
knowledge requirements, and practical application requirements needed to ensure 
proper use ofthe WWIS by the data administrator. The WIPP Technical Training 

· Section adhlinistersthe quali'fication card program and controls the WWIS Qualification 
Cards. · · 

The basi~ df)therernaining WWIS training wilfbe on-the-job training .. Waste 
Operation~ on:the-j()b WWIS training will include for t~e Waste Handling technicians' 
and Waste HandlinQ rn~ineers'.~ands~on use of thesystem to gain the practical 
application knowledge nee(fec.:lto operate th~ systern .. · · · · 
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The Configuration Manager will receive instruction on the proper use of the WWIS from 
the data administrator (the Subject Matter Expert). Software configuration management 
training required for the Configuration Manager is described in the WIPP Training 
Program (WP 14-TR.01) and Engineering procedures. 

The data administrator will be qualified per the criteria listed in WIPP RCRA Part 8 
Permit Application, DOE/WIPP 91-005, Revision 6, Appendix H-2; and training will be 
documented on a WWIS Operator Qualification Card. Waste Handling personnel will 
be required by their training program to be qualified to operate the WWIS. This 
training will be documented on the Waste· Handling Qualification Cards. Other 
personnel will be instructed through on-the-job training in the use of the WWIS by the 
data administrator prior to granting of an access code to the WWIS database. 

14.0 REFERENCES 

CA0-94-1 01 0, Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance Program Plan 

CA0-95-11 08, WIPP Waste Information System Software Quality Assurance Plan 

DOE/CAO 1996-2184, 40 CFR 191, Compliance Certification Application for the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant 

DOE/WIPP-069, Waste Acceptance Criteria for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

DOE/WIPP 91-005, WIPP RCRA Part 8 Permit Application, Chapter C, Waste Analysis 
Plan 

SP-WO-WWIS-002, WWIS User's Manual 

WP 05-WA.01, WIPP TRU Waste Data Management Plan 

WP 05-WA.03, Waste Stream Profile Form Review and Approval Program 
Attachment 1 • WWIS Access Request Form · 

Fax:-;,.....,---

Organization or S~e Requesting A~ ToWVVIS: ....-.;.. ____ ___;_ ______ ___, __ .....,----......--

Address: :;;_· '---'--'-_....;;...'---'-------""--'-'---'-'---'--



Characterization Data OffiCial 
_ Certification Official 
_ Shipping Official 
_ Regulatory Compliance Official 
_ WIPP Operations 
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_ Remote Site Query Only (your site data only) 
_ WIPP Query Only 
_ RCRA Permitting Section Staff 
_ Quality Engineers 
_ Data Administrator 
_ Database Administrator 
_ Computer Protection Program Manager 
_ System Administrator 

REASON FOR ACCESS: 

_ Generator/shipper data input for review and approval 
_ WIPP employee- assigned WIPP duties 
_ Regulatory Compliance oversight 
_ Quality Assurance oversight 
_ External analysis 

Other. ----~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Signature of Requestor: -------------------------------------------

Site TRU Steering Committee Member. --'-------------------------

FOR WIPP APPROVAL USE ONLY 

Data Administrator Date 

Waste Operations Manager Date 

Assigned User ID: -----'---~---.......,-'---"----'---- Assignec:IPassword ID: --....,---------------

Assigned Database ID: ---'---------------

Page:1 of 1 
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C~mA appr0V8r (i.8, 1 data administrator) 

23 

Page 1 of 1 
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Attachment 3 - WWIS Access Notification Form 

Date:. _________ _ 

Requestor: ______ _ Phone: ____ _ Site: _______ _ 

Requestor Organization: 

Address: 

WWIS ACCESS: Approved. ____ _ Rejected. ____ _ 

WIPPJWID·waste Operations Data Administrator: 

Date: ____ _ 
Signature 

Attachment WwJS Access~Request Form 

Page 1 of1 
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Attachment 4 - Shipping Review of Cellulose, Plastics and Rubber 



Selection Criteria 

Container Number 57023 

Site ld % 

Waste Stream % 

Data Status Code % 



Waste Container Data Report 
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Waste Container Information 

Cntr Num : 57023 

Site ld : LA· LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Data Status Code : 

Waste Stream Profile : 

Shipment Data Approved by WIPP 

LA·TA-55-43.01 

Type Code: 2-SWB 

WAC Ex.#: 

WACRev#: 5 , 

Cert Date: 03/08/1999 

Cert Site: LA- LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LA 

Generator Site : 

roc Code: 

LA • LOS ALAMOS NA'riONA 

Matrix Code : S5400 

Trucon Code: 

Shipping Category : 

Pcb Conc(Ppm) : 0 

LA125A 

111.1C1 

Decay Heat (Watts): .206 

Decay Heat Uncert (Watts) : .0336 

Closure Date: 05/27/1998 

Vent Date: 

Filter Install Date : 

Filter Model Number : 

Aspiration ld : 

Gas Gen Rate : 

Gas Hyd Meth Gen Rate : 

Gas Gen Comp Date : 

02124/1994 

05/27/1998 

NF013 

3 

Shipment Num : LA00001 

Packaging Num : 128 

Assembly ld : 1288 

Overpack CntrNum : 

Overpack Cntr l"ype : 

·~ . ' ~ 

Handling Code : 

Waste Type Code : 

Wst Strm Bir ld : 

Wst Strm Mwir ld : 

CH 

TRU 

T..004 

0.00 

Tru Alpha Ad. (Cil : 
Tru Alpha Ad Uncert (Ci) : 

Tru Alpha Ad Cone (Ci/g) : 

Tru Alpha Act Cone Uncert (Cilg) : 

Pu239 Eq Act (PE Ci) : 

Pu239 Fiss Gm Eq (Fge): 

6.160E+OO 

2.010E+OO 

4.468E-05 

1.458E-05 

5.61 

.11 

Pu239 Fiss Gm Eq Uncert (Fge): .04 

Layers Of Packaging : 1 

Fill Factor(%): 44 
Liner Type: 

Liner Punctured : 

Gross Weight (Kg) : 424.9 

Gross Weight Uncert (Kg) : 1.4 

Alpha Surf Cont (dpm/100~m2): ._.( . 

~. BC.:: Surf Cpntl1pm/100ciT12)it" ~-1~? 
.:y;:IJ -Hf :i: \·· ~- .- ·t-' : ~ :: ' 

~ -' ' Bg Dose Rate (mremlhr) j "-O 

Neut Dose Rate (rnremlhr) : 0 

Total Dose Rate (mremlhr): 0 

Cntr Disposal Date : 

Cntr Status Code : PRE 

Nucnc:telnforrnatlon 

PLUTONIUM 238 
• PLUTONIUM24d 

.. PU~241 .·.. • ffl~H!,Q~ty~~41 
PU-242 · ;pLUTONIUM242 
PI.J-239 ···· t:f>ccr'f"6t.4Un~r23~ 

· ... ·. · ·•··.·· · .A,.,~211 > .·. ·.. {. i~MEfliQIU~~41; 
·•. < < NB~231···· •: !NEFitUNIUI\tf23'1' 

·· ... ·• ;;;( .. ··: ~_,[r;Lt· 

-... -:. ' .. : .. :-)~·: __ ,.: ::- ,- -~~.,·--:::. _::'-: -.. , ;)):j': :_:; ?·-... :~·--

~< - • --- ' - • 

.'000007. 

.00434 

.00421···· 

-~-- ... _ooooOQ_---

·. '::::_:-___ :_·._ 

:~'<:' ·• 

. Mass 
Mass(G) .Un~(G) 

·.···~56 .058 
. .00794< •.. . ..• 0331 

..• 00112 . . .. .000212 < . • OOOQ01 
.ooooo2c···· 'ilo1~\{{ .000475 
.oof1a· · · ~oa9 ;. y·~t?~5 

··· ooo284 .oo12i ~fr ... ;.~::;ooc82 · 
.ooo®O · · .ti006020:•i:> .&o15& " · 

.,·-... ,.;-;.·o,.-: :£-.2;~----/·':'.:''·•,. 

-~-::-~ :.-:;t~]}X:·-_:-_:. tj::-:.~;.;-- ., -
, ----·-·.:: <--':';-·-. 

.;,---V·.·. 



WIPPWaste 
Information System 

Cntr Num: 

Site ld: 

Data Status Code : 
Waste Stream Profile : 

Type Code: 

Waste Container Data Report 

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

Waste Container Information 

57023 

LA· LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Shipment Data Approved by WIPP 

LA·TA-55-43.01 

2 -SWB 

Nuclide Information 

Paga3 of 5 

Radio nuclide Description 
Mass 

Activity(Ci) Activity Uncert(Ci) Mass(G) Uncert(G) 

U-234 URANIUM234 

Material Parameters Information 
Waste Matl Parm Description 

7 RUBBER 

1 IRON BASE METAL ALLOYS 

3 OTHER METAUALLOYS 

6 CELLULOSICS 

8 PLASTICS 

.00047 

Assay Methods Information 

Radio Assay Method Description 

-FRAM PC/GAMMA ISOTOPIC RATIO SYSTEM 
PAN PASSIVE/ACTIVE NEUTRON- COUNTER 

Characterization Methods Information 

Method ld Description 

RTRM MOBILE RTR @ LANL 

VISUAL VISUAL CHARACTERIZATION METHOD 

Sample Information 

.000133 

Weight(Kg) 

4.39 

114.15 

.06 
1.55 

18.1 

.0744 

Assay Date 

04/30/1998 
04130/1998 

Charz Method Date 

01/13/1998 
03/27/1998 

sample ld-: H-BFE80413.D Sample Type : HGHM 

Layer No Sampled : 0 Date Sampled : 02104/1998 

Sample Amounts 

.02095 

Concentration Date Analyzed Detection Method 

1333·7~'" HYDROGEN < 

74-82-a -~ETHANE 

V-8FEB0413,D 

-- _--·- LayerNo sampt~d::Z o . 
' ... ' .···,"·--'·,·',," ·C•. • 

520.1 

520.1 

;02Volume 
·% 

.02Volume 
% 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

Sample-Type : -HGVO 

- Date ~~unpled : 02/04/1998 

u 

u 

-~ 



Waste Container Data Report 
WIPPWaste 
Information System Waste Isolation PUot Plant 

Waste Container Information 

Cntr Num: 

Site ld: 

Data Status Code : 

Waste Stream Profile : 

Type Code: 

57023 

LA-LOSALAMOSNATIONALLABORATORY 

Shipment Data Approved by WIPP 

LA-TA-55-43.01 

2-SWB 

Sample Information 
Sample ld: V-8FEB0413.D Sample Type : HGVO 

Layer No Sampled : 0 Date Sampled : 02104/1998 

Sample Amounts 
Analyte Method Concentration Date Analyzed 

100-41-4 ·ETHYL BENZENE 

107-06-2 • 1 ,2-DICHLOROETHANE 

108-10-1 ·METHYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 

108-67-8 - 1 ,3,5-TRIMETHYLBENZENE 

108-88-3 - TOLUENE 

108-90-7- CHLOROBENZENE 

108383/106423- M,P-XYLENE 

110-82-7- CYCLOHEXANE 

127-18-4- TETRACHLOROETHYLENE 
156-59-2 - CI5-1,2-DICHLOROETHYLENE 

56-23-5- CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 

60-29-7- ETHYL ETHER 

. 67-56-1 - METHANOL 

67-64-1 -ACETONE 

67-66-3- CHLOROFORM 

71-36•3 • BUTANOL 

71--43-2- BENZENE 

71-55-6- 1,1 ,1-TRICHLOROETHANE 

75-09-2 -METHYLENE CHLORIDE 

75-25-2- BROMOFORM 

75-34-3 -1,1-DICHLOROETHANE 

75-35-4. -t, 1 ~DICH~9ROETHYLE~E 
76-13-1-1,1,2-TRICHLOR0-1,2,2· 

. TRIFLUOROETHAN£;. . 
78-.93-3- METHYL ETHYL ·KETONE 

. 79-01-6 -TRICHLOROETHYLENE. 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 
430.1 
430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430.1 
430.1 

430~1 

430.1 

430.1 
430.1 

430.1 

430.1 

430:1 

430.1 

430;1 

79-34'"5 -1,1,2.,2if~AACHLOROETHANE 430.1 
95-47-6 ;; 0-XYLENE . 430~1 

2.43 Ppm 

2.42 Ppm 

25.5 Ppm 

3.71 Ppm 

2.07 Ppm 

2.3 Ppm 

4.9 Ppm 

2.39 Ppm 

1.83 Ppm 
2.31 Ppm 

1.88 Ppm 

2.66 Ppm 

15.1 Ppm 
20.5Ppm 

1.76 Ppm 

21.8 Ppm 

1.52Ppm 

2.01 Ppm 
1.71 Ppm 

2.65 ppm 

2.23 Ppm 
· .• 92 Ppm 

1.91 Ppm 

· ..• ~8.9Ppm 

t.7?Ppm 

?.49 Ppm 

95-63~6-.1.~.4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE • ••.•• < 430.1·.·.. <3.~7Ppm 
• .. · ......•... ·. ... . • ,'········ .. ····· / c6mm~llt lnfor:matl6n 

2:54ppm 

.·· ..... ·. cbrnl'll~ntTy~ .... . .. ·· .. ··· c:;omlllents. · Y' 
'·-. , ' __ ,._.. .·-·.;·c 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 
02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 
02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 
02/04/1998 

02/04/1998 

02104/1998 

. 02104/1998 

02104/1998 

02104/1998 
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Detection Method 

u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
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u 
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u 
u 
u 
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·u 
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WIPPWaste 
Information System 

CntrNum: 

Site ld: 

Data Status Code : 
Waste Stream Profile : 

Type Code: 

Waste Container Data Report 

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

Waste Container Information 

57023 

LA· LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Shipment Data Approved by WIPP 
LA·TA·SS-43.01 

2-SWB 

Comment Information 
Comment Type Comments 

WASTE CONTAINER ORIGINAL DRUM REPACKAGED INTO MULTIPLE DRUMS, THEN INDIVIDUAL 
DAUGHTER DRUMS REPACKAGED INTO SWB WITH DRUM UD REMOVED & 3 
EMPTY DRUMS 

RADIONUCLIDES 49CFR173.433F ISOTOPE LIST FOR SHIPPING PAPERS & LABELING: PU-238 
GENERAL FILTER DATE AND CLOSURE DATE ARE FOR SWB CONTAINER, VENT DATE fS FOR 
COMMENTS WASTE VENTING WHICH IS THE DATE ORIGINAL DRUM WAS VENTED, RTRM ON 

ORIGINAL DRUM BEFORE REPACKAGING 
ASSAY METHODS DAUGHTER DRUM WAS USED FOR RADIOASSAY 

CHARZ METHODS ORIGINAL VENTED & FILTERED DRUM WAS REPACKAGED AFTER HGAS 

Page5of5 



Selection Criteria 

Site id: % 

Nuclide: % 

Panel Number : % 

Room Number: % 

Handling Code : % 

Show Uncertainty : YES 
TRU Nuclides Only : % 

EPA Tracked Nuclides Only: y 

·. j_ - ~--__ :_:-·_·' .-:_.'' 

... ·.·.················.·~·.··.·.·.··.··.·.·.··~·.··.··.····.··.• .. ··· .. •··.· .. ·· ...•. · ... · .. · .. ·.• .. •·.·•·•··· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:.·.· 
,._--·-:- -::.- -_:_:._c-', 

... -·,.--. _,·:--. 



Nuclide Report 
WIPPWaste 
lnfonnation System Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Page 2 of 2 

Panel Room 
Number: Number: 

• Activity Activity Mass 
Radionuclide (Ci) Uncert (Ci) Mass( G) Uncert(G) 

PU-239- PLUTONIUM 239 613 63.05 68 63.5 

Totals: 613 63.05 68 63.5 

Panel Room 
Number: Number: 2 

Activity Activity Mass 
Radio nuclide (Ci) Uncert (Ci) Mass( G) Uncert(G) 

AM-241- AMERICIUM 241 .017937191 7 .0012559 .005171 

PU-238- PLUTONIUM 238 .047886207 7 .003351 .002767 

PU-239- PLUTONIUM 239 4.020013791 10 3.07141 19.22 

PU-240- PLUTONIUM 240 .233645937 7 .01636 1.0151 

PU-242- PLUTONIUM 242 .00002954 7 .000002068 .007454 

Totals: 4.319512666 38 3.092378968 20.250492 

Panel Room 
Number: Number: 6 

Activity Activity Mass 
Radio nuclide (Ci) Uncert (Ci) Mass(G) Uncert(G) 

PU-239- PLUTONIUM 239 14 6.1 134 6.1 

Totals: 14 6.1 134 6.1 

Panel Room 
Number: 1 Number: 7 

Activity Activity Mass 
Radionuclide (Ci) Uncert (Ci) Mass( G) Uncert(G) 

U-238 - URANIUM 238 .00000068 2 0 2 

Totals: .00000068 2 0 2 

Panel Room 
Number: Number: 7 

Activity Activity Mass 
Rl:iclionuclide (Ci) Uncert (Ci) Mass( G) Uncert(G) 

AM.:241-AMERICIUM241 1.487297834 35.33348 .402953 .124164 
' .. . . .-·. ; -: ,; ~. . ;. - ; _: ... - ·. 

80.452481581 ·PU~238 ~PLUTONIUM 238 35.181366 46.487302 .032572 

128:099689442 38;7763 1805.07754 191.121 
. : . 

PU-240.iRLUTONJUM 240 15.3752 11.2917 
.· . ·-·· >"- ~- .· .. ---> ·_. :~,-. 

• PLUTONIUM242 .064286713 .075494 

Totals: 1867.40728171 202.64493 

294.495422 



Working Copy 

Delaware Basin Drilling Surveillance Plan 
WP 02-PC.02, Rev. 0 

CCA. 40 CFR Part 191, Compliance Certification Application for the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant. DOE/CA0-1996-2184. October 1996, United States Department of 
Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Carlsbad Area Office, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 
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Delaware Basin Drilling Surveillance Plan 
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FIGURE 1 SURVEILLANCE AREAS WITHIN THE DELAWARE BASIN 

9 NEW MEXICO 
CHAVEZ 

GAINES 

OTERO 
EDDY 

AI\IDREWS 

LOVING 

CULBERSON 

TEXAS 

REEVES 

JEFF DAVIS 
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NEW MEXICO DRillED HOLE DATABASE Wednesday, March 24,1999 

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE NUMBER 30015220860000 _____________ _.. 

LOCATION INFORMATION 

TOWNSHIP 

RANGE 

SEC nON 

LOCATION 

COUNTY 

27E 
------
35 i 

:1980 F_S:_~~-~----- -" 
------ ----·-
:EDDY 

MAP INFOBMAnON 

MAP SYMBOL OG 

STATE X-PLANE 1 552650! LOCAnON POINTS ARE FOR 
J _______ _j REFERENCE ONLY ·NO 

STATE Y-PLANE ~=-~1-ei!J ACTUAL SURVEY MADE. 

NINE TOWNSHIP 0 UNIT LOCATION r 

WELLNAME 

WELL# 

OPERATOR 

WELL STATUS 

ITWNLEASE 

FIELD NAME 

CURRENT well INFORMATION 
.-----------_ .. --
HUNKER COM 

. ----------------------------------' WELL DEPTH 11895! 
---~; 

PBDEPTH i 
' ------- - _j 

; 

----------------~ 

i OIL & GAS WELL 
PAY ZONE 

:--- ------------ _______ _J 

·-------··------------------------------ PRODUCING FORMATION 
·-------· i CARLSBAD_E ______ --- ELEVAnON fJ12iKB·-----

HISTORICAL weLL INFORMATION 

DRILLER 

WELL TYPE 

1ST CASING STRING 13 318 Q 428 ! ______________________ _j 

-------------------- -----------
: 6-DEVELOPMENT 

PLUGGED DATE 
I -•·---·-•·-·-···-•-..; 

COMP-DATE 06/02/1977[ 

TO FORMATION : 359-MSSP 

SPUD DATE 

2ND CASING STRING 8!¥'8 0 2650 

3RD CASING STRING :5 112 ~ 11895 

4TH CASING STRING 

5TH CASING STRING 

MISCELLANEOUS well INFOBMAJION 

· INCIDENCE REPORT -8 TWN 0 KNOWN POTASH 0 AIR DRILLED 0 WAS BRINE ENCOUNTERED 0 0 FIELD VISIT 
LEASE AREA 

weLL HISTOBY 

1st WORKOVER 

---------------· -------- ·- ------------ --- ------ .... --------·--------· 

2nd WORKOVER 
-----------·----------------------- ---"""7'-------------------. 

_____ .__. ___________ -- ··- --------------------. ------------ ····----------·- ·- -~----.1 

3rd WORKOVER 

------- ---------·-
4th WORKOVER 

' --------------------------.------·· ----------- -~-=(~~-----------· 

u 0~~ cf 
. --~-------·-

! 


